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ABSTRACT

In the past decade, the Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA)

became the first telescope capable of collecting a myriad of highly-resolved proto-

planetary disc observations, confirming the long-thought belief that protoplanetary

discs are not featureless and instead are rich in structure. Among the structures

ALMA has observed are large-scale crescent-shaped features often at the edges of

gaps or cavities in these discs. Such features could potentially be explained by gap-

opening planets generating dust-trapping vortices through the Rossby Wave insta-

bility (RWI) at one or both of their gap edges where a maximum in the disc’s radial

inverse vortensity profile develops. It remains an open question as to whether such

vortices can survive for a long enough period of time to expect to observe even the

relatively small number of crescent-shaped features found in observations. Develop-

ing strong constraints on expected vortex lifetimes could potentially also constrain

disc conditions and planet masses, properties that if known precisely would make it

possible to study which disc conditions connect to which types of planets and to be

able to connect the population of newly-formed planets in discs to the older popula-

tion of planets detected more directly around main sequence stars. Previous studies

have demonstrated that various effects such as dust feedback, disc self-gravity, lay-

ered viscosity profiles, and sub-optimal disc aspect ratios can all drastically shorten

vortex lifetimes. In this work, we explore yet another effect that can alter both the

lifetimes and appearances of planet-induced vortices that has been largely neglected

in previous studies, namely the growth of the planet. In the core accretion model,

the preferred method for forming most gap-opening planets, the growth of the planet

is not instantaneous, even in the runaway gas accretion phase when it accretes the

bulk of its final mass. In spite of these potentially slow planetary growth timescales,

previous computational studies of planet-induced vortices by others merely intro-
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duce a fully-grown planet into the disc on an unrealistically quick timescale of 10

to 100 planetary orbits. In our work, we study the effects of introducing the planet

into our simulations on a slower, more realistic timescale with two different growth

methods, namely prescribed growth and the more realistic process of a planetary

core accreting its gaseous atmosphere directly from the disc. With realistic planet

growth timescales, we find the planets highly preferentially induce vortices that are

elongated, a stark contrast from the compact vortices that typically form with un-

realistically quick planet growth. The underlying difference in the structure of these

elongated vortices is that they do not develop a minimum Rossby number < −0.15

that is needed for them to become compact. With a more elongated extent in the

gas and a flatter pressure bump through the bulk of the vortex, we find the dust

trapped in these elongated vortices circulates around nearly the entire azimuthal

extent of the vortex instead of spiraling inwards to the center like in compact vor-

tices. As result, elongated gas vortices should typically have elongated azimuthal

extents and off-center peaks in ALMA observations, two features that distinguish

them from compact vortices. Double peaks are also possible while the dust is cir-

culating through the middle of the vortex. While higher viscosities (α ∼ 10−4) are

strong enough to cause these vortices to decay into rings, we find that shocks from

the planet’s spiral waves are more responsible for breaking up elongated vortices

in lower-viscosity discs (α ∼ 10−5). As a result, elongated planet-induced vortices

are much longer-lived in regions of a low-viscosity disc with larger aspect ratios due

to the weaker shocks associated with the planet in these conditions. With lower

aspect ratios, low-mass planets can still induce long-lived by asymmetries by caus-

ing the vortex to re-form. With higher-mass planets, however, the gap typically

becomes too wide too quickly to maintain the prospect of the vortex re-forming

beyond a relatively short amount of time. As a consequence of these effects and

somewhat counterintuitively, lower-mass planets tend to produce longer-lived asym-

metries than planets near Jupiter’s mass in discs with low to intermediate aspect

ratios. Overall, the long lifetimes we expect in the lower-mass planet cases do not

seem to be consistent with the paucity of crescent-shaped features in protoplanetary
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disc observations, in particular those with two-sided gaps that are conventionally

expected to arise from planets in a protoplanetary disc. This discrepancy adds sup-

port for the proposed mechanisms for shortening vortex lifetimes. Nonetheless, the

dust signatures we find with vortices induced by slowly-grown planets are a natural

explanation for the elongated extent and off-center peak in HD 135344 B, one of the

few discs with a crescent-shaped feature at the edge of a conventional two-sided gap.

They can also potentially explain more bizarre signatures such as the two clumps

in MWC 758, the separation between the dust and gas cavities in Oph IRS 48, the

double peaks in HD 142527 or V1247 Orionis. Our work lays the foundation for un-

derstanding how planet-induced vortices could potentially constrain disc conditions

and planet masses with better-resolved multi-wavelength observations in the future.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

How do planets form? Although this is a fundamental question in astronomy, there

are no planets that are still forming in our own solar system to help answer that

question. Meanwhile, planets that are in the midst of forming around other stars

are too small to resolve and hardly any have been imaged or detected directly in

any capacity. While these planets themselves are often too difficult to detect, we

have been able to image the nearest and brightest protoplanetary discs from which

these planets form for a few decades.

With definitive proof that there are hidden planets in these discs and also pre-

cise constraints on the associated planet masses, it would be possible to study when

planetary systems settle into a steady-state configuration by comparing this popu-

lation of newly-formed largely-unseen planets to the population of planets around

older main sequence stars that have been detected through more direct means such

as the transit and radial velocity methods (e.g. Lodato et al., 2019; Mulders et al.,

2021). Additionally, constraining the disc conditions in tandem with the properties

of any planets in these discs would make it possible to study which disc conditions

are responsible for forming each type of planet. Understanding the answers to ei-

ther or both of these questions for other stellar systems would provide additional

constraints on the formation and evolution of the planets in our own lone solar

system.

It was only very recently, however, that the first light of the Atacama Large

Millimeter/sub-mm Array (ALMA) in 2011 made it possible to resolve these discs

and reveal signatures of planet formation. Many of the discs ALMA has observed

are far from just being run-of-the-mill smooth discs (e.g. Andrews et al., 2018; Cieza
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et al., 2019; van der Marel et al., 2021). Because ALMA is observing relatively large

dust grains rather than the more abundant gas component, prominent dust-trapping

features often dominate the structures of these discs. The most prevalent features

are sets of gaps and rings that might have been sculpted by unseen planets in these

gaps, but these associated rings are not the only type of feature in ALMA’s myriad

of protoplanetary discs.

Among the other types of features ALMA has observed are asymmetric dust

traps that are often crescent-shaped but do not wrap around into a full circle the

way a ring does. Like gaps and rings, these features can also be created by planets.

But also like gaps and rings, these features are not necessarily created by planets

(e.g. Varnière and Tagger, 2006; Ragusa et al., 2017; Owen and Kollmeier, 2017).

In order to figure out what we can learn from these crescent-shaped features, it is

crucial to understand how these structures form and what they should look like.

One way to create a crescent-shaped dust asymmetry in a protoplanetary disc

is for a gap-opening planet to make the disc unstable and generate vortices through

the Rossby Wave instability (RWI: Li et al., 2000, 2001; Koller et al., 2003). When

a planet opens up a gap in the disc, it creates a pressure bump at each gap edge.

These bumps naturally correspond to maxima in disc’s radial inverse vortensity

profile, where the inverse vortensity is defined as the density divided by the vorticity.

The presence of such a maximum is the key criterion for exciting the RWI. If the

bump becomes unstable, several small co-orbital vortices form at the location of the

maximum in the inverse vortensity profile. As these vortices continue to grow, they

typically merge into a single crescent-shaped vortex within 100 planet orbits. The

dust collected by this vortex appears as a single crescent-shaped asymmetry.

Because these vortices both correspond to azimuthal pressure bumps and have

anti-cyclonic motion, they naturally trap dust (Barge and Sommeria, 1995). A

telltale signature for an observed crescent to be a vortex is for the larger grains to

be trapped over a narrower extent compared to smaller grains, a trend that would

not occur if the feature was not a dust trap. The vortices at the outer gap edge

in particular can collect both the dust that had been located at the location of the
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pressure bump as well as the dust that is drifting inwards from the outer region of

the disc. This potential surplus of dust makes it possible for the vortex to accrue

one of the highest concentrations of dust in the disc, if not the highest. With such

a high concentration of dust, a vortex can easily become the brightest feature in a

disc.

The general lack of crescent-shaped dust asymmetries associated with gaps in

observations of protoplanetary discs, however, suggests that this phenomenon either

does not always occur at every gap edge or the vortices that form are not relatively

long-lived. Previous studies have found a variety of ways to shorten vortex lifetimes

or inhibit vortex formation altogether. It was once thought that the most inher-

ent reason planet-induced vortices would not be prevalent in protoplanetary discs

was that even moderate levels of turbulent viscosity in the disc would smooth out

planetary gap edges and prevent them from becoming unstable to begin with (de

Val-Borro et al., 2007).

Although it was once thought that protoplanetary discs needed to have moderate

to high levels of turbulence to explain observed stellar accretion rates, recent com-

putational magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) studies have demonstrated that non-ideal

MHD effects can suppress the level of turbulence in the disc and other mechanisms

are more likely for driving angular momentum transport through the disc and stel-

lar accretion (Bai and Stone, 2013; Simon et al., 2013; Bai et al., 2016; Bai, 2017).

Preliminary attempts to constrain the level of turbulence in specific protoplanetary

discs have supported these recent theoretical expectations by measuring weak tur-

bulence in most discs (Flaherty et al., 2015, 2018, 2020). If relatively high levels of

turbulence are indeed not the main inhibiting factor in forming long-lived vortices,

it is worthwhile to study other mechanisms for limiting the presence of vortices in

protoplanetary discs in more detail.

To complement other mechanisms for limiting planet-induced vortex lifetimes

such as the disc’s self-gravity, I am presenting another factor that affects both the

lifetime and appearance of a vortex: the planet’s growth.
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1.2 Observations of protoplanetary discs

1.2.1 Types of observations

Protoplanetary discs consist of two main components: gas composed of a wide

variety of molecules and atoms, and dust composed of grains with a wide variety

of sizes and types. It is generally assumed that about 99% of the disc is gas and

only 1% is dust; however, the exact percentages are not known, expected to vary by

a considerable amount in different discs and over time, and the subject of ongoing

research.

Because nearly all of the gas is made up of hydrogen and helium, neither of which

have prominent spectral lines at characteristic disc temperatures, it is essentially

impossible to observe the bulk of the gas directly. As a result, gas observations must

rely on other secondary molecules such as carbon monoxide, which is only expected

to comprise not even 0.1% of the gas, for some sort of direct measurements. With

these low abundances as well as the narrow bandwidths needed to observe narrow

spectral lines, however, emission maps are generally marred by poor sensitivity (see

review by Andrews, 2020).

While the dust is typically easier to resolve with better sensitivity, it has its own

set of intricacies. Observations with different wavelengths are most sensitive to dust

grains with circumferences comparable to the wavelength itself to within about a

factor of three (Draine, 2006). As a result, multiple wavelengths of observations

are needed to probe different-sized grains, each of which have different advantages

and disadvantages. Micron wavelengths in the optical and near-infrared parts of the

spectrum probe the smallest particles in the disc, which primarily emit scattered

light. Meanwhile, millimeter wavelengths in the radio part of the spectrum probe

the largest grains in the disc, which primarily re-emit starlight as thermal radiation.

Although the smallest micron-sized grains are well-coupled to and trace out the

gas, their high optical thickness prevents observations from reaching beneath the

surface layers of the disc. To see deeper into the disc and reach the midplane, one

must observe the largest millimeter-sized grains, which both are more transparent
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and should settle into the midplane much more than smaller grains. The fact that

these grains are less coupled to the disc allows them to drift inwards through the

disc faster and produce higher intensity features when they collect in dust traps.

Drawbacks of that behavior, however, are that they cannot trace the amount of

gas and they typically leave the outer regions of the disc entirely on relatively short

timescales. Nevertheless, the fact that these grains are in the midplane where planet

formation should happen and the fact that these grains are expected to play a

bigger role in planet formation compared to smaller grains both make millimeter

observations more valuable for many types of studies.

1.2.2 History

It wasn’t until the mid-1980s that Keene and Masson (1990) took the first resolved

observations of a protoplanetary disc, L1551 IRS 5, at a wavelength of λ = 2.73

mm as imaged with the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO) interferometer

in southeastern California. About three decades later, van der Marel et al. (2013)

made the first major discovery of an asymmetric dust trap around Oph IRS 48, a

star with a disc so lopsided that the crescent-shaped asymmetry is the only observed

feature. The time in-between saw the growth of the field of observational planet

formation mostly from images that were poorly resolved in preparation for the era

of highly-resolved images that ALMA would set in motion.

Around the time of the first resolved disc observations, evidence was mounting

that the material surrounding T Tauri and Herbig stars was in fact primarily ar-

ranged in a disc that accreted onto those stars, in contrast to the earlier idea of

protostars being surrounded by circumstellar spherical shells. Strom et al. (1971,

1972) had provided observational support for the idea of spherical shells based on

observed Balmer ultraviolet continuum and emission lines indicative of the gas struc-

ture and infrared excess indicative of the dust structure. These observations were

thought to support simulations by Larson (1969, 1972) that suggested the proto-

stellar envelope surrounding a newly formed star could last on the order of a million

years. The idea that spherical shells were needed to explain the ultraviolet excess
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was rebuked, however, when Lynden-Bell and Pringle (1974) demonstrated in a the-

oretical work that a disc accreting onto its star should yield peak emission in the

ultraviolet part of the spectrum.

A wide variety of observations in the late 1970s and 1980s then indirectly backed

up the idea that protostars were surrounded by circumstellar discs, including:

1. strong linear polarizations that were more consistent with scattering by dust

grains and electrons in a flat disc structure (Elsasser and Staude, 1978; Gras-

dalen et al., 1984).

2. measurements of the rotation of the disc (Sargent and Beckwith, 1987).

3. measured column densities and optical depths that were consistent with a thin

disc structure and could not be explained by a spherical structure (Beckwith

et al., 1990).

4. observations of forbidden lines from outflows that included blueshifted emis-

sion while lacking redshifted emission indicating that the redshifted emission

was obscured, presumably by a disc (Edwards et al., 1987).

These indirect confirmations of circumstellar discs set the stage for the Hubble Space

Telescope to provide the most direct affirmation in the 1990s by taking scattered

light images in the optical that visually revealed a disc structure (O’dell et al., 1993;

O’dell and Wen, 1994).

With the idea of discs generally accepted, Strom et al. (1989) used the Infrared

Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) to find that 60 to 80% of pre-main sequence stars

in the Taurus-Auriga star-forming region were surrounded by circumstellar discs,

as indicated by these stars having near-infrared excesses in their spectral energy

distributions. Based on the ages of these stars, they inferred that more than half of

all discs survive at least 3 Myr, while very few discs survive more than 10 Myr. More

generally, many of the closest protoplanetary discs are 140 pc away in the Taurus

star-forming region (e.g. Long et al., 2018), highlighted by the largely face-on and

intricately-ringed HL Tau disc. Besides Taurus, there are several other star-forming
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regions at about the same distance or only slightly farther away, most notably ρ

Ophiuchus at 140 pc (Cieza et al., 2019), Upper Sco at 145 pc (Barenfeld et al.,

2016), Lupus I, II, and IV at 150 pc (Ansdell et al., 2016), and Chamaeleon I at 160

pc (Pascucci et al., 2016). One of the few much closer protoplanetary discs is TW

Hydrae, which is only about 60 pc away while being relatively isolated given its old

age of approximately 10 Myr.

From the 1990s through the 2010s, the discs considered to be the best and bright-

est targets to resolve were imaged many times at sub-millimeter, millimeter, and cen-

timeter wavelengths with a variety of telescopes and arrays. Before HL Tau became

the poster child of ALMA observations of protoplanetary discs (ALMA Partnership

et al., 2015), it was imaged with the Institut de Radioastronomie Millimetrique

(IRAM) at λ = 1.3 mm (Beckwith et al., 1990), with the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland

Association array (BIMA) at λ = 2.7 mm (Mundy et al., 1996), with the Very

Large Array (VLA) at λ = 7, 36, and 60 mm (Wilner et al., 1996) and λ = 13 mm

(Greaves et al., 2008), the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) at λ = 0.65 mm

(Lay et al., 1997) and sub-mm wavelengths from λ = 0.35 to 1.3 mm (Chandler and

Richer, 2000), and most recently before ALMA by the Combined Array for Research

in Millimeter Astronomy (CARMA) at λ = 1.3 mm and λ = 2.7 mm (Kwon et al.,

2011). Figure 1.1 compares the extent to which the CARMA observations do not

resolve the disc compared to how well ALMA observations do resolve the disc.

In addition to these telescopes, the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI) from

the 1990s and the Submillimeter Array (SMA) and the 2000s were among other tele-

scopes that played a significant role in imaging the outer regions of protoplanetary

discs, while the Spitzer and Herschel infrared space telescopes complemented those

observations with probes of the hotter inner disc. Yet none of these telescopes were

able to produce any well-resolved images of a protoplanetary disc (see left panel of

Figure 1.2).

That all changed with the first light of the Atacama Large Millimeter/Sub-

millimter Array (ALMA) in 2011. ALMA’s Cycle 0 already yielded the first discov-

ery of a crescent-shaped asymmetry that was a clear dust trap with an extremely
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Figure 1.1: HL Tau protoplanetary disc: CARMA image (left: Kwon et al., 2011)
and ALMA image (right: ALMA Partnership et al., 2015). ALMA can resolve the
dust gaps and rings in the disc not detected by CARMA.

high contrast and a good candidate to be a vortex (van der Marel et al., 2013).

The extremely high resolution image of HL Tau then set the stage for many more

highly-resolved images in the years thereafter (ALMA Partnership et al., 2015). In

particular, the Disk Substructures at High Angular Resolution Project (DSHARP)

survey was the first to present a large collection of discs with high enough resolution

to resolve all but the innermost rings, gaps, and other features (Andrews et al.,

2018), as illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1.2. The Ophiuchus Disc Survey

Employing ALMA (ODISEA) survey followed suit with a similar sample size of

high resolution images that instead focused only on discs in Ophiuchus (Cieza et al.,

2019). To complement ALMA, the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet

Research (SPHERE) instrument on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) has made it

possible to take well-resolved scattered light images, some of which were of the same

discs that were imaged and well-resolved by ALMA (e.g. van Boekel et al., 2017;

Hendler et al., 2018).
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Figure 1.2: (a) Images of protoplanetary discs that predate ALMA; Figure 11 from
Williams and Cieza, 2011. (b) The DSHARP sample, representing the first major
set of high resolution images of protoplanetary disc images from ALMA; Figure 3
from Andrews et al., 2018.
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1.3 Key protoplanetary disc processes

1.3.1 Angular momentum transport and turbulence

The underlying process that governs the evolution of protoplanetary discs is the

transport of angular momentum. Protoplanetary discs must transport angular mo-

mentum to explain observed stellar accretion rates (e.g. Alexander et al., 2014;

Hartmann et al., 2016). Nevertheless, one of the central unsolved problems in study

of planet formation theory is the question of what governs angular momentum trans-

port in protoplanetary discs.

Assuming viscous evolution, a one-dimensional axisymmetric so-called “master

equation” for the evolution of the disc’s radial surface density profile can be de-

rived from the viscous torque and the continuity equation (see lecture notes from

Christoph Mordasini1). The continuity equation can be cast in terms of the accretion

rate Ṁ through the disc as

∂Σ

∂t
+∇ · (Σ~v) = 0, (1.1)

∂Σ

∂t
− 1

2πr

∂Ṁ

∂r
= 0, (1.2)

where Σ is the surface density, v is the velocity, r is the radial distance from the

star, and t is time. Assuming Keplerian motion, the viscous torque acting on the

disc is

T =2πr

∫ ∞
−∞

dz rσrφ (1.3)

=2πr

∫ ∞
−∞

dz r2ρν
∂Ω

∂r
(1.4)

=3πr2ΣνΩ, (1.5)

where z is the vertical distance from the midplane, σrφ is a shear stress component of

the viscous stress tensor, ρ is the spatial density, ν is the viscosity, and Ω is orbital

1Although Mordasini’s website at his previous institution was taken down, his lecture

notes are still available online here: https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/17979865/l6-

protoplanetary-disks-part-ii.
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frequency. Because of the definition of the torque as d(jδm)/dt = T (r)−T (r+ δr),

the mass accretion rate relates to the gradient of the viscous torque as

Ṁ = −∂T
∂r

/∂j
∂r
, (1.6)

where j = r2Ω is the angular momentum. As a result, the overall evolution of the

surface density profile due to the viscous evolution of the disc is constrained by

∂Σ

∂t
− 1

r

∂

∂r

[
3r1/2 ∂

∂r
(r1/2Σν)

]
= 0, (1.7)

which can be solved numerically.

The evolution of protoplanetary discs is not this simple, however, because pro-

toplanetary discs do not intrinsically have a viscosity. The viscous timescale is

t ∼ r2/ν, where r is the radial separation, and ν = λcs = HΩ/nσ is the viscos-

ity. Additionally, H is the disc scale height, n is the number density, and σ is the

collision cross section. At r = 1 AU, the approximate parameters are H = 0.05

AU, Ω = 2π/1 year, n = ρ/µmp = Σ/
√

2πHµmp, Σ = 1700 g cm−2, µ = 2.34,

and σ = 10−15 cm2. Thus, the viscosity is ν = 1300 m2/s and the overall viscous

timescale is t = 5.5× 1011 years, which is longer than the age of the universe. With

such a negligible molecular viscosity mainly due to the sizable length of the mean

free path, protoplanetary discs must have another source of viscosity to behave in

a viscous manner.

For decades, it was long thought that turbulence was the mechanism for gener-

ating viscosity and thereby angular momentum transport in protoplanetary discs.

Turbulent discs have random motion δvr and δvφ in the radial and azimuthal direc-

tions respectively, which yield a non-zero shear stress term of σrφ = −ρ < δvr δvφ >

that exerts a torque on the disc just as a non-zero viscosity would. This stress can

be characterized by a dimensionless parameter α ≡ σrφ/ρc
2
s (Shakura and Sunyaev,

1973). In this parametrization, the stress level is relative to the thermal motion of

the gas and α � 1. This parameter also corresponds to an effective viscosity of

ν = αcsH.
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Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities, in particular the magneto-rotational

instability (MRI), were thought to be the driving force behind generating turbulence

in protoplanetary discs (Balbus and Hawley, 1991). The MRI is relevant in a variety

of astrophysical discs, requiring the presence of a weak poloidal magnetic field and

a negative gradient in the disc’s orbital frequency to operate. As protoplanetary

discs have Keplerian differential rotation and weak magnetic fields, they naturally

meet both criteria. With a non-zero poloidal component of a magnetic field in the

disc, vertically adjacent parcels of gas are threaded by the same vertical magnetic

field line. If one of these parcels is perturbed radially, the magnetic field line still

connects them due to the effect of field freezing, an effect that naturally occurs in

protoplanetary discs because of the near-infinite conductivity associated with their

size. With differential rotation, radially adjacent parcels of gas quickly separate as

the inner parcel rotates faster than the outer one. With the magnetic field still

connecting the parcels, however, a toroidal magnetic field component is induced as

the parcels separate. The resulting magnetic tension acts on both parcels, pulling

the inner one back and dragging the outer one forward. As a result, the inner parcel

loses angular momentum and falls more inwards to the star while the outer one

gains angular momentum and spirals more outwards from the star. As the parcels

get farther apart, the effect becomes stronger, thereby creating instability. Such an

instability only occurs with a weak magnetic field, albeit even an arbitrarily weak

field. If the instability occurs, its growth rate is independent of the magnetic field

strength. With a strong magnetic field, however, the magnetic tension would be

strong enough to keep the parcels from separating too much and instead cause them

to oscillate, thereby preventing the instability from occurring altogether.

While the possibility of a magnetic field being too strong for the instability

to occur is not a major concern in protoplanetary discs, another way to suppress

the MRI is through non-ideal MHD effects. Because protoplanetary discs are only

partially ionized in all but the hottest parts of the disc closest to the star, non-ideal

MHD effects naturally play a role in the bulk of the disc (see lecture notes by Phil
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Armitage2). With non-ideal effects, the induction equation governing the evolution

of the magnetic field is

∂B

∂t
= ~∇×

[
~v × ~B − η~∇× ~B −

~J × ~B

ene

− ( ~J × ~B)× ~B

cγρρI

]
, (1.8)

where B is the magnetic field, ~v is the velocity of the gas, η is the magnetic diffusivity

that is inversely proportional to the electron fraction xe ≡ ne/nH, ~J = (c/4π)~∇× ~B

is the current density, e is the charge of an electron, ne is the electron number den-

sity, nH is the hydrogen number density, c is the speed of light, γ is the ion-neutral

coupling drag coefficient, ρ is the density, and ρI is the ion density. The second term

represents Ohmic resistivity and is strongest with a high density or a weak magnetic

field. The third terms represents the Hall effect and has an amplitude proportional

to B/ρ. The last term represents ambipolar diffusion and has an amplitude propor-

tional to B2/ρ2, making it strongest with a low density or a strong magnetic field.

With these dependences, Ohmic resistivity is most important in the inner disc, the

Hall effect is most important in the middle of the disc, and ambipolar diffusion is

most important in the outer disc and the disc surface layers in general.

Both Ohmic resistivity and ambipolar diffusion are dissipative effects that

weaken magnetic field strength and in turn the MRI. Ohmic resistivity requires

an electron fraction of xe > 10−13 for the MRI to operate. Although this is a rel-

atively low fraction, thermal ionization alone is not sufficient to yield this high of

an electron density except in the very inner disc where temperatures can exceed

1000 K. Meanwhile, sources of collisional ionization such as stellar X-rays, stellar

far-UV radiation (e.g. Oishi and Mac Low, 2009), and interstellar cosmic rays gen-

erally only ionize the surface layers of the disc and never reach the midplane (e.g.

Bai and Stone, 2013). Ambipolar diffusion requires at least an ambipolar Elsasser

number Am > 1, if not higher, to have strong accretion rates through the MRI.

As a result in the inner disc, Ohmic resistivity suppresses the MRI in the midplane

while ambipolar diffusion suppresses the MRI in the surface layers. In the outer

2Armitage’s lecture notes are available online on arXiv here: https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-

ph/0701485
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disc, ambipolar diffusion damps the MRI in the midplane to below the levels needed

to explain stellar accretion rates (Simon et al., 2013).

Although non-ideal MHD effects suppress the MRI, they still allow angular mo-

mentum to be transported in another manner through magnetically-driven disc

winds. Focusing primarily on discs around black holes, Blandford and Payne (1982)

developed the general theory for poloidal magnetic fields in astrophysical discs trans-

porting angular momentum by ejecting material from the disc. In this mechanism,

small amounts of gas are centrifugally accelerated from the midplane onto vertical

magnetic field lines that are angled up towards the surface and away from the star

at higher latitudes. These field lines act like a rigid wire and accelerate gas up and

out of the disc like a bead on a rotating wire. Material will be ejected provided the

outward angle of the field lines is > 30◦ (compared to a vertical field line having

an angle of 0◦). To conserve angular momentum with the gas that was ejected out-

wards as a so-called wind, gas that is located at the base of the wind compensates

by flowing inwards. In practice, disc winds do not require centrifugal acceleration

for material to be ejected (see review by Lesur, 2020); the vertical magnetic pressure

gradient is sufficient to accelerate a wind out of the disc. At the base itself, it is

the tension in the toroidal component of the magnetic field that is responsible for

azimuthally accelerating the gas.

Recent studies of disc winds in protoplanetary discs have demonstrated that they

are capable of efficient levels of angular momentum transport needed to explain

stellar accretion rates (Bai and Stone, 2013). In particular, Bai (2013) found that

disc winds should dominate angular momentum transport in the inner disc out to

about 10 AU, while complementing the MRI at larger distances where the surface

layers are sufficiently ionized for the MRI to still operate. More generally, Bai et al.

(2016) combined the disc wind mechanism with photoevaporation and showed that

the two effects in tandem are more responsible for angular momentum transport

than a pure magneto-centrifugal wind. These magneto-thermal winds can have

mass loss rates through the wind that exceed the accretion rate onto the star (Bai,

2017).
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1.3.2 Dust dynamics and drift

Although the underlying dynamics governing the gas and dust are not very different,

the small differences can drastically alter how dust grains manifest in protoplanetary

discs, in particular for large dust grains that are the least coupled to the gas (see

review by Pinilla and Youdin, 2017).

The orbital motion of the gas is set by the balance of forces in the radial direction

such that
v2
φ,gas

r
=
GMF

r2
+

1

ρ

dP

dr
(1.9)

As a result, the gas revolves at a slightly sub-Keplerian rate of vφ,gas = vK(1−η)1/2 ≈
vK(1 − η/2), where the Keplerian velocity is vK = rΩK and the Keplerian orbital

frequency is ΩK = (GMF/r
3)1/2. Additionally, η � 1 and η = − r

ρv2K

dP
dr

. With a

smooth power law pressure profile, η = (H/r)2 × |d lnP
d ln r
| = (cs/vK)2 × |d lnP

d ln r
|.

Although the dust grains do not feel the pressure gradient, they still do not orbit

at the Keplerian rate due to the drag force between the dust and the typically more

substantial gas component. This drag force is given as

~Fdrag

mp

=
~∆v

ts
, (1.10)

where ~∆v = ~vdust − ~vgas, mp is the mass of a dust grain, and ts is the stopping time

of the dust grain. The stopping time depends on whether the size of the particles is

larger or smaller than the mean free path. The former is called the Stokes regime

while the latter is called the Epstein regime. With the large size of the mean free

path in protoplanetary discs, virtually all dust grains fall in the Epstein regime. In

this regime, the stopping time is ts = ρpa

ρvth
, where ρp is the physical density of a dust

grain, a is the radius of a dust grain, ρ is background gas density, and vth =
√

8/πcs

is the thermal velocity of the gas. The stopping time can be adimensionalized

relative to the orbital timescale of the dust grains such that ts ≡ St/Ω and St is

called the Stokes number. In the midplane of the disc, the Stokes number simplifies

to St = πρpa

2Σ
, where Σ is the gas surface density. With characteristic values of
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ρp = 1 g cm−2 and Σ = 100 g cm−2, St = 1 corresponds to a grain size of a = 0.64

m.

The Stokes number of a dust grain is the characteristic parameter in determining

its dynamical evolution. The evolution of the dust angular momentum can be

calculated from the following two equations for each component:

dvr,dust

dt
=
v2
φ

r
− v2

K

r
− 1

ts
(vr,dust − vr,gas), (1.11)

d(rvφ,dust)

dt
= − r

ts
(vφ,dust − vφ,gas). (1.12)

With vr,gas = 0, the steady state solutions for these equations yield dust component

velocities of:

vr,dust = − ηvK

St + St−1 , (1.13)

vφ,dust = vK −
1

1 + St2

ηvK

2
. (1.14)

Dust grains with St � 1 are well-coupled to the gas to mostly follow it, while

dust grains with St � 1 are too large to be significantly affected by the gas and

just move at Keplerian velocity. Meanwhile, dust grains with St ∼ 1 are the least

coupled to the gas. As a result, they are subject to the largest amount of drag and

have the fastest drift speeds. With a non-zero vr,gas, there is an additional drift term

of vr,gas/(1 + St2) and an azimuthal velocity shift of vr,gas/2(St + St−1).

With their high drift speeds, dust grains with optimal Stokes numbers of St ∼
1 have the propensity to collect in high concentrations in dust traps in the disc.

Dust grains seldom grow to sizes at which St = 1 because of the fragmentation

barrier. While small grains can grow through collisions, they eventually become

large enough that further collisions would only cause them to fragment and break

apart. Nonetheless, the largest dust grains in all but the outermost regions of

protoplanetary discs still have large enough Stokes numbers to attain relatively fast

drift speeds compared to the disc lifetime. At dust traps, in particular pressure

bumps, the positive pressure gradient on the inner side and the negative pressure

gradient on the outer side both cause any dust grains in the vicinity to drift towards
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the center of the pressure bump. The potential larger flux of large grains due to their

faster drift speeds can cause them to be trapped in higher concentrations compared

to smaller grains, provided there is a large supply of a range of grain sizes. Without

such dust traps, the larger dust grains would have fast enough drift speeds to drift

to the inner edge of the disc and into their stars before the disc dissipates.

1.3.3 Planet gap-opening

Planets that are sufficiently massive can carve out gaps in the disc provided that

they are massive enough to overcome the viscous torque striving to close these gaps.

More specifically, planets rely on shocks from their spiral density waves to transfer

angular momentum to the disc to drive material away from the planet. Without

shocks, planets would not open gaps because the net gravitational torque they exert

on fluid elements when averaged over a full orbit is zero (Goldreich and Tremaine,

1979). With shocks, planets have a means to transfer angular momentum to the

disc provided that the shocks dissipate in order to deposit that angular momentum

(Goodman and Rafikov, 2001; Rafikov, 2002a,b). The shocks only transfer angular

momentum at the locations of Lindblad resonances in the disc where the condition

m(ΩR − Ωp) = ±κ(R) sets the resonances to be located at Rm = (1 ± 1/m)2/3a,

in which m is the resonant mode, ΩR is the orbital frequency of an annulus, Ωp is

the orbital frequency of the planet, κ is the epicyclic frequency that is equal to the

orbital frequency in a Keplerian disc, a is the planet’s semimajor axis, and Rm is

the location of the mth resonance. These resonances correspond to the locations

where the mth modes of the spiral waves are launched. The lowest number resonant

modes do not contribute much to the torque due to their larger distances from the

planet, while the highest number resonant modes do not contribute much due to

being too close to the planet to shock.

Although calculating the resonant torques from the planet on the disc is an

intricate mathematical problem, this torque can be estimated through the impulse

approximation (Lin and Papaloizou, 1979, 1986). The exact calculation requires

decomposing the planet’s gravitational potential into its Fourier components and
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calculating the torque on the disc from each component (Goldreich and Tremaine,

1979, 1980). While the impulse approximation essentially neglects the shocks, the

waves, and the orbits of the planet and disc, it captures the scalings of the torque

simply by treating the torque as a scattering problem between the planet and a

fluid element passing by at a different radius and thus a different velocity. With

the fluid element passing by at an impact parameter b and a relative velocity ∆v,

the deflection angle ϕ = δv⊥/∆v = U/K = 2GMp/(∆v)2b, where U and K are

the fluid elements potential and kinetic energy in the frame of the planet. Because

of conservation of energy, the change in azimuthal velocity relates to the deflection

angle as (∆v)2 = |δv⊥|2 +(∆v−δv‖)2. As a result, the change in angular momentum

of the fluid element is given as δj = aδv‖ = 2G2M2
pa/b

2(∆v)3. With an impulse

time interval of ∆t = 2π/|Ω − Ωp|, the total torque transferred to the disc is Tp =

dJ/dt ∼ G2M2
pΣa/Ω2

p(bmin)3, where bmin is a minimum impact impactor that is

approximately the planet’s Hill radius or the disc scale height. As indicated by the

dependence on an odd power of the relative velocity ∆v, the planet adds angular

momentum to fluid elements in the outer disc that are moving slower than the planet,

speeding them up causing them to move outwards away from the planet. Similarly,

the planet reduces the angular momentum of fluid elements in the inner disc that

are moving faster than the planet, slowing them down and causing them to move

inwards also away from the planet. Overall, this torque from the planet Tp (or really,

the properly calculated total resonant torque from the spiral waves) must exceed

the viscous torque over an annulus is Tvisc = 3πr2ΣνΩ (derived in Section 1.3.1).

Moreover, to conserve angular momentum, the planet exerting a torque to repel the

disc has the complementary effect of the disc exerting its own torques on the planet

that cause it to migrate.

A central research question related to gap-opening is the question of what is the

minimum mass a planet needs to open up a gap. In an inviscid disc, any object in

a stationary orbit would be capable of opening a gap in the disc given a sufficient

amount of time because there would be no viscous torque to oppose the continuous

torque from the planet. In general though, the variable non-zero viscosity expected
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in discs as well as the migration of the planets makes the minimum gap-opening

mass less clear in particular cases. The simplest minimum gap-opening mass is

derived from the thermal criterion RH > H, which implies q > 3(H/R)3, where RH

is the planet’s Hill radius, H is the disc scale height, H/R is the disc aspect ratio,

and q is the planet-to-star mass ratio. Such a criterion must be satisfied for a gap

to effectively be 3-D. More importantly, this criterion also needs to be satisfied for

the shocks to become non-linear, which in turn allows for much stronger dissipation

and therefore a higher amount of angular momentum deposition to the disc (Lin

and Papaloizou, 1993; Ward, 1997). Goodman and Rafikov (2001) more precisely

asserted the shocks begin to become non-linear when q > 2/3 × (H/R)3. As the

thermal criterion does not take into account the viscous torque, Lin and Papaloizou

(1993) developed a viscous criteria based on the central idea that the planet’s torque

must exceed the viscous torque, yielding

q >
40ν

a2
pΩp

, (1.15)

where ν is the disc viscosity. Crida et al. (2006) then combined both the non-linear

shock criterion with the viscous criterion into a joint criterion that requires

3

4

H

RH

+
1

q

50ν

a2
pΩp

< 1, (1.16)

which they developed empirically based on numerical simulations. Other studies,

however, have demonstrated that planets not massive enough to dissipate energy

through non-linear shocks can still open gaps by dissipating energy with weaker

linear shocks. Based on that idea, Duffell and MacFadyen (2013) developed an

empirical criterion for lower-mass planets opening gaps of a certain depth δgap ≡
Σ0/Σmin given as

q > (H/R)3/2
√

29δgapν, (1.17)

where Σ0 is the background surface density and Σmin is the minimum surface density

in the gap.

The process of low-mass planets opening up gaps can appear noticeably different

from that of higher-mass planets. Because shocks do not dissipate energy immedi-
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ately, low-mass planets that deposit angular momentum through weaker shocks can

open gaps at a distance a few scale heights away from the planet. Goodman and

Rafikov (2001) calculated this distance to be

lsh = 0.8 H
(γ + 1

4/5

Mp

Mth

)−2/5

, (1.18)

where γ is the adiabatic index. The dependence on planet mass reflects that higher-

mass planets open gaps starting from closer to the planet. Even these planets

often start opening their gaps further away from the planet, however, due to the

slow timescales over which the planet grows. As a result, many gap-opening planets

start out by opening double gaps centered at ±lsh, particularly in low-viscosity discs.

1.4 Vortices via the Rossby wave instability

The interaction of two Rossby waves moving in opposite directions in a rotating fluid

can make the waves unstable and coalesce into vortices through what is called the

Rossby Wave instability (RWI). Rossby waves are a naturally occurring phenomenon

in all types of rotating fluids. Better known for shaping weather patterns in the

atmospheres of Earth and other planets, Rossby waves also manifest in accretion

discs where the rotation of the disc creates a radial vortensity gradient analogous

to the latitudinal vortensity gradient in atmospheres needed to generate the waves

(see review by Zaqarashvili et al., 2021). A situation where there may be the two

opposite Rossby waves that are needed to make the disc unstable can arise at a

narrow vortensity extremum in the disc (see review by Lovelace and Romanova,

2014). While there are a variety of ways to create such an extremum, one of the

most favorable mechanisms towards the goal of studying planets in protoplanetary

discs is for a gap-opening planet to create an extremum at each of its two gap edges.

1.4.1 Background on Rossby waves and the RWI instability

Rossby waves are inertial waves, having the Coriolis force as the wave’s restoring

force. They flow through the fluid in contrast to surface waves, and are transverse
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like light waves rather than sound waves. Rossby waves are a byproduct of the con-

servation of vorticity, which is a consequence of Ertel’s theorem. More specifically,

the quantity of potential vorticity Π is a conserved quantity in an inviscid barotropic

disc and is defined as

Π =
ω

ρ
· ~∇λ, (1.19)

where ω is the vorticity, ρ is the density, and λ is any conserved scalar quantity

associated with the fluid. In a 2-D disc, λ can be chosen as the coordinate z such

that ~∇λ = ẑ and in turn Π = ω
ρ
· ẑ = ωz

ρ
, the vertical potential vorticity. This

quantity of potential vorticity is also known in astrophysics as the vortensity. The

vorticity itself consists of two components

ωz = ωlocal + ωglobal, (1.20)

where ωglobal is the global vorticity due to the disc’s rotation and ωlocal is the local

vorticity due to any residual rotation by the fluid element itself. The background

global vorticity is ωglobal = 1
2
ΩK = 1

2
(GMF/r

3)1/2, where ΩK is the Keplerian orbital

frequency, G is the gravitational constant, MF is the mass of the star, and r is

the separation from the star. That global vorticity decreases at farther distances

from the star, as does the background global vortensity in discs with a density

profile of Σ ∝ r−3/2 or flatter. As a result, the Coriolis force naturally induces a

positive cyclonic vorticity in flows that were radially perturbed outwards in order

to conserve vorticity. Likewise, flows that gained ωglobal by being displaced inwards

accrue a negative anticyclonic vorticity ωlocal. These induced local vorticities in

both cases cause the fluid to rotate back to its starting separation from the star (see

Figure 1.3), thereby creating a Rossby wave (Sheehan et al., 1999).

Although one Rossby wave alone cannot make the disc unstable, the presence

of two nearby Rossby waves can lead to instability should these waves interact

with each other (Umurhan, 2010). Rossby waves are generally not prominent fea-

tures in a smooth disc due to the lack of a steep vortensity gradient and the need

for a perturbation to initiate a wave. Nevertheless, factors that alter the smooth

power-law surface density structure of a disc can naturally launch multiple Rossby
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Figure 1.3: Depiction of Rossby waves in a a rotating disc. Fluid elements that
are radially displaced outwards develop positive vorticity. Fluid elements that are
radially displaced inwards develop negative vorticity. Figure 1 from Sheehan et al.,
1999.
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waves provided that they create a bump in the disc’s radial vortensity profile. More

specifically, Lovelace et al. (1999) showed that a Rossby Wave instability could arise

in non-self-gravitating thin Keplerian disc if there is an extremum in the critical

function

L(r) =
Σ

2ωz

S2/γ, (1.21)

where Σ is the surface density, ωz is the vertical component of the vorticity, S is the

specific entropy, and γ is the adiabatic index. The quantity of Σ/ωz is the inverse

of the vortensity. This work was a follow-up to a study by Lovelace and Hohlfeld

(1978) that developed the theory for the Rossby Wave instability in non-Keplerian

self-gravitating disc galaxies. When there is an extrema in the critical function L,

one Rossby wave will form on either side of the extremum where there is a sharper

vortensity gradient. If the extremum is a bump, the super-Keplerian flow on the

interior side of the bump results in a positive local vorticity and a cyclonic Rossby

wave. Meanwhile, the sub-Keplerian flow on the exterior side of the bump results

in a negative local vorticity and an anticyclonic Rossby wave (Sheehan et al., 1999;

Meheut et al., 2013).

Because Rossby waves are transverse, the flow in-between the waves can get

caught in both waves if they are too close together. If that occurs, the super-

Keplerian flow on the interior side would cause the in-between flow at the extremum

to speed up while the sub-Keplerian flow on the exterior side would cause the in-

between flow to slow down. Ultimately, the opposite directions of these waves cause

the in-between flow to swirl up into one or more co-orbital vortices depending on the

dominant mode number of the Rossby waves. Because the super-Keplerian flow is on

the interior side of the bump, the vortices that form are anticyclonic, which allows

them to be stable features in a disc. Had two adjacent Rossby waves interacted at

a trough in the critical function rather than a bump, the resulting vortex would be

cyclonic and rapidly dissipate due to a lack of stability. The anticyclonic motion

as well as the azimuthal pressure bump associated with each vortex also allows

them to easily trap dust from the onset (Barge and Sommeria, 1995), and larger

grains should be trapped more narrowly than smaller grains due to their weaker
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coupling with the gas (Lyra and Lin, 2013). The co-orbital vortices produced by

the instability typically continue to grow enough for them to merge into a single

large-scale dust-trapping vortex.

Li et al. (2000) demonstrated that the Rossby Wave instability can occur and

form vortices for a wide variety of different-shaped pressure bumps and pressure

jumps that have a corresponding bump in the RWI critical function. These condi-

tions could easily yield significant growth rates of the instability of ∼ 0.2 ΩK for

relatively small bumps and jumps that could realistically arise in actual protoplane-

tary discs. Li et al. (2001) showed that these vortices are not transient and can last

at least tens of orbital timescales, a prelude to future findings of vortex lifetimes on

the order of thousands or even tens of thousands of orbits (Fu et al., 2014a). They

also found that vortices can have significant effects on the disc as whole, generating

spiral waves that help facilitate angular momentum transport.

Overall, whether a vortex can form depends on the properties of the bump in the

critical function. Since Rossby waves result from a fluid element’s change in vorten-

sity when it is radially displaced, a steeper vortensity gradient on either or both sides

of an extremum leads to stronger Rossby waves. If the extremum has too flat of a

vortensity gradient, prominent Rossby waves may not form. If the extremum is too

wide, the Rossby waves may not interact with each other, which in turn would pre-

vent the instability from occurring. Ono et al. (2016) conducted a parameter study

of different RWI critical function profiles in order to derive an empirical relation for

the necessary and sufficient conditions of the amplitude and width of the critical

function profile needed to trigger the RWI. By studying different seed perturbation

modes, they also showed that sharper bumps lead to higher-number modes of the

Rossby Wave instability becoming more dominant. This outcome directly leads to

a higher number of initial co-orbital vortices, a factor that typically results in a

stronger final vortex presuming that the initial vortices merge.

The propagation of Rossby waves and growth of the Rossby Wave instability

can be calculated in the initial linear regime with a linear stability analysis of wave-

like perturbations of the form f(r)eimφ−iωt in a non-barotropic Keplerian disc. This
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Figure 1.4: (a) Diagram of the manifestation of the Rossby Wave instability over
a range of radii. The enthalpy pertubation φ propagates as Rossby waves close to
the co-rotation radius and spiral density waves outside of the Lindblad resonances.
In-between, the perturbations exponentially decay. (b) Example effective potential
for m = 2. Rossby waves can propagate close to the co-rotation radius if Veff < 0.
Outside of the Lindblad resonances, Veff < 0 yields the propagation of spiral density
waves. Figure 1 and top panel of Figure 2 from Meheut et al., 2013.

analysis shows that the spatial behavior of an enthalpy perturbation ψ = δp/ρ,

where δp is a pressure perturbation and ρ is the density, propagates according to

the following wave equation:
d2ψ

dr2
= Veffψ. (1.22)

The effective potential Veff in a homentropic disc is given as

Veff =
2mΩ

r∆ω

d

dr

[
ln

(
ΩΣ

κ2 − (∆ω)2

)]
+
m2

r2
+
κ2 − (∆ω)2

c2
s

, (1.23)

where m is the mode number, r is the distance from the star, Ω is the orbital

frequency, κ is the epicyclic frequency and is approximately equal to the orbital

frequency, ∆ω ≡ ω−mΩ is the Doppler-shifted wave frequency, and cs is the sound

speed. The perturbations have a wave behavior when Veff < 0. For each mode

m, there are two singularities located at the inner and outer Lindblad resonances

where κ2 = (∆ω)2. Close to the middle of the Lindblad resonances lies the co-

rotation radius where ∆ω = 0, which occurs at the maximum in the RWI critical

function where the inverse vortensity gradient dL/dr = 0. In-between the Lindblad

resonances, Veff is negative in the vicinity of the co-rotation radius, but becomes

positive before reaching each of the Lindblad resonances. As the second and third
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terms of Veff are positive in this region, Veff is only negative in this region when the

first term is also negative. That first term is largely proportional to the vortensity

gradient d lnL/dr and is sufficiently negative for Veff < 0 either due to a steep

vortensity gradient or being close to the corotation radius, thereby allowing the

propagation of Rossby waves. Towards the Lindblad resonances where Veff > 0,

the perturbations decay exponentially. Outside of the region between the Lindblad

resonances, Veff is negative due to the last term in the expression, which yields

spiral density waves. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 1.4 (Tsang and Lai,

2008; Meheut et al., 2013; Lovelace and Romanova, 2014).

1.4.2 Mechanisms for creating vortices and other asymmetries

There are various ways to generate bumps in the critical function that make a disc

unstable to the Rossby Wave instability and ultimately form vortices. The two

mechanisms that have been studied the most in-depth are for a gap-opening planet

to create pressure bumps at its gap edges and for a dead zone to create pressure

bump pile-ups at its radial boundaries. Besides these mechanisms, any way to

create a sharp bump in the critical function could trigger the Rossby Wave instabil-

ity. Meanwhile, there are other ways to generate crescent-shaped dust asymmetries

without the Rossby Wave instability or any vortices at all.

Planet-induced vortices

Koller et al. (2003) were the first to show that a gap-opening planet can generate

vortices through the Rossby Wave instability, carrying out 2-D hydrodynamic sim-

ulations of an inviscid disc harboring a planet on a fixed circular orbit with a mass

ratio of q = 10−4 (roughly one-third Saturn mass or twice Neptune mass relative

to a solar mass), which Li et al. (2005) validated in a higher-resolution study. Af-

terwards, de Val-Borro et al. (2007) extended those works to viscous discs and also

tried higher mass ratio planets with q = 10−3 (Jupiter mass to solar mass) and

found that a relatively low viscosity of ν = 10−5 already inhibited vortex formation
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altogether. Around the same time, Ou et al. (2007) was the first to study the effects

of vortices on planet migration and found that they can sporadically stall or speed

up the migration of a planet with q = 10−4, but did not prevent the planet from mi-

grating inwards. Lin and Papaloizou (2010) found similar trends with a Saturn-mass

planet, and directly connected that outcome to the presence of vortices.

Although Fu et al. (2014a) found that planet-induced vortices can be very long-

lived with lifetimes over ten thousand orbits in their longest-lived case with a five

Jupiter-mass planet and a rather low viscosity of ν = 10−7, many studies in the 2010s

presented secondary effects with the potential to shorten vortex lifetimes, beginning

with self-gravity. Semi-analytic work by Lin and Papaloizou (2011) and Lin (2012b)

showed in 2-D and 3-D that self-gravity can have various effects on planet-induced

vortices in more massive discs, including the inhibition of lower-numbered modes of

the Rossby Wave instability, the prevention of the initial multiple co-orbital vortices

from merging, or even the inhibition of the instability altogether. The possibility

of self-gravity stabilizing the disc was supported by Lovelace and Hohlfeld (2013)

in their analytic study of idealized vortices in a disc with no planet. A key point

of these findings is that self-gravity can affect vortices when Q < (H/r)−1 (where

Q = csΩ/πGΣ is the Toomre Q parameter and H/r is the disc aspect ratio), thereby

becoming relevant in far less massive discs than the usual Q < 2 criteria needed for

the disc to become gravitationally unstable (Kratter and Lodato, 2016).

Beyond self-gravity, Fu et al. (2014b) found that dust feedback can drastically

shorten the lifetimes of 2-D gas vortices by an order of magnitude even with final

dust-to-gas ratios less than unity. Initial dust-to-gas ratios less than the typically

assumed value of 0.01 can also break up vortices and cause them to spread into

rings due to the rapid rate at which large dust grains can drift into the vortex and

increase the dust concentration. Nonetheless, it is not yet clear whether dust feed-

back actually destroys the dust vortex. Although the gas vortex decays into a ring,

the dust dynamics are no longer shaped by the gas once it reaches a sufficiently

high concentration and feedback helps it easily outlive the gas structure. In practice

though, that remnant dust asymmetry may be concentrated enough to gravitation-
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ally collapse either before or after the gas vortex decays. Such an outcome cannot

be captured in standard hydrodynamic simulations. Meanwhile, Lyra et al. (2018)

found that dust feedback does not break up idealized vortices in 3-D, instead only

altering the vortex in the midplane while leaving the bulk of the vortex away from

the midplane unaffected. It remains to be investigated as to whether such a result

would hold with a planet-induced vortex.

In general, planet-induced vortices in 3-D should have similar behavior to those

in 2-D. In more intricate models though, Lin (2014) found that having a layered

viscosity profile with at least an order of magnitude higher viscosity in the surface

layers relative to the midplane can quickly break up vortices within 100 planet

orbits. This type of viscosity profile would be expected in discs with a dead zone

where MRI-driven turbulence is stronger in the disc surface layers compared to the

midplane where the disc is not sufficiently ionized, which therefore could limit the

possibility of discs having longer-lived vortices. Recent MHD studies, however, have

disfavored both the ideas of a dead zone or strong MRI turbulence in most parts of

the disc due to non-ideal MHD effects inhibiting the MRI. If those studies prove to

be more accurate models of real discs, a disc’s vertical viscosity profile may not be

a limiting factor on a vortex’s lifetime.

Dead zone boundary vortices

The other leading mechanism for generating vortices in protoplanetary discs is a

dead zone. Varnière and Tagger (2006) were the first to suggest that a pile-up at

the boundary of a dead zone can become unstable and generate vortices because of

the Rossby Wave instability. The idea behind a disc having a dead zone is that the

entire disc may not be magnetically active. Regions that are active may have higher

levels of turbulence due to the magneto-rotational instability (MRI) compared to

magnetically inactive regions. These magnetically inactive regions result from lower

levels of ionization insufficient to have high amounts of MRI turbulence and have

typically been modelled to exist at about 1 to 10 AU in the midplane (Dzyurkevich

et al., 2013), albeit it can extend to beyond 50 AU in at least one model (Flock et al.,
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2015). Because the accretion rate is proportional to the level of turbulence in discs

where turbulence is the dominant mechanism for angular momentum transport,

the accretion rate for material in the outer disc slows down once it flows inwards

enough to reach the dead zone. With the lower level of turbulence in the dead

zone, inward-flowing gas becomes stalled at the outer boundary, creating a pile-up

that can become unstable to the RWI. The inner boundary of a dead zone can also

become unstable to the RWI due to how quickly material just inside the inner edge

of the dead zone can escape inwards once it reaches the inner magnetically-active

region of the disc.

Unlike planet-induced vortices, dead zone boundary vortices are continuously

supplied with more gas to sustain the initial pressure bump. With this unlimited

supply, Miranda et al. (2017) found that the gas vortex at the outer boundary can

survive for over thousand orbits as it quickly re-forms any time it spreads into a ring.

Moreover, the dust signature of the vortex persists through the entire duration of

their 2-D simulations and the effect of dust feedback does not impede the gas vortex

from re-forming. Another difference due to the resupply is that dead zone boundary

vortices do not require extremely low viscosities to form. Miranda et al. (2016)

found that even dead zones with α = 10−2 in the dead zone can generate long-lived

vortices with a viscosity jump of αactive/α = 10 into the active zone.

One potential limiting factor in forming vortices at dead zone boundaries is that

the viscosity transition cannot be too wide. Lyra et al. (2009) found that the width

of the transition region must be less than two scale heights for a vortex to form.

However, they later found in Lyra et al. (2015) that this restriction should not be a

concern because even relative flat resistivity gradients spanning more than ten scale

heights still yield a sharp enough viscosity transition to make the disc unstable. The

transition is always sharp because the level of turbulence does not scale with the

resistivity. It is merely set by whether or not the MRI is active in a particular region,

which itself largely depends on the disc reaching a threshold resistivity. A bigger

hurdle for dead zone vortices surviving longterm is self-gravity. With an endless

supply of gas increasing the gas density at the outer boundary, it is inevitable that
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self-gravity will eventually affect the vortex dynamics for any realistic initial value

for the gas surface density. Regály and Vorobyov (2017) found that self-gravity

speeds up the rate at which the vortex becomes more elongated and causes it to

spread into a ring within 1000 orbits.

Due to entropy being one of the factors in the RWI critical function, it is inherent

that thermodynamic effects should affect the RWI and resulting vortices in spite

of the fact that most studies neglect thermodynamics and only simulate locally

isothermal discs. Tarczay-Nehéz et al. (2020) explored the evolution of dead zone

boundary vortices in non-isothermal discs with heating and cooling and found that

an intermediate cooling rate of about an orbital timescale leads to the longest-lived

vortices. Although slower cooling rates strengthen vortices, they found that slower

cooling increases the disc viscosity because of the α-model, thereby shortening the

vortex lifetime. Regardless of any dynamical effects, the biggest obstacle for forming

dead zone boundary vortices might be discs not actually containing dead zones at

all, an idea that has gained traction in recent years.

Other types of asymmetries

The leading competing idea for creating large-scale crescent-shaped asymmetries is

with an inner binary companion star. Ragusa et al. (2017) found that an inner

binary can also produce an azimuthal asymmetry just outside the inner gas cavity,

a feature that closely resembles a vortex. This mechanism was inspired by previous

work on circumbinary black hole binaries that found a similar feature (Shi et al.,

2012; D’Orazio et al., 2016). The asymmetry itself results from the binary driving

eccentricity at the inner edge of the circumbinary disc that ultimately results in an

instability that occurs because of tidal resonances. Calcino et al. (2019) demon-

strated that the pressure bumps associated with these asymmetries trap dust in a

similar manner to a vortex even without vortical motion. In particular, larger grains

are trapped in a more concentrated extents while smaller grains are more spread

out, a signature that was previously thought to only be associated with vortices.

HD 142527 is the main disc where a binary is thought to be producing the observed
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asymmetry, in large part because it is already known to have an inner binary (Price

et al., 2018). In general, the binary mechanism can only potentially be used to

explain crescent-shaped asymmetries at the inner edge of a disc.

With a similar signature to a vortex, it is not straightforward to differentiate

whether a crescent-shaped asymmetry at the inner edge of a disc is a vortex or has

been generated by an inner binary. Although this mechanism requires the system

to have an inner binary, it is feasible for many systems with only one known star

to have an undetected relatively low-mass companion. One idea to differentiate

the two potential origins is to look for a velocity kink that would be indicative of

the presence of a binary. Nevertheless, the corresponding velocity signature with

vortices has not yet been investigated.

Another mechanism for producing asymmetries that is easier to differentiate

from vortices is to have a planet collect dust at one or both of its Lagrange points

before it fully clears out a gap (Montesinos et al., 2020). Rodenkirch et al. (2021)

demonstrated that this dust can explain the morphology of the mildly prominent

asymmetry in HD 163296. Such a feature should be easy to distinguish from a

vortex because it must reside in a planetary gap, a big distinction from planet-

induced vortices that reside at the gap edges.

1.4.3 Observed asymmetries and vortex candidates

There are about a dozen discs with well-resolved large-scale asymmetries in the

outer disc (see examples in Figure 1.5).

The asymmetry is the only mm-dust feature.

1. Oph IRS 48 has a large-scale crescent-shaped asymmetric dust trap at 61

AU with an azimuthal extent markedly less than 180◦ at mm wavelengths.

After it was first clearly resolved to be an asymmetry by van der Marel et al.

(2013) at λ = 0.44 mm (ALMA Band 9) with ALMA Cycle 0, van der Marel

et al. (2015) took higher-resolution follow-up observations in the same band in
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Figure 1.5: Images of protoplanetary discs with small-scale and large-scale asym-
metries at sub-mm or mm wavelengths. Credit: Nienke van der Marel.
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Cycle 2 that they complemented with Very Large Array (VLA) observations

at λ = 9 mm. The longer wavelength observations that trace out larger grains

show that the larger grains are significantly more trapped over a narrower

extent compared to the smaller grains from the shorter wavelength, the type

of behavior that would be expected if the feature is a vortex. Although the

dust feature is located at 61 AU, CO observations analyzed by Bruderer et al.

(2014) and van der Marel et al. (2016b) indicate that the gas cavity only

extends to about 20 AU, three times closer than the dust asymmetry.

2. HD 142527 is similar to Oph IRS 48 in that its only feature is a large-scale

crescent-shaped asymmetry, albeit one that is much further out at 166 AU

and with a wider azimuthal extent more than 180◦ at mm wavelengths. Also

unlike Oph IRS 48, HD 142527 is known to be an inner binary star system. Like

Oph IRS 48, HD 142527 was revealed to have a pronounced dust asymmetry

in ALMA Cycle 0 by Fukagawa et al. (2013), though at λ = 1.3 mm (Band

6). These observations were notably followed up by a higher resolution study

at λ = 0.87 mm (Band 7) by Boehler et al. (2017, 2021). Overall, the disc

has been observed in Bands 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 (0.44 mm ≤ λ ≤ 3 mm), and

various 13CO and C18O lines have been observed as well (see compilation by

Yen and Gu, 2020).

3. T4 (also known as J10563044) has an asymmetry at 64 AU that is a little less

than 180◦. Unlike Oph IRS 48 or HD 142527, the minimum intensity level

on the opposite side of the disc has been detected and the feature appears to

wrap around into a ring. The contrast of the asymmetry s also much lower.

The lone observations from Pascucci et al. (2016) as part of a survey of discs

in the Chameleon star-forming region at λ = 0.87 mm (Band 7) are too low

resolution to examine the asymmetry in detail. Higher resolution observations

could potentially reveal the asymmetry is not the lone feature in the disc.
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The asymmetry is located at the edge of a two-sided gap.

1. HD 135344B (also known as SAO 206462) has a gap located at 54 AU in-

between a ring at 45 AU and a wide asymmetry at 75 AU a little under

180◦ at mm wavelengths. The central star has a mass of ≈ 1.1 M�. Pérez

et al. (2014) showed that there was a clear asymmetry with Band 9 data at

λ = 0.44 mm, while van der Marel et al. (2016a) found that the asymmetry

has a noticeably higher contrast in Band 7 at λ = 0.87 mm. Cazzoletti et al.

(2018) presented that the asymmetry has an even higher contrast and does

not visually extend in a full circle at larger wavelengths of λ = 1.3 mm (Band

6) and λ = 3.0 mm (Band 3), consistent with the expected behavior of dust

trapping due to a vortex. They also found the asymmetry still had a relatively

elongated azimuthal extent at these longer wavelengths and also had varying

off-center azimuthal peak locations across these four wavelengths. Both of

these findings differ from what would be expected in a generic compact vortex.

The asymmetry in the disc is complemented by two spiral waves detected in

scattered light by Muto et al. (2012) and Garufi et al. (2013) that were also

analyzed by Stolker et al. (2016).

2. V1247 Ori has a gap located at 100 AU in-between a ring at 54 AU and

an asymmetry at 120 AU with a width of about 120◦ at mm wavelengths.

The central star has a mass of 1.86 M� (Kraus et al., 2013). Kraus et al.

(2017) presented high-resolution ALMA observations of the disc at λ = 0.87

mm (Band 7), which revealed the asymmetry to have a largely flat intensity

profile across its azimuthal extent except for a thin deficit near the middle.

The ring itself also has an asymmetry spanning about 100◦. These findings

complemented previous scattered light observations by Ohta et al. (2016) that

found a single spiral arm launching outwards from 108 AU and from inside

the observed ALMA gap.

3. RY Lupus has a very wide asymmetry at 50 AU with an azimuthal extent of

more than 180◦. The central star has a mass of 1.3±0.1 M� (Yen et al., 2018).
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One difficulty of observing this disc is that it is at a very high inclination of 69◦

to the line of sight. Unlike some of the other observed asymmetries, Ansdell

et al. (2016) found that the feature is not confined to a limited azimuth and

instead wraps around into a full ring, albeit with a clear contrast between

the maximum and minimum observed intensity levels. Although these initial

low-resolution observations Ansdell et al. (2016) suggested the asymmetry was

the only feature in the disc, higher-resolution follow-up ALMA observations

in Bands 3, 6, and 7 reveal that the asymmetry is split from an adjacent ring

(van der Marel et al., in prep.).

Two asymmetries (not clearly on opposite sides of a gap).

1. MWC 758 has two prominent compact asymmetries with widths less than

90◦ at 46 AU and 81 AU. The background disc emission extends from the inner

edge of the inner asymmetry to the outer edge of the outer asymmetry, making

the disc somewhat similar to other discs that have cavities interior to or no

dust exterior to a lone asymmetry. The central star has a mass of 1.4±0.3 M�.

Marino et al. (2015) presented two wavelengths of VLA observations at λ = 9

mm (Ka Band) and λ = 20 mm (Ku Band) to complement archival ALMA

observations at λ = 0.87 mm (Band 7). Boehler et al. (2018) then presented

higher resolution ALMA observations in the same band that more clearly

demonstrated the presence of two asymmetries. (Casassus et al., 2019) then

demonstrated with higher resolution VLA observations at λ = 9 mm that the

outer asymmetry is much brighter than the inner asymmetry, a big difference

from ALMA observations in which they have similar intensity levels. The

difference in contrast at the longer wavelength suggests the outer asymmetry

has trapped more large dust grains. Besides the asymmetries, scattered light

observations by Benisty et al. (2015) showed that the disc also contains two

prominent spiral arms. These features were also found in CO observations

presented in Boehler et al. (2018), and had been hinted at in previous scattered

light observations by Grady et al. (2013). The spiral on the right side of the
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disc intersects the inner asymmetry.

2. ISO-Oph 2 has two prominent asymmetries and no other features or back-

ground emission. The central star has a mass of ≈ 0.5 M� and is accompanied

by a distant smaller companion star with a mass of 0.08 M�. The outer asym-

metry at 68 AU is more prominent and extends a little over 240◦, while the

inner asymmetry at 50 AU is both radially and azimuthal narrower and ex-

tends less than 180◦. The disc was imaged at high resolution at λ = 1.3 mm

(Band 6) as part of the ODISEA (Ophiuchus Disk Survey Employing ALMA)

survey (González-Ruilova et al., 2020). Although the dust has a large cavity

extending to the inner asymmetry, the 12CO emission shows that gas occupies

the dust cavity and resides much closer to the star.

3. SR 21 has two relatively low contrast asymmetries, a less prominent one

at 35 AU on the inner side of a ring and a slightly more prominent one at

54 AU. It has been observed in three different ALMA bands: λ = 0.44 mm

(ALMA Band 9) by Pérez et al. (2014), λ = 0.87 mm (Band 7) by Pinilla

et al. (2015), λ = 3.0 mm (Band 3) by Muro-Arena et al. (2020), each of

which appears to be very different. The shortest wavelength only contains

the inner asymmetry, while the longest wavelength only clearly contains the

outer asymmetry. The middle wavelength appears to have both asymmetries,

albeit both at lower contrast compared to the other respective wavelength at

which the feature also appears. The λ = 3.0 mm observations were taken at

much higher resolution than the other two. With the low resolution of the

shorter-wavelength images, the two asymmetries appear to be and could very

well be co-orbital.

1.5 Giant planet growth via core accretion

In our own solar system, planets are primarily classified by the fraction of their

mass contained within their atmospheres. Planets that have an atmospheric mass

fraction of < 0.1% are called rocky planets. Planets with an atmospheric mass
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fraction > 50% are called gas giants. Those in-between are called ice giants. Al-

though other extrasolar systems are more complicated by also having super-Earths

and mini-Neptunes in the intermediate range that are more classified by their radii,

their atmospheric mass fractions are their defining characteristic as well. Planets

with substantial atmospheres of > 0.1% by mass must have formed while their star

was still surrounded by its natal protoplanetary disc so that the planet would have

a means to accrue all of the gas in its atmosphere. In this timeframe, there are

two ways to form such a planet: either the bottom-up approach of slowly aggre-

gating a solid core that subsequently accretes an atmosphere (the core accretion

model) or the top-down approach of having all of the mass gravitationally collapse

directly into a planet (the gravitational instability model). Because gravitational

instability preferentially forms objects too massive to be planets or at best planets

that are much more massive than Jupiter and at large separations, core accretion

is considered the preferred model for forming the overwhelming majority of known

planets and exoplanets (Kratter et al., 2010). One of the least understood aspects

of the core accretion model how quickly planets can accrete their atmospheres, in

particular during the runaway gas accretion phase needed to form gas giants (see

reviews by D’Angelo et al., 2010 and Helled et al., 2014).

1.5.1 Solid core formation

One of the earliest steps of core accretion is to form the planet’s core. Classically, it

was thought that the core formed from the planetesimals km-sized and larger slowly

aggregating into a planet-sized object (Pollack et al., 1996). In the past decade,

however, it has become accepted that pebble-sized particles also play a significant

role in the formation of the core through what is aptly called pebble accretion (see

review by Ormel, 2017).
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Formation of planetesimals

Forming a core from planetesimals in a protoplanetary disc is not straightforward

because the small micron-sized dust grains that initially populate the disc cannot

simply grow to planetesimal size or larger. While the smallest particles can grow by

colliding with each other if they have the correct relative velocity, larger particles

tend to move faster and have higher relative velocities when they collide as a con-

sequence of being less coupled to the gas. As a result, particles that are too large

only fragment during collisions and can no longer grow efficiently. This limitation is

called the meter-sized barrier (Weidenschilling, 1977), albeit it likely becomes rele-

vant for much smaller grains around cm-sized. Instead, cm-sized particles must rely

on gravitational effects to directly collapse into much larger planetesimals, bypass-

ing the wide range of particle sizes in-between. While gravity on its own would not

be sufficient to cause particles this small to aggregate and gravitationally collapse,

the lack of coupling between the gas and these larger dust particles makes them

prone to clump together through what is called the streaming instability (Youdin

and Goodman, 2005; see Section 3 of review by Liu and Ji, 2020). The streaming

instability can occur if there is a high concentration of particles in the disc. Because

of the back-reaction of the dust on the gas, this higher concentration will drift in-

wards at a slower rate compared to a lower concentration where the back-reaction is

negligible (Nakagawa et al., 1986). This difference in drift velocity allows the faster-

drifting dust to catch up to the higher concentration of dust, which further reduces

its drift velocity and makes it easier for more dust to collect and clump together.

On timescales of tens to hundreds of orbits, these clumps accumulate enough dust

to directly gravitationally collapse into planetesimals. This process of the streaming

instability does not necessarily happen everywhere in the disc. It requires a high

enough concentration of dust to have a significant back reaction, and large enough

particles to drift at a significant velocity.
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Growth of planetesimals

The planetesimals that form through the streaming instability can be as large as on

the order of 100 km in radius, sufficient in size to potentially serve as the foundation

for building up a much larger embryo within the disc lifetime due to their much

stronger gravity. In general, larger planetesimals can grow much faster than smaller

planetesimals due to gravitational focusing, provided that they have a supply of

material to help them grow. Whereas smaller planetesimals must be hit directly by

other planetesimals to grow, larger planetesimals can accrue material over a much

larger cross-sectional area amplified by a gravitational focusing factor defined as

Fg =
R2

eff

R2
= 1 +

v2
esc

v2
rel

, (1.24)

where Reff is the effective radius of the planetesimal that yields its true cross-section,

R is the actual radius of the planetesimal, vesc =
√

2GM/R is the planetesimal’s

escape velocity, and vrel ≈ RHΩ is the relative velocity between the colliding plan-

etesimals. The escape velocity depends on the planetesimal’s mass M and the

relative velocity is roughly set by the planetesimal’s Hill radius RH and its orbital

frequency Ω. The regime where planetesimals are too small to have significant grav-

itational focusing is referred to as orderly growth, while the regime where Fg � 1 is

referred to as oligarchic growth because of its faster-than-exponential growth rate

(see review by Goldreich et al., 2004). Without gravitational focusing, planetesimal

growth would be too slow to reach planetary embryo sizes or the ∼ 10 M⊕ needed for

the core to eventually complete the remaining phases of core accretion and grow to

Jupiter mass within the disc lifetime. Overall, planetesimal accretion can continue

until the embryos runs out of planetesimals to accrete, at which point it reaches

the so-called isolation mass. In practice, an embryo may still be able to accrete

planetesimals if it is migrating.

Even with the speed-up from gravitational focusing, however, planetesimal

growth would still likely be too slow to form significant size embryos in the outer

disc due to the longer orbital timescales and lower number density of planetesimals.

Nonetheless, it may still be possible to form large embryos with the help of pebbles,
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that is, dust grains with St ∼ 1 where St is the Stokes number. With their fast

inward drift speeds, these pebbles can contribute to the growth of an embryo from

anywhere in the outer disc exterior to the embryo, a huge advantage over planetesi-

mals that must be located in the vicinity of an embryo to help it grow. As a result,

pebbles can still contribute a significant amount of mass even though individually

they are orders of magnitude smaller than planetesimals. Not all embryos are mas-

sive enough to accrete pebbles though. According to Visser and Ormel (2016), the

minimum size for embryos to be subject to significant pebble accretion is about

R = 520 km

(
vhw

50m s−1

)(
ρp

g cm−3

)−0.36(
r

AU

)0.42

(St)0.28, (1.25)

where vhw is the headwind residual velocity due to the pressure gradient, ρp is the

material density of the dust grains, and r is the distance from the star. A 520 km

planetesimal with the above fiducial parameters has a mass of about 10−4 M⊕. If

the streaming instability were able to already produce planetesimals this size, plan-

etesimal accretion would not be necessary for further growth. Although the largest

planetesimals that formed directly from the streaming instability are currently not

expected to be large enough to immediately accrete pebbles, this maximum size is

still the subject of ongoing research. Once an embryo is big enough to accrete peb-

bles, it can continue to do so until it opens a gap in the disc large enough to create

a pressure bump at the outer edge. At this point where the embryo has reached the

so-called pebble isolation mass, the pressure bump traps any incoming pebbles from

the outer disc and prevents them from reaching the planet, thereby halting pebble

accretion. In a viscous disc, the pebble isolation mass is roughly the gap-opening

mass of

M = 40 M⊕

(
h/r

0.05

)3

, (1.26)

where h/r is the disc aspect ratio. In a disc with a low viscosity, however, the pebble

isolation mass can be as low as the mass of∼ 10 M⊕ needed for the embryo to accrete

gas and eventually grow to Jupiter mass, if not lower if the disc is completely inviscid.
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1.5.2 Initial gas accretion phase

Initially, planetary embryos are not massive enough to accrete a significant amount

of gas because the surrounding gas is moving too fast to be accreted. In order for

the embryo accrete gas, the gas must be close enough to a massive enough embryo

so that the embryo’s escape velocity exceeds the velocity at which the gas is moving,

the latter of which is characteristically the sound speed. The maximum radius away

from the embryo at which the planet can accrete is the Bondi radius given as

RB =
GMp

c2
s

, (1.27)

where Mp is the planet mass and cs is the sound speed. With this Bondi radius, the

maximum possible accretion rate onto the planet is approximately

Ṁ = 4πR2
Bρcs =

4πG2M2
pρ

cs

, (1.28)

where ρ is the ambient density of the gas in the vicinity of the planet. In addition

to the Bondi radius, the gas must also be within the planet’s Hill radius, which

demarcates the planet’s gravitational sphere of influence is given as

RH = a

(
Mp

3MF

)1/3

, (1.29)

where a is the semimajor axis of the planet and MF is the mass of the star. More

specifically, Lissauer et al. (2009) found that the gas needs to be within 0.25 RH to

avoid flowing through and out of the Hill sphere. This additional limitation only

applies to higher-mass planets where the Bondi radius excess one-quarter of the

Hill radius. For lower-mass planets initially accreting their atmospheres, the Bondi

radius is the limiting distance.

Nevertheless, the planet cannot simply accrete at the Bondi accretion rate. As

the planet accretes, the accreted gas adds energy to the atmosphere, heating it up

and increasing both its density and pressure as it strives to maintain hydrostatic

thermal equilibrium. With the difference in pressure at the top of the atmosphere,

the planet cannot can no longer easily accrete more gas from the disc. In order for
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the planet to continue to accrete, it must cool and contract to free up space for gas

to be able to enter the planet’s atmospheric sphere of influence. The maximum rate

at which the atmosphere can cool is the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale given as

τKH =
|Eg|
L
∼ GMcMe

RL
, (1.30)

where Eg is the envelope’s gravitational potential energy, Mc is the core mass, Me

is the envelope mass, R is the effective radius of the planet, and L is the planet’s

luminosity. When the luminosity is set by the accretion of solids and/or gas, then

L = GMṀ/R. This timescale is typically the fastest in the late stages of core

formation when the planet is accreting solids the fastest. It then slows down if the

planet is only accreting gas. In spite of that, rapid solid accretion does not speed up

atmospheric gas accretion. Solid accretion also has the adverse effect of increasing

the opacity of the atmosphere as dust from the solids sediments into the atmosphere.

With a higher opacity, the atmosphere cannot cool as quickly and it can never reach

the Kelvin-Helmholtz contraction rate. If the planet is still accreting planetesimals

because it is migrating or still accreting pebble because it has not yet opened a

sufficient, this continued solid accretion would only slow down the gas accretion.

The only real way to increase the speed of atmospheric gas accretion is to increase

the mass of the atmosphere, which takes a long time due to the low amount of mass

in the atmosphere in the early part of this stage. As a result, this stage is consider

to be the main bottleneck for forming gas giant planets via core accretion within

the disc lifetime.

1.5.3 Runaway gas accretion phase

Once the planet accretes a significant amount of gas, its atmosphere can no longer

maintain hydrostatic equilibrium if it is still accreting gas (Rafikov, 2006). When

there was a lesser amount of gas in the atmosphere, any accreted gas provided

a means for the atmosphere to heat up and then ultimately contract back into

hydrostatic equilibrium. With too massive of an atmosphere, however, any accreted

gas makes a significant contribution to the planet’s gravity. With more gravity, the
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atmosphere cannot return to the same hydrostatic equilibrium when it contracts.

With the atmosphere out of equilibrium, it can cool and contract more rapidly,

allowing it to accrete more gas. The more gas the atmosphere accretes, the more it

can cool, thereby creating a runaway path to accrete more gas.

The characteristic value of the critical core mass at which runaway accretion

can ultimately occur is typically considered to be about 10 M⊕. It begins when

roughly when the atmospheric mass begins to approach the core mass, albeit the

exact critical atmosphere-to-core mass ratio for runaway accretion depends on the

properties of the atmosphere. Although much lower mass cores could in principle

accrete sufficiently massive atmospheres to undergo runaway accretion given enough

time, in practice that only occurs for cores above a certain critical mass because the

runaway phase must begin before the surrounding protoplanetary disc dissipates in a

few to several million years. Since the initial gas accretion phase is much slower than

the runaway phase, the length of that initial phase is the main factor in determining

whether runaway accretion occurs. Piso and Youdin (2014) and Piso et al. (2015)

showed that the critical core mass decreases at larger separations from the star down

to 4 to 5 M⊕ at 100 AU with Kelvin-Helmholtz contraction as the driving factor

behind atmospheric cooling instead of planetesimal accretion. Venturini et al. (2015,

2016) showed that the critical core mass can be reduced by more than half when

incorporating the effects of water enrichment in the atmosphere. Along similar lines,

Brouwers and Ormel (2020), Ormel et al. (2021), and Brouwers et al. (2021) studied

how the ablation of accreted pebbles in the atmosphere affects the critical core mass.

With this chemical enrichment of the atmosphere in the form of solid vapor resulting

from ablation, they found that a critical metal mass – that is, the sum of the core

mass and the solid vapor mass in the atmosphere – is the more natural indicator of

whether the planet will undergo runaway gas accretion, regardless of whether the

solids sediment into the core or remain in the atmosphere. As a result, they also

find that cores do not need to eventually runaway accrete gas, just like with water

enrichment.
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1.5.4 Disc-limited gas accretion phase

The runaway accretion phase lasts until the planet opens up a significant gap in

the disc, thereby limiting how much gas it can accrete thereafter. A gap opens for

two reasons, namely the gravitational torque from the planet and the depletion of

gas through accretion itself (Rosenthal et al., 2020). The former is always a driving

factor, while the latter matters more in lower-mass discs where there is less gas to

begin with at the start of runaway accretion. In order for the planet to continue

growing in this stage, it needs to be resupplied with more gas (Ginzburg and Chiang,

2019). The planet can collect more gas by migrating through the disc. Even if the

planet does not migrate by a significant amount, the gap can also be partially refilled

by the transport of angular momentum through the disc. If turbulent viscosity is

the main driver of angular momentum transport as was traditionally thought, discs

with higher amounts of turbulence should have planets that grow more in the disc-

limited phase. If disc winds are the main driver of angular momentum transport,

however, the bulk of this transport would take place in the surface layers of the disc.

It remains to be investigated as to whether transport that far from the midplane

would have any effect on the continued growth of the planet.

Another significant difference between gas accretion in the disc-limited phase

compared to the initial phases is that the accretion is no longer expected to be

spherically symmetric. The geometry likely diverts away from spherical accretion in

the middle of the runaway gas accretion phase, albeit the question of exactly when

spherical accretion is no longer a good assumption is the subject of ongoing research.

Szulágyi et al. (2014) and Fung and Chiang (2016) showed that massive enough

planets that have opened gaps primarily accrete more gas at their poles through

meridional flows. A significant fraction of this material is not directly accreted

and instead forms a circumplanetary disc around the planet. It is the subject of

ongoing research as to whether these circumplanetary discs preferentially accrete

onto the planet or “de-crete” outwards back into the surrounding protoplanetary

disc (Schulik et al., 2020). Even if the material flows back into the disc, it still gets
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carried back to the planet along the planet’s spiral waves, at which point it should

have another opportunity to be accreted once it gets caught in the meridional flows.

Overall, the behavior of the gas at the accretion shock between the planet and the

meridional flows is a key factor in determining the resulting structure of the planet’s

atmosphere and the luminosity that appears in observations (Berardo et al., 2017),

potentially making it more difficult to probe the mass accretion rate onto the planet

(Szulágyi and Mordasini, 2017).

1.5.5 Timescales and final masses

One of the central areas of research related to the core accretion model has always

been to ensure the process completes before the disc dissipates and runs out of gas.

The overall timescale has been a potential issue to core accretion since Pollack et al.

(1996) presented that their model would take over 7 Myr to reach the runaway gas

accretion phase, even though protoplanetary discs were only expected to have a

lifetime of about 3 Myr. It is still thought that protoplanetary discs have a lifetime

of 3 Myr today, albeit with a wider potential variation expected from one disc to

another. As a result, shortening the overall timescale of core accretion is still of

great importance.

The total lifetime is primarily set by the cooling rate in the initial gas accretion

phase. Ikoma et al. (2000) derived an empirical relation for the length of this phase

as

τ = 3× 105 years
κ

1 cm2/g

(
Mcore

10 M⊕

)−5/2

, (1.31)

where κ is the opacity, Mcore is the mass of the core, and the fiducial opacity of

1 cm2/g is the opacity of the interstellar medium. Even before this week, Pollack

et al. (1996) had already proposed without motivation from atmospheric physics

that the opacity in the atmosphere would have to be 2% of the ISM opacity for core

accretion to reach runaway. In reality, the value of the opacity is not a constant but

a vertical profile (Movshovitz et al., 2010; Mordasini et al., 2014; Brouwers et al.,

2021). This profile can span several orders of magnitude and can reach minimum
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opacities orders of magnitude lower than the ISM opacity near the boundary between

the inner convective zone and outer radiative zone. As mentioned above, chemical

enrichment by water or solids can also shorten this phase.

In spite of the initial gas accretion phase having the longest timescale, the

timescale at which the bulk of the mass is accreted is primarily set by the timescale

of the runaway gas accretion phase since relatively little mass is accreted before or

after. With the advantages of a high viscosity disc and the planet migrating in their

global simulations, D’Angelo and Lubow (2008) found that a core can accrete half

of its final mass gas in about 100 to 500 orbits depending on the disc surface density.

With a lower viscosity disc and no planet migration, Lissauer et al. (2009) found in

local simulations that the core can accrete half of its final mass in a few hundred to

several thousand orbits depending on whether the disc is allowed to disperse over

time. These studies illustrate that the planet’s growth time can vary greatly de-

pending on the disc conditions. While the latter study in particular was tailored to

produce a planet with exactly Jupiter’s mass, Ginzburg and Chiang (2019) demon-

strated analytically that gap clearing makes it natural to produce planets of order

Jupiter mass provided that the disc viscosity is low enough to not substantially refill

the gap. They find a final planet-to-star mass ratio in an inviscid disc of

Mp, final

MF
= (Ωtdisc)

0.07(H/a)2.73(Gρ0/Ω
2)1/3, (1.32)

where tdisc is the disc lifetime, H/a is the disc aspect ratio, and ρ0 is the background

density of the disc. With the weak dependence on the density, a significant increase

or reduction of the density is necessary to greatly alter the planet’s final mass in this

manner. Nonetheless, the strong dependence on the disc aspect ratio still makes it

possible to produce a wide variety of final masses.

1.6 Numerical modelling of protoplanetary discs

Developing a complete model of protoplanetary discs requires studying the evolution

of many components: the gas, the dust, the chemistry of both the gas and dust,

planets and planetesimals, stellar evolution, intracluster interactions, and how such
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features can be observed. Most if not all models of protoplanetary discs neglect

or simplify various components to focus on the effects of a specific component or

process in isolation. One standard way of studying protoplanetary discs is through

hydrodynamic simulations of just the gas component around a static star, neglecting

the chemistry of the gas. The method of these simulations is to solve the hydrody-

namic equations over time. The first of these equations is the continuity equation,

which implies conservation of mass and governs the evolution of the gas density over

time and is given by
∂ρ

∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~v) = 0, (1.33)

where ρ density of the gas, t is time, and ~v is the velocity of the gas. The second

equation is the conservation of momentum equation, which governs the evolution of

the gas velocity over time and is given by

∂~v

∂t
= −

~∇P
ρ
− ~∇φ+

1

ρ
~∇·
↔
T , (1.34)

where P is the pressure of the gas, φ is the gravitational potential, and
↔
T is the

viscous stress tensor. The third equation is the conservation of energy equation and

is given by
∂e

∂t
+∇ · (e~v) = −P ~∇ · ~v +H − C, (1.35)

where e is the energy per unit area, and H and C are the heating and cooling terms

that depend on the sources of heating and cooling. There are two main types of

multi-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations: Eulerian and Lagrangian. Eulerian

simulations solve the hydrodynamic equations for the fields of state variables on a

grid, while Lagrangian simulations instead follow the individual fluid elements to

solve for the state variables. Eulerian simulations are generally preferred because

they are typically less computationally intensive.

With three equations and three dimensions, full simulations of protoplanetary

discs can be very computationally expensive. To make running a parameter study or

suite of simulations more feasible, many studies start out with 2-D locally isothermal

simulations that do not solve the conservation of energy equation, as we do in all
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of the studies presented in this thesis. These simulations are locally isothermal

in the sense that the heating and cooling times are assumed to be zero, in other

words infinitely fast, thereby preventing any local changes to the energy in the disc.

The 2-D hydrodynamic equations by integrating across the entire vertical direction

centered at the midplane. The resulting equations are

∂Σ

∂t
+ ~∇ · (Σ~v) = 0, (1.36)

∂~v

∂t
= −

~∇P
Σ
− ~∇φ+

1

Σ
~∇·
↔
T , (1.37)

where Σ is the gas surface density, which replaces ρ. The pressure P in these equa-

tions is the vertically-integrated pressure. Assuming vertical hydrostatic equilibrium

of dP/dz = −ρgz, where gz = g sin θ is the vertical component of the gravitational

acceleration from the star, then the surface density and spatial density relate through

Σ = ρ
√

2πH. In general, the 2-D equations are only valid if protoplanetary are discs

are thin, a good assumption in practice because it has been observed that the aspect

ratio H/r � 1 throughout virtually any disc.

Another common simplification is to prescribe the viscosity the disc. In general,

the viscosity tensor is

↔
T= µ

[
~∇~v + (~∇~v)T − 2

3
(~∇ · ~v)I

]
, (1.38)

where µ = Σν is the shear viscosity, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and I is the identity

matrix. Although this term is set by the level of turbulence in actual discs, in

practice, simulations often simply prescribe the level of viscosity the system, possibly

as a function of radius and/or time. There are two common ways to prescribe the

viscosity. The first is to prescribe a constant value of ν normalized to the length and

timescales at a particular location in the disc, such as r2
pΩp if there is a planet in

the disc. The second is to parametrize the viscosity through the α-model such that

ν = αcsH (Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973). Although the latter method is generally

preferred because it is considered more realistic, in the simulations in this thesis, we

utilize the former method to avoid the viscosity have a radial dependence. With a
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constant value in radius, we avoid the possibility of the results of a given simulation

depending on how the viscosity is varied when we are intending to explore the

effects of other parameters or to explore the effect of changing the viscosity from

one simulation to another.

In these simulations, planets can be incorporated by adding their gravitational

potential to the system. Each planet is effectively a point mass, albeit the gravita-

tional potential includes a smoothing length to avoid a gravitational singularity in

the immediate vicinity of the planet.

The dust in protoplanetary discs can be simulated in a similar manner to the

gas. Even though the individual dust grains themselves are not a fluid, the dust as a

whole can still be simulated as a fluid using either the Eurlerian or Lagrangian meth-

ods. Because of the computational expense of the Lagrangian method, one common

option is simulate the gas in a protoplanetary disc with the Eulerian method while

simulating the dust particles with the Lagrangian method. One of the advantages of

having Lagrangian particles is the relative ease of simulating a range of grain sizes.

As our simulations typically only include one or a few grain sizes at most, we treat

the dust as a fluid representing particles of a specific grain size. Our few simulations

with multiple grain sizes have a separate fluid for each grain size. Because simulating

both gas and dust is more computationally expensive, we naturally begin all of our

studies with just gas simulations to guide when it would be appropriate to incorpo-

rate dust in the simulations. We ran simulations of the dust dynamics primarily to

study how the vortices in our simulations would appear in ALMA observations of

the dust, which also requires synthetic images or radiative transfer calculations to

do a proper comparison.

The main differences between simulating the dust and gas as fluids are the forces

acting on the dust. Unlike the gas, the dust does not feel the force from the gas

pressure gradient. On the other hand, it does feel a drag force from the relative

motion between the dust and the gas. While those two effects are typically always

included in dust simulations, it is more optional to include dust diffusion or the back-

reaction of the dust on a gas, the latter of which is also known as dust feedback. We
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include dust diffusion in all of our simulations; however, it has very little effect due to

the low viscosities in our simulations that are needed to have long-lived vortices. The

back-reaction of the dust on the gas becomes more relevant with high dust-to-gas

ratios close to unity. These ratios generally do not occur in typical disc conditions;

however, they commonly occur in dust traps such as vortices. Nonetheless, we do

not include the back-reaction of the dust on the gas because this effect may not be

accurately captured in 2-D simulations (Lyra et al., 2018).

Two of the main hydrodynamic codes used for simulating protoplanetary discs

are FARGO (Masset, 2000) and its successor FARGO3D (Beńıtez-Llambay and Mas-

set, 2016), which utilize finite difference and Eulerian methods on a polar or cylin-

drical grid. Unlike most other hydrodynamic codes, FARGO and FARGO3D were

specifically developed for simulating protoplanetary discs. The original FARGO

code has many spinoff versions that add other features not included in the first

release, such as the option to simulate dust fluids on an Eulerian grid (Zhu et al.,

2012). The new FARGO3D already included dust in an early release (Beńıtez-

Llambay et al., 2019), and was developed with the intent of including many of the

effects that were only added to the original FARGO in the spinoff versions, such as

self-gravity.

The underlying advantage of the FARGO codes that has since also been imple-

mented in other codes is the use of the Fast Advection in Rotating Gaseous Objects

(FARGO) algorithm. With various types of time evolution simulation, in particular

with the finite difference method, a key factor in optimizing the simulations is to

use the largest possible timestep that makes physical sense in order to speed up the

simulations. One limitation on the timestep is the Couant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)

condition, which states that the timestep cannot be faster than the velocity in par-

ticular direction divided by the width of a grid cell in that direction. With one or

more directions, this implies a limitation of

C = ∆t

(
n∑
i=1

uxi

∆xi

)
≤ 1, (1.39)

where ∆t is the timestep, xi is each spatial direction, and uxi
is the velocity compo-
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nent in that direction, and ∆xi is the grid cell width in that direction. The maximum

possible timestep is the largest value of ∆t that satisfies the CFL condition. Any

larger timestep would imply material is being transported across more than one grid

cell in a given timestep, which would quickly lead to inaccuracies given that finite

difference methods calculate the time evolution of a grid cell based on the values of

the adjacent cells. In protoplanetary discs, the timestep would be limited by the

CFL condition at the inner boundary where the velocity is the fastest. Such a tight

limitation is too extreme given that the velocity in the disc only has small devia-

tions from the Keplerian velocity. To take advantage of this property, the FARGO

algorithm subtracts the average azimuthal velocity in each annulus. With this mod-

ification, the CFL condition is instead computed based on the residual velocity and

the shear across the disc, leading to a speed up of about an order of magnitude.

1.7 Outline

In the following chapters, I am presenting the effects of incorporating the planetary

growth from the onset of the runaway gas accretion phase into 2-D hydrodynamic

simulations of planet-induced vortices generated through the Rossby Wave instabil-

ity. The first chapter has been published as Hammer et al. (2017) and illustrates

that planets with Jupiter-mass and above in very low viscosity discs (α ∼ 10−5)

induce vortices in the gas that are much shorter-lived and more azimuthally elon-

gated when the planet’s growth time is taken into account. The second chapter has

been published as Hammer et al. (2019) and shows that these elongated vortices

also appear elongated in the dust and have azimuthally off-center peaks. Both of

these two signatures are due to the pressure plateau being flat enough across the

bulk of the vortex to allow the dust to circulate instead of collect in a central peak.

The third chapter has been published as Hammer et al. (2021) and explains why

the vortices that form are elongated while also showing that planets less massive

than Jupiter can potentially generate longer-lived vortices than Jupiter-mass planets

and illustrating how planet-induced vortices can re-form. The long vortex lifetimes
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found in this study demonstrate that the number of known gap-edge crescent-shaped

vortex candidates is fewer than expected, potentially illustrating the importance of

additional physical effects or that actual discs do not have very low viscosities on

average.
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CHAPTER 2

Slowly-growing gap-opening planets trigger weaker vortices

This chapter has been published as Hammer, M., Kratter, K. M., Lin, M.-K., 2017,

MNRAS, 466, 3533 (DOI: 10.1093/mnras/stw3000)

2.1 Abstract

The presence of a giant planet in a low-viscosity disc can create a gap edge in the

disc’s radial density profile sharp enough to excite the Rossby Wave Instability. This

instability may evolve into dust-trapping vortices that might explain the “banana-

shaped” features in recently observed asymmetric transition discs with inner cavities.

Previous hydrodynamical simulations of planet-induced vortices have neglected the

timescale of hundreds to thousands of orbits to grow a massive planet to Jupiter-size.

In this work, we study the effect of a giant planet’s runaway growth timescale on the

lifetime and characteristics of the resulting vortex. For two different planet masses

(1 and 5 Jupiter masses) and two different disc viscosities (α =3×10−4 and 3×10−5),

we compare the vortices induced by planets with several different growth timescales

between 10 and 4000 planet orbits. In general, we find that slowly-growing planets

create significantly weaker vortices with lifetimes and surface densities reduced by

more than 50%. For the higher disc viscosity, the longest growth timescales in

our study inhibit vortex formation altogether. Additionally, slowly-growing planets

produce vortices that are up to twice as elongated, with azimuthal extents well above

180◦ in some cases. These unique, elongated vortices likely create a distinct signature

in the dust observations that differentiates them from the more concentrated vortices

that correspond to planets with faster growth timescales. Lastly, we find that the

low viscosities necessary for vortex formation likely prevent planets from growing

quickly enough to trigger the instability in self-consistent models.
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2.2 Introduction

Recent observations by the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) have uncov-

ered transition discs with large asymmetries in the dust observed at mm and sub-mm

wavelengths. A variety of mechanisms – including vortices triggered by the Rossby

Wave Instability (RWI) – have been proposed to explain these discs around stars

such as Oph IRS 48 (van der Marel et al., 2013), HD 142527 (Casassus et al., 2013;

Fukagawa et al., 2013), as well as SAO 206462 and SR 21 (Pérez et al., 2014).

A local minimum or maximum in a disc’s radial potential vorticity or ‘vortensity’

profile can excite the RWI (Lovelace et al., 1999; Li et al., 2000, 2001). Such vorten-

sity extrema often coincide with extrema in the disc’s surface density profile, which

can arise at dead zone boundaries (e.g. Regály et al., 2012; Lyra and Mac Low, 2012;

Miranda et al., 2016) and gap-edges created by giant planets (e.g. Li et al., 2005).

In both cases, the RWI leads to exponential growth of non-axisymmetric modes that

develop into a set of vortices in the non-linear regime. In low mass discs, these vor-

tices will eventually merge to form a single “banana-shaped” anti-cyclonic vortex in

less than 100 orbits. Single vortices offer a natural explanation for dust asymmetries

because they can trap dust particles efficiently in a pressure maximum (e.g. Barge

and Sommeria, 1995; Birnstiel et al., 2013; Lyra and Lin, 2013; Fu et al., 2014b).

Recent observations of the radial gas density profiles interior to the asymmetries

have found that some of these regions are depleted, favouring the latter idea that

planet-induced vortices are responsible for the asymmetric structures in some tran-

sition discs (van der Marel et al., 2016b). In this case, a giant planet clears out a gap

in the disc, creating sharp peaks in the radial density profile at each gap edge. If the

planet is massive enough to steepen a gap edge beyond a critical structure, it will

trigger the RWI (Ono et al., 2016). This only happens in discs with low viscosities

(α < 10−3). Otherwise, the viscous evolution of the disc will smooth out the gap

edge and prevent the instability from arising (e.g. de Val-Borro et al., 2007).

Several groups have conducted numerical simulations of planet-induced vortices

to study how well they can explain the recent observations of dust asymmetries (Bae
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et al., 2016) and to explore whether they can survive for long enough to make them

observable. In particular, Fu et al. (2014a) used high-resolution 2D simulations to

find that a vortex induced by a 5 Jupiter-mass planet can survive for up to 14000

orbits with optimal disc viscosities and temperatures. However, vortex lifetimes

can be weakened by a variety of different factors in particular regimes, including

self-gravity in very massive discs (Lin and Papaloizou, 2011), three-dimensional

structure (Lin, 2012b; Meheut et al., 2012a), and dust feedback from large grains or

high concentrations (Fu et al., 2014b). It remains an open question as to how long

vortices can survive and whether we should expect them to be observable.

One related question that has been relatively unexplored is the effect of a planet’s

growth rate on the properties of the vortex. A planet’s growth rate can affect the

evolution of the vortex it creates because the planet changes the gap structure as

it grows. Previous simulations of planet-induced vortices have neglected realistic

growth timescales for the planet, only allowing it to reach its full mass in less than

100 orbits (e.g. de Val-Borro et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2014a; Lobo Gomes et al., 2015;

Bae et al., 2016). In this regime, the vortex does not form until after the planet

has attained its final mass. With longer growth times, a Jupiter-mass planet will

trigger the RWI and induce vortices long before it approaches its final mass (Lin and

Papaloizou, 2010), giving the planet and the vortex plenty of time to restructure

the gap edge and impact the vortex’s further evolution.

Models of core accretion – the mechanism for forming most Jupiter-mass planets

– show that a gas giant does not grow to full size within a few dynamical timescales.

The bulk of a planet’s growth occurs during the runaway gas accretion phase, when

the mass of the planet’s gas envelope increases from a few Earth masses to a few

hundred Earth masses (Pollack et al., 1996). Although this phase can be fast com-

pared to the timescale needed for envelope accretion prior to runaway growth, it is

limited by the depleted gas supply in the planet’s vicinity once it opens up a gap

(e.g Lissauer et al., 2009). With the disc only gradually supplying the planet with

gas, the runaway gas accretion phase can be slowed down to timescales of hundreds

of orbits (D’Angelo and Lubow, 2008), if not thousands in lower viscosity discs (Lis-
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sauer et al., 2009). This is one or two orders of magnitude longer than the growth

timescales used in earlier studies of planet-induced vortices.

In this work, we explore the effect of a gap-opening planet’s growth timescale on

the lifetimes and other properties of vortices induced by the RWI. We organize this

paper as follows: In Section 4.3, we describe our simulation set-up and quantify our

metrics for assessing vortex properties. In Section 4.5, we present the results from

our simulations. In Section 2.5, we discuss dust concentration in elongated vortices,

and put our simulation results in the context of realistic planet formation models.

In Section 4.10, we summarize our results.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Numerical methods

We use FARGO (Masset, 2000) to carry out simulations of a gas giant planet with

a prescribed growth rate embedded in a low viscosity disc. FARGO is a 2D finite-

difference hydrodynamical code that solves the Navier-Stokes equations in cylindri-

cal polar coordinates (r, φ). It incorporates the FARGO algorithm, which allows

for larger integration timesteps by subtracting out the average azimuthal velocity

in each annulus when evaluating the Courant-Friedrich-Levy condition. This tech-

nique makes it feasible to carry out a parameter study of simulations with sufficient

resolution beyond 104 planet orbits.

We prescribe the growth of the planet’s mass mp as a function of time t as

mp(t) = Mp ×

sin2 (πt/2Tgrowth) t ≤ Tgrowth,

1 t > Tgrowth,
(2.1)

where Mp = mp(Tgrowth) is the planet’s final mass and Tgrowth is the planet’s growth

timescale, the key parameter in our study.

In principle, one can calculate a “self-consistent” growth rate based on the

amount of material within the planet’s Roche radius. However, we instead use the

fixed growth prescription above because it allows us to conduct a controlled param-
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eter study of growth time alone. At the resolution of our fiducial simulations, the

circumplanetary discs are not sufficiently well resolved to generate realistic growth

rates (Zhu, 2015). Moreover, accretion onto the planet is a function of a more com-

plex set of disc parameters dependent on thermodynamics and feedback (Ayliffe

and Bate, 2009), which we neglect in this study. To avoid an unphysical build-up

of material within the planet’s Roche radius, we remove mass from the computa-

tional domain according to the prescription from Kley (1999) that is implemented

for FARGO’s accretion scheme. The total amount of mass removed is relatively

small and never exceeds 5% of the planet’s mass.

At the radial boundaries, we apply wave killing zones (e.g. de Val-Borro et al.,

2006) in r ∈ [1, 1.25]rin and in r ∈ [0.84, 1]rout, where rin and rout are the inner and

outer edges of the disc respectively. The outer zone is rapidly damped on a timescale

of 1/500th of the orbital period at the outer boundary so that it approximates a

mostly unperturbed region. The inner region is damped at a softer rate of 1/3rd of

the innermost orbital period. Periodic boundaries are applied in the azimuth.

2.3.2 Simulations

We initialize each simulation with a locally isothermal disc that has a power law

radial surface density profile of Σ(r) = Σ0(r/rp)
−1, where Σ0 is the initial surface

density at the fixed orbital radius of the planet, rp. The value of Σ0 is set by the

total disc mass in the domain, which we fix to Md = 2Mp. We do not include self-

gravity because the disc mass is very low with a Toomre Q > 20 at the location of

the vortex in all of our simulations (Toomre, 1964). The temperature profile is set

to fix the disc aspect ratio h ≡ H/r = 0.06, where H is the disc’s scale height. We

selected this value of h because Fu et al. (2014a) have shown it maximizes vortex

lifetimes.

We simulate an annulus of a disc across a radial domain that extends from

r ∈ [0.2, 5.7]rp and φ ∈ [0, 2π] in azimuth. This annulus is resolved by Nr × Nφ =

1024 × 2048 arithmetically-spaced grid cells in the radial and azimuthal directions

respectively. This grid spacing resolves both the disc’s scale height H(r) and the
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Table 2.1: Planet growth times for each of the four cases in our simulations.

Mp / MJ ν / r2
pΩp Tgrowth / Tp

1 10−6 10, 250, 500, 1000
1 10−7 10, 500, 1000, 2000
5 10−6 10, 500, 1000, 2000
5 10−7 10, 1000, 2000, 4000

planet’s Hill radius by at least 11 cells in the the outer disc (r > rp), our region of

interest. Our standard resolution in this region is slightly higher than those used in

most other recent studies of planet-induced vortices (e.g. Lobo Gomes et al., 2015;

Les and Lin, 2015; Bae et al., 2016), but less than the highest resolution studies (Fu

et al., 2014a). We carry out convergence tests for select cases at a lower resolution

of 768× 1536 and a higher resolution of 1536× 3072 (see Section 2.4.4).

In the disc, we place a planet on a fixed circular orbit around a solar mass star

(M∗ = M�) with an orbital frequency Ωp =
√
GM�/r3

p that corresponds to an

orbital period of Tp ≡ 2π/Ωp, where G is the gravitational constant. Our compu-

tational units are such that rp = Ωp = G = M∗ = 1. The planet’s gravitational

potential is smoothed out to 0.6rH , where rH = (q/3)1/3rp is the planet’s Hill radius

and q is the planet-to-star mass ratio. In our parameter study, we use two different

final planet masses of q = 1× 10−3 and 5× 10−3, which correspond to Mp = 1 and

5 MJ (Jupiter masses) for a solar mass star. We also use two different disc viscosi-

ties of ν = 10−6 and 10−7 in units of r2
pΩp, corresponding to α ≈ 3 × 10−4 and

3 × 10−5 respectively for the standard alpha prescription of ν = αH2Ωp (Shakura

and Sunyaev, 1973). For each of these 4 combinations of planet masses and disc

viscosities, we explore the evolution of the RWI with a focus on the properties and

lifetimes of the vortices that form for four different planet growth timescales (see

Table 4.1).

2.3.3 Identifying a vortex signature

To quantify the vortex properties as a function of the planet’s growth time (Tgrowth),

we need a robust method to identify when they form and dissipate. Quantitative def-
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initions are especially important since vortices do not transition from ‘nonexistent’

to ‘newly-formed,’ or from ‘weak’ to ‘dead’ instantaneously.

We find that the magnitude of the overdensity within the vortex is the best tracer

of formation and lifetime. While the planet also produces density enhancements

in its spiral wake, these remain fixed in the planet’s co-rotating frame. On the

contrary, a vortex orbits at its local Keplerian frequency several Hill radii away

from the planet. This difference allows us to differentiate the vortex over-density

from the spiral density waves. We isolate the vortex (with its distinct Keplerian

orbital frequency) from the spiral density waves (co-rotating with the planet) by

differencing the surface density fields at successive planet orbits when the planet is

at the same location. We find this procedure to be effective in removing the co-

rotational features, leaving only the vortices present in the positive component of

the differenced surface density. We then combine all of the positive contributions

and define this mass to be the total mass in the vortex, Mexcess. We use this “excess

mass” to quantitatively determine when a planet triggers the RWI and when a

vortex dissipates.

We numerically identify when the RWI is first triggered as the first orbit at

which there is a sharp increase in the growth rate of Mexcess, that is, when it begins

to increase roughly exponentially. These times are straightforward to identify from

the evolution of the growth rates over time. For a given disc viscosity ν, we find

that these times correspond to a very narrow range of trigger masses across our

parameter space. As a result, we do not need a more precise quantitative definition

of the trigger point.

While vortices are easy to identify at their peak intensity, pinpointing the orbit at

which they disappear is challenging. Vortices can persist at very low mean densities

for hundreds of orbits. Thus, we quantify their lifetime based on when Mexcess <

0.20 Σ0r
2
p because at this mass, we find that the more concentrated vortices in our

study have typically lost ≈ 85− 95% of their peak excess masses (which fall in the

range of 1.5 to 3.5 Σ0r
2
p), leaving them with an average overdensity of no more than

10% above the background density. Meanwhile, the choice of a threshold mass does
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not have a significant effect on the lifetimes of less concentrated vortices since they

dissipate more abruptly.

Although it might seem natural to include a quantitative measure of vorticity in

our definition of vortex formation and dissipation, we found this to be less reliable.

This is because other features at the gap edge also produce spikes in vorticity that

make it more difficult to differentiate the vortex’s vorticity from that of nearby parts

of the disc.

2.3.4 Characterizing vortex strength

We characterize a vortex’s strength by quantifying its surface density and azimuthal

extent. In general, stronger long-lived vortices have higher surface densities and

more concentrated azimuthal extents.

We measure the maximum gas concentration a vortex attains during its life-

time through its peak surface density, Σpeak. This is the maximum value of

Σ(r = rvortex, φ = φpeak, t) over time, where rvortex corresponds to the orbital ra-

dius of the vortex defined as the radius at which there is a local maximum in the

outer disc (r > rp) in the azimuthally-averaged surface density profile; φpeak is the

azimuth at which max [Σ(r = rvortex, φ)] occurs. We apply a smoothing filter over

5 orbits before maximizing these values over time. This removes short timescale

variations, such as those to due the planet’s wake. We choose to use the vortex’s

maximum surface density rather than its average surface density to avoid the dif-

ficulty of tracing out the edges of the vortex, which can be ambiguous in many

snapshots. Nonetheless, we estimate that the vortex’s average surface density is

smaller than its maximum surface density by 25 to 35%.

We estimate a vortex’s azimuthal extent, denoted as ∆φ, by examining Σ(r =

rvortex, φ) over a wide range of snapshots. We find that a vortex’s azimuthal extent

is the most concentrated near the time at which its surface density is maximized.

For this reason, we characterize a vortex’s concentration by the minimum value of

∆φ over time, denoted as [∆φ]min. Each concentration is rounded to the nearest

30◦, and primarily intended to classify a vortex as “concentrated” ([∆φ]min < 180◦),
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Figure 2.1: Vortex lifetimes (left panel; defined in Section 2.3.3) and peak surface
densities Σpeak (right panel; defined in Section 2.3.4) as a function of planet growth
timescale Tgrowth for each of the four cases in our study. Each dashed vertical line
show the minimum distance at which a growth timescale in orbits implies a growth
time of at least 105 years (with M∗ = 1 M� assumed), which serves as a bench-
mark timescale from circumplanetary disc accretion rates (see Section 2.5.3). Left:
Vortex lifetimes decrease monotonically with larger Tgrowth in each case. Lower vis-
cosity discs also yield longer vortex lifetimes. Right: Σpeak essentially also decreases
monotonically with larger Tgrowth. Higher mass planets induce vortices with higher
Σpeak. The surface densities are normalized by Σ0, the initial surface density at
the planet’s orbital radius, which is also roughly the background density near the
vortex.

“elongated” ([∆φ]min > 180◦), or “intermediate” ([∆φ]min ≈ 180◦). Section 2.5.1 also

uses these rough values to show how vortices with different gas azimuthal extents

appear in the associated dust observations.

2.4 Results

Our simulations show that planets with longer, more realistic growth times induce

vortices with:

1. shorter lifetimes,

2. lower peak surface densities, and

3. wider azimuthal extents.
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We summarize these trends in Figure 2.1. We can interpret these results by first

considering the gap-opening process, which begins before the RWI is triggered. Ac-

cording to Crida et al. (2006), planets open gaps when

3

4

H(rp)

RH

+
50

qRe
. 1, (2.2)

where the Reynolds number Re = r2
pΩp/ν is the reciprocal of our dimensionless

viscosity. Equation 2.2 implies gap opening masses of Mgap ≈ 0.05 MJ and 0.15 MJ

for ν = 10−7 and 10−6 respectively. These are well below the final planet masses in

our simulations. This suggests that the planet can trigger vortices through the RWI

during its growth phase when its mass is still relatively small. This is distinct from

previous simulations of planets of at least Jupiter-mass where the planet reaches its

full mass almost immediately after vortices form (e.g. de Val-Borro et al., 2007; Fu

et al., 2014a).

Indeed, using Mexcess shown in Figure 2.2 — our measure of vortex presence —

we find that the first spike in Mexcess occurs when mp ≈ 0.03−0.06 MJ for ν = 10−7,

and at roughly mp ≈ 0.2 MJ for ν = 10−6, both independent of Tgrowth. These values

of mp are close to the gap-opening masses Mgap estimated above, suggesting that

the RWI develops soon after gap-opening begins. Once the RWI is triggered, Mexcess

enters a short exponential growth phase lasting for 50 − 100 orbits. We find this

timescale, Texp, is also approximately the time it takes for the initial vortices to

merge into a single vortex (azimuthal wavenumber m = 1), and that Texp does not

vary significantly with Tgrowth.

Despite similar trigger masses and exponential growth phases, the resulting vor-

tices are in fact quite different when the planet takes longer to grow. These dif-

ferences arise because once the vortex emerges, it begins to back-react on the gap

edge, smoothing it out. The growing planet competes against the already-present

vortex to sharpen the gap edge. Varnière et al. (2004) show that the ratio of surface

density at the gap centre, Σgap to that at the gap edge, Σedge, depends on planet

mass and Reynolds numbers as:

Σedge

Σgap

∝ q2 Re. (2.3)
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For a growing planet, we expect the steepness of the gap edge to evolve on a timescale

of order Tgap ≡ q(t)/q̇(t).

In Figure 3.3, we show that the azimuthal extents of the vortices are well-divided

in a parameter space q2Re vs. < q̇ >−1, where angle brackets represent a time

average. Specifically, the properties of the vortex depend on both the steepness of

the gap edge and how quickly the gap edge evolves. This dependence reflects the

competition between Tgap, the timescale for gap sculpting; and Texp, the roughly

constant timescale which governs how quickly the vortex can back-react on the

gap. To verify the robustness of our choice of dimensionless numbers to map vortex

properties, we ran short-term simulations with different combinations of q and ν

that more densely sample q2Re, and overlap with values already in our full length

parameter study. We find excellent consistency between vortex azimuthal extents

in the overlapping cases. When Tgap > Texp (that is, for slow planet growth), the

vortex begins to smooth out the gap edge while the planet is still at a low mass,

preventing the gap edge from attaining the maximum steepness for a given pair

of q and Re. This leads to the vortex having a smaller saturation amplitude in

density and a less concentrated azimuthal extent. When Tgap . Texp, the planet

grows quickly, continually steepening the gap edge. Thus, the back-reaction from

the vortex only becomes important when the planet is more massive and the gap

edge sharper. This leads to the vortices becoming stronger and more concentrated.

For more massive planets with larger q2 Re, we observe that the azimuthal extent

of a vortex can evolve from “elongated” to “intermediate.” This behavior arises

because the planet continues to steepen the gap edge long after the exponential

growth phase of Mexcess. As a result, the slope of the dividing line in Figure 3.3

is positive. We emphasize that the largest distinction between the vortices is their

azimuthal extents, rather than their peak mass or saturation amplitude. This is

consistent with the linear scaling between the RWI growth rate and saturation

amplitude found by Meheut et al. (2013).

With this interpretation in hand, we now provide more detailed descriptions of

the different cases. We describe the vortices induced by 5 MJ planets in Section 2.4.1
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Figure 2.2: Left panels: The excess mass, Mexcess, in a vortex over time across
our parameter space. When Mexcess > 0.2 Σ0r

2
p (marked with a horizontal line), a

vortex is alive. Right panels: Exponential growth rates across our parameter space,
during the early growth stages of each vortex and centred at the snapshot with the
maximum growth rate (denoted in the left panels with black squares). Regardless
of mp and ν, all of the slowly-grown planets with Tgrowth � 10 Tp trigger vortices
with similar maximum growth rates of d logMexcess/dt ≈ 0.025. After reaching this
point, the growth rates immediately begin to decline.
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Figure 2.3: Vortex shapes across our parameter space (blue points are part of our
main study; red points are added). The green line shows that the two parameters on
the axes related to gap steepening separate elongated vortices (above) from concen-
trated ones (below). We determine the parameters for this dividing line by assuming
a power law parametrization of < q̇ / 10−3 >−1= A× (q2Re)B. We then use a soft-
margin support vector machine model with c = 25 (implemented by SVM-Light,
Joachims, 1999) to determine that the values of A = 88 and B = 0.32 create the
maximum margin between the set of elongated vortices and the set of concentrated
vortices.

and the vortices in induced by 1 MJ planets in Section 2.4.2. We observe and explain

repeated vortex formation in Section 2.4.3. Lastly, we show that the underlying

trends in our results converge at different resolutions in Section 2.4.4.

2.4.1 Vortices induced by higher mass planets (Mp = 5 MJ)

We find that for Tgrowth = 10 Tp, planets with Mp = 5 MJ in discs with a low

viscosity (ν = 10−7) generate strong, concentrated vortices that survive well beyond

104 orbits, in agreement with previous studies (Fu et al., 2014a). Unlike in any of the

other cases (see below), planets with Tgrowth = 2000 Tp also generate rather strong

vortices with lifetimes just above 104 Tp and Σpeak > 2.5 Σ0. Nevertheless, these

vortices are still weaker than those produced by a rapidly-grown planet. We find

that it takes increasing Tgrowth to 4000 Tp to reduce the vortex’s Σpeak below 2 Σ0

(see Figure 2.4). These vortices still survive more than 7000 orbits with azimuthal

extents that are relatively concentrated ([∆φ]min ≈ 180◦) rather than elongated.
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Figure 2.4: Surface density snapshots for Mp = 5 MJ and ν = 10−7, for Tgrowth = 10,
2000, and 4000 Tp. The title of each snapshot indicates the time, and the mass of
the planet at that time. The planet is indicated by a diamond above the star in
each snapshot, and its size is scaled relative to the planet’s final mass. Top: With
Tgrowth = 10 Tp, a strong vortex forms very quickly and persists at peak strength
through 3000 orbits. After 10000 orbits, the vortex has weakened and spreads out
slightly in azimuth, but is still rather prominent. It does not die until 20000 orbits.
Despite starting out weaker, the vortices with Tgrowth = 1000 and 2000 Tp (not
shown) also remain prominent after 104 orbits, just like in the rapid growth case,
but ultimately dissipate earlier. Bottom: With Tgrowth = 4000 Tp, the vortex’s peak
density reaches only about half that of the rapid growth case, and never becomes
more concentrated than 180◦. In-between the first two snapshots shown, the vortex
dies at about 1000 orbits and reforms ∼ 50 orbits later. After the planet finishes
growing at 4000 orbits, the vortex is only as strong as the vortices near 10000 orbits
for the other growth timescales (compare the third column of panels). The vortex
then fades faster, dying out within 8000 orbits.
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Figure 2.5: Surface density snapshots for Mp = 5 MJ and ν = 10−6, for Tgrowth = 10,
500, and 1000 Tp. See Figure 2.4 for more details. Top: With Tgrowth = 10 Tp, a
strong vortex forms by 100 orbits and remains near peak strength at 500 orbits.
By 900 orbits, the vortex has quickly faded and by 1500 orbits, it has died out.
The vortex with Tgrowth = 500 Tp (not shown) develops similar properties to the
vortex in this rapid growth case, despite forming slightly later. Bottom: With
Tgrowth = 1000 Tp, a much weaker, more elongated vortex initially forms. It dies
out by 600 orbits. As the planet continues to grow, it then re-triggers a vortex of
similar strength about 100 orbits later. This vortex then dies out near 1000 orbits
when the planet has finished growing. The longest timescale Tgrowth = 2000 Tp (not
shown) never produces a clear m = 1 vortex.
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In a high viscosity disc (ν = 10−6), a 5 MJ planet with Tgrowth = 500 Tp induces

a vortex that survives just as long (≈ 1300 orbits) and has a similar surface density

(Σpeak ≈ 2.7 Σ0) as a vortex generated by a rapidly-grown planet. However, with

Tgrowth = 1000 Tp, the vortex’s lifetime is halved, its azimuthal extent doubles (from

[∆φ]min = 90◦ to 180◦), and Σpeak < 2 Σ0. Figure 2.5 shows snapshots of this case

compared to the rapid growth case. With Tgrowth = 2000 Tp, even though the RWI

is triggered with high-m azimuthal modes, we do not observe them to evolve and

merge into a clear m = 1 vortex.

2.4.2 Vortices induced by lower mass planets (Mp = 1 MJ)

In the rapid growth case where Tgrowth = 10 Tp, we find that Jupiter-mass planets in

discs with a low viscosity (ν = 10−7) also induce strong, concentrated vortices. These

vortices have relatively long lifetimes of several thousand orbits, which is consistent

with previous studies (e.g. Lobo Gomes et al., 2015; Les and Lin, 2015) and only

about a factor of ∼ 3 shorter than those with the higher mass planet. However for

Tgrowth ≥ 500 Tp, lifetimes decrease by an order of magnitude, azimuthal extents

double ([∆φ]min ≈ 240◦ compared to 120◦) and Σpeak drops very quickly to < 2 Σ0

(see Figure 2.1). Figure 2.6 shows surface density snapshots that highlight the

morphological differences between these concentrated and elongated vortices over

the course of their lifetimes.

While slow growth does not suppress vortex formation entirely in low viscosity

discs, we find that in the higher viscosity disc with ν = 10−6, growth times over

1000 orbits inhibit vortex formation completely for Mp = 1 MJ . With Tgrowth of 250

and 500 Tp, planets create vortices that are a little more elongated ([∆φ]min ≈ 240◦

compared to 180◦), have Σpeak < 2 Σ0, and shorter lifetimes by ∼ 50% compared

to the rapid growth case. In these slowly-grown cases, about half of the reported

vortex lifetime transpires before the high-m RWI modes have merged into a single

vortex. For this reason along with their shorter lifetimes, vortices generated by a

Jupiter-mass planet in a high-viscosity disc with ν = 10−6 are not well-suited to

explain observed disc asymmetries.
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Figure 2.6: Surface density snapshots for Mp = 5 MJ and ν = 10−7, for Tgrowth =
10, 500, and 2000 Tp. See Figure 2.4 for more details. Top: With Tgrowth = 10 Tp, a
strong vortex forms by 100 orbits, and survives for several thousand orbits. Middle:
With Tgrowth = 500 Tp, the planet triggers the instability after 200 orbits, but the
resulting m = 1 vortex is much more elongated with [∆φ]min ≈ 240◦. Bottom:
With Tgrowth = 2000 Tp, although a vortex forms by 800 orbits, it fades into a ring
by 1100 orbits. Then, while the planet is still growing, it re-triggers a vortex at 1400
orbits. This new vortex has roughly the same density as the earlier one and like the
first, it also quickly dies into a ring just a few hundred orbits later.
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2.4.3 Vortex reformation

In a few cases, we observe a distinct behavior with large values of Tgrowth (slow

growth times). When a vortex is initially weak, it can fade into a ring before the

planet reaches its final mass. Since the planet continues to clear out the gap as it

grows, these rings can develop sufficiently steep edges to re-trigger the RWI and form

a new vortex. This only occurs for weak vortices, which can fade quickly before the

growth phase ends and do not smooth out the nearby gap edge as much as stronger

vortices formed by quickly accreting planets. Note that secondary vortices have also

been observed by Lobo Gomes et al. (2015) for discs with a non-isothermal equation

of state, albeit at a different location further from the planet.

The bottom panel of Figure 2.6 shows an example of a vortex reforming in a

low viscosity disc (ν = 10−7) for a 1 MJ planet with Tgrowth = 2000 Tp. The vortex

initially forms and dies out after several hundred orbits. Shortly after, it reforms

at a similar level of strength in terms of Σpeak and [∆φ]min, and also survives for

several hundred orbits.

Along the same lines, we find the three cases of (A) Mp = 5 MJ , ν = 10−7,

Tgrowth = 4000 Tp; (B) Mp = 5 MJ , ν = 10−6, Tgrowth = 1000 Tp; and (C) Mp = 1 MJ ,

ν = 10−6, Tgrowth = 500 Tp also create vortices that die out and reform while the

planet is still growing. The first two cases are shown in the bottom panels of

Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5. The first case is unique because the first-generation

vortex dies out very early on in the planet’s growth phase. This allows the second-

generation vortex to become much stronger than the first one.

We cannot determine if the stronger, concentrated vortices in our study can

reform, since they die out long after the planet has grown to its full mass. However,

all of the weaker vortices that reform begin their second-generation phase at a

level of strength near the strength of the first-generation vortex shortly before it

dissipated. Therefore, even if the strongest vortices can reform, we do not expect

them to reach the densities or lifetimes of the first-generation vortices unless the

planet has a significant fraction of its growth phase remaining.
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2.4.4 Convergence tests

The standard resolution in our parameter study resolves the disc rather well in the

vicinity of the planet and the vortex compared to other studies of planet-induced vor-

tices (e.g Lobo Gomes et al., 2015; Les and Lin, 2015; Bae et al., 2016). Nonetheless,

computational planet-disc interaction studies are notoriously susceptible to resolu-

tion artifacts (e.g. de Val-Borro et al., 2007; Muñoz et al., 2014).

To confirm the above trends that we observe, we ran convergence tests for several

cases: (1) Mp = 5 MJ , ν = 10−6, with Tgrowth = 10, 500, and 1000 Tp; and (2)

Mp = 1 MJ , ν = 10−7, with Tgrowth = 500 and 1000 Tp. We find that the trend that

increasing Tgrowth produces increasingly weaker vortices is upheld at each resolution.

Therefore, we are confident that this trend is physical.

The tests for the 5 MJ planets converge well quantitatively, producing vortex

lifetimes and Σpeak consistent with the standard resolution simulations to within

15%. For 1 MJ planets, the relation between Tgrowth and vortex lifetime remains, but

the lifetimes vary with resolution. Specifically, the lifetimes for all cases decrease

with increasing resolution, suggesting that the estimated lifetimes we present in

Figure 2.1 as well as in Section 2.5.3 may be upper limits. We suspect that the

difference in behavior as a function of mass is related to the better resolution of the

planet’s Hill radius and spiral shocks from the planets in the higher mass case, as

vortex dissipation may be related to its interactions with these planetary shocks (Fu

et al., 2014a).

2.5 Observational implications

The disc asymmetries attributed to vortices are observed in mm-cm dust grains (e.g.

van der Marel et al., 2013). Although the gas overdensity may be modest, a vortex

acts as a very efficient dust trap due to the local pressure maxima at the centre. To

quantify the impact of planet growth time on the properties of observed vortices, we

must model the distribution of dust particles in a range of sizes within our simulated

vortices. We have shown that Tgrowth dramatically alters the concentration and
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the dust distributions (cm-size, mm-size, and µm-size)
produced by vortices in three of the rapid growth cases (blue lines; parameters
listed in the top windows) to those from a longer growth timescale (brown lines;
parameters listed in the bottom windows). Distributions are calculated using Equa-
tion 3.11. The gas azimuthal extents can be extracted from these azimuthal dust
density distributions through the dust extent of the mm-size or µm-size particles,
or the steepness of the distribution of cm-size particles. The distributions are nor-
malized to the initial dust density at the location of the planet.

azimuthal extent of planet-induced vortices. To illustrate the differences between

concentrated and elongated vortices in dust observations, we make use of the vortex

dust-trapping model developed by Lyra and Lin (2013).

2.5.1 Dust-trapping model

We approximate our simulated vortices as Kida vortices with elliptical streamlines

and density contours of constant aspect ratio χ (Kida, 1981). We estimate the

vortex aspect ratio as

χ = r∆φ/∆r (2.4)

where r∆φ and ∆r are the vortex azimuthal and radial extents respectively, that

are measured from our simulations. The azimuthal extent is chosen to be [∆φ]min

and the radial extent is estimated from the differenced surface density.

We then apply Lyra and Lin’s model for the steady-state dust distribution in a
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disc vortex:

ρdust(a) = ερpeak(S + 1)3/2 exp

{
− a2f 2(χ)

2H2
(S + 1)

}
(2.5)

(see their Equation 64), where a is the semi-minor axis of an elliptical density contour

inside the vortex; ρpeak is the peak gas density, here inferred from our simulations

(see Figure 2.1); S is the ratio of the particles’ Stokes number to the dimensionless

diffusion coefficient in the vortex; f(χ) is a scale function of order unity (see their

Equation 35); and ε is the dust-to-gas ratio. We fix S to be 3 × 10−3, 3, and 30

to represent particles of µm-size, mm-size, and cm-size respectively. The value of S

can vary by about an order of magnitude for each size for reasonable choices of the

diffusion coefficient.

2.5.2 Dust distributions in concentrated and elongated vortices

Figure 2.7 compares the µm-size, mm-size, and cm-size dust distributions of con-

centrated and elongated vortices for three different combinations of planet masses

and disc viscosities.

In general, we find that the distributions of mm-size particles are the best tracer

for the underlying gas vortex’s azimuthal extent since they are effectively concen-

trated and maintain a fairly constant overdensity from the vortex centre to the

outer edge. The distributions of µm-size particles are also relatively flat throughout

the vortex, but they are not trapped as efficiently and thus have a lower density

enhancement throughout.

With larger particles (cm-size), the dust extents cannot be used to measure the

gas extents directly since the dust concentrations approach zero inside the outer edge

of the vortex. Instead, we find that the slopes of these steeper azimuthal distribu-

tions are a better indicator of the gas azimuthal extent. However, the differences in

these slopes for vortices with different azimuthal extents can be very small (< 10%)

when the distributions are normalized to the density at the vortex centre, making

the extents difficult to measure precisely with this size particle.
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This simplified model illustrates that two types of vortices might be distinguish-

able at mm wavelengths. Since µm-sized particles are also good at tracing the az-

imuthal extents, any contamination to mm observations from smaller wavelengths

should only help distinguish an elongated vortex from a concentrated vortex. We ex-

pect that the dust overdensities shown in Figure 2.7 are likely underestimates of the

observable asymmetry, as we have not accounted for the removal of dust elsewhere

along the azimuth at the radial location of the vortex. However, the simulated vor-

tices have more complicated streamline and density structures at their outer edges,

which might make dust trapping less effective. A more detailed dust-trapping model

that is more appropriate for elongated vortices is needed to better assess the viabil-

ity of measuring a vortex’s azimuthal extent for constraining the associated planet’s

growth timescale.

2.5.3 Constraints from planet formation models

We have shown that planets must form within a few thousand orbits or less in order

to induce long-lived vortices. We now compare these timescales with realistic growth

rates from planet formation models, finding that extreme conditions are required to

satisfy the growth rate constraint.

First, we consider the fastest possible accretion rates. A strong upper limit on

the planet’s growth is set by allowing the planet to efficiently accrete from its feeding

zone in the 2D limit as

Ṁp ≈ ΣΩpR
2
H (2.6)

(Youdin and Kenyon, 2013). To evaluate this rate, we assume a surface density

profile that is proportional to the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula (MMSN),

Σ(r) = 2200 F
( r

1 AU

)−3/2

g cm−2, (2.7)

where F is an enhancement factor (F = 1 refers to the MMSN). With this profile,

the maximum growth rate of the planet is

Ṁp ≈ 1.1× 10−2 F
( r

5 AU

)1/2
(

q

5× 10−4

)2/3
MJ

Tp
, (2.8)
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where we have used the value of q = 0.5 MJ/M� for the Hill radius scaling as the

planet cannot initially accrete from the Hill radius corresponding to its final mass.

This upper limit corresponds to Tgrowth = Mp/Ṁp ≈ 90 Tp for a Jupiter-mass planet

that forms at 5 AU in the MMSN. This timescale is safely an order of magnitude

shorter than the critical growth rate required for vortex formation in our models

(Tp ∼ 1000 Tp). Thus, if planets were able to accrete at this maximal rate, vortex

formation would be robust. However, achieving these maximum growth rates is

unlikely when a planet has already opened up a gap, which occurs at a relatively

low mass in a low viscosity disc.

A second simple estimate for planet growth time can be derived from considering

the background accretion rate through the disc. In steady state, we expect the

disc to funnel material into the vicinity of the planet at the disc accretion rate

Ṁd = 3πνΣ. Since we expect Ṁp . Ṁd (Lubow and D’Angelo (2006) find that

Ṁp never exceeds 80% of Ṁd), for low viscosity discs the background accretion rate

sets a more stringent limit on the planet growth times than the estimate above.

Equating the disc accretion rate to the planet growth rate, we define the critical

surface density for vortex formation to be

Σcrit ≡
Ṁd

3πν
=

Mp

Tgrowth,c

1

3πν
, (2.9)

where Tgrowth,c is the critical planet growth timescale that still allows vortices to

form (which is a function of Mp and ν). As above, we scale Σcrit to the MMSN to

obtain Fcrit, the enhancement over the MMSN required to allow sufficiently rapid

accretion to induce vortex formation. We find

Fcrit = 29.1

(
Mp

1 MJ

)(
1000 Tp
Tgrowth,c

)( r

5 AU

)−1/2
(

10−6 r2
pΩ

ν

)
, (2.10)

Aside from the discrepancy with observed disc masses (Andrews et al., 2011), this

very high surface density is incompatible with the assumption of a low disc viscosity,

because it corresponds to a disc with a small Toomre Q. For the passive irradiated

disc profile from Chiang and Goldreich (1997) (see their Eq. 14a) with

T = Tmid

( r

5 AU

)−3/7

, (2.11)
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where Tmid is midplane temperature at 5 AU in the fiducial T-Tauri irradiation

model,

Q ≈ 0.77
( r

5 AU

)− 3
14

(
M∗
M�

)1/2(
Tmid

75 K

)1/2(
29.1

Fcrit

)
. (2.12)

Discs with Q < 2 are subject to gravitational instabilities that generate effective

α > 0.01 or ν > 10−4 r2
pΩp (Kratter and Lodato, 2016). Even for a factor of

∼ 5− 10 decrease in Fcrit (increase in Q), disc self-gravity may suppress large-scale

vortex formation via the RWI (Lin and Papaloizou, 2011). We conclude that the

planet growth rates required for vortex formation are incompatible with growth via

mass re-supply from the disc.

Neither of the above estimates captures the details of planetary accretion. More

realistic simulations of Jupiter’s formation that account for gap opening and feed-

back produce accretion rates in line with our second estimate, which is 1 to 2 orders

of magnitude slower than the rates needed for robust vortex formation. Lissauer

et al. (2009) model the growth of a 1 MJ planet at 5 AU in a disc with ν = 10−6rpΩ
2
p

and F ≈ 3.5. They find that the runaway gas accretion phase lasts for 4 × 104 Tp

in the simulation they deem the most realistic. Neglecting disc dispersal, they esti-

mate growth times of 8000 Tp. At even this faster rate, our simulations predict that

vortex formation would be inhibited. More detailed models of accretion through

circumplanetary discs produce similarly low accretion rates, and thus slow growth

times. Again, for planet properties akin to Jupiter, studies find Ṁp ≈ 10−5MJ yr−1

(e.g. Papaloizou and Nelson, 2005; Ayliffe and Bate, 2009; Rivier et al., 2012). If cir-

cumplanetary disc accretion rates were only weakly dependent on planet semi-major

axis, this would favour vortex formation at larger disc radii.

Although our calculations above suggest that realistic planet growth times are

slow, vortex formation may still be possible with less idealized disc conditions. For

example, secondary effects such as the efficient heating of material in the vicinity

of an accreting planet (which we neglect in our isothermal discs) has been shown

to help vortex formation and survival (Les and Lin, 2015; Lobo Gomes et al., 2015;

Owen and Menou, 2016). Even if the inclusion of more rigorous thermodynamics
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could ameliorate the inhibition of the instability caused by slow planet growth times,

vortices induced by slowly growing giant planets should still be subject to the vortex

back-reaction effects that lower their overdensities, widen their azimuthal extents,

and shorten their lifetimes as in our study. As discussed in Section 2.5.2, these

characteristics each likely severely damp prospects for observing vortices.

2.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we explore the impact of a planet’s growth timescale on the properties

of vortices induced at the outer gap edge through the Rossby Wave Instability. We

find that the values of Tgrowth needed for the formation of long-lived planet-induced

vortices are short compared to those expected from core accretion models or mass

resupply in a low-viscosity disc. Even with modest values of Tgrowth ∼ 1000 Tp,

the resulting vortices have lower gas densities, more elongated azimuthal extents,

and shorter lifetimes that are less than half their survival times with rapid planet

growth. This is in contrast to vortex lifetimes on the order of 103 to 104 Tp obtained

with Tgrowth . 100 Tp in previous studies (e.g Fu et al., 2014a).

With increased planet growth timescales, we find the RWI is in fact triggered

soon after the planet mass reaches the gap-opening criterion from Crida et al. (2006),

which is well below the final planet masses studied here. Although the vortex

evolution at the trigger point is not sensitive to Tgrowth, the planet growth timescale

strongly affects the saturated state of the vortex. We attribute the transition to

weaker vortex properties to the competition between the timescale on which the

vortex smooths the gap edge as compared to the timescale on which the growing

planet steepens it. We also map out this transition as a function of the dimensionless

planet mass growth rate q̇, and a dimensionless measure of gap-edge steepness q2Re,

where Re is the Reynolds number (Varnière et al., 2004). If the initial vortex forms

when the planet is relatively low in mass, the vortex back-reaction on the gap

structure is more pronounced, stunting any further growth of the vortex during

subsequent planet growth. Conversely, a short Tgrowth allows the planet to sculpt
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the gap edge much faster than the vortex can back-react on it.

A unique feature of the vortices induced by slowly-grown planets are their much

wider azimuthal extents, which can be twice that of vortices induced by rapidly-

grown planets. We caution that these elongated vortices (in particular, those in-

duced by lower mass planets) may not survive as long as in our standard resolution

simulations, since their lifetimes are halved in our higher resolution simulations.

If such elongated vortices survive long enough to be observable, we can measure

their azimuthal extents from dust observations. Since a planet’s growth timescale

preferentially affects the azimuthal extents of the vortex it creates, a measurement of

a vortex’s azimuthal extent could be used in conjunction with other properties (such

as the planet’s mass, along with the disc’s viscosity and temperature) to provide

limits on how quickly the associated planet formed. Other effects that weaken

vortices and cause them to be shorter-lived (such as sub-optimal disc temperatures

and viscosities, and dust feedback) do not affect their extents nearly as much as the

planet’s growth rate.

A low-viscosity disc is generally required for planet-induced vortex formation

(e.g. de Val-Borro et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2014a). However, the disc viscosity also

limits the accretion rate onto the planet, thereby increasing its growth timescale.

In this regime, the corresponding values of Tgrowth prevent a planet from inducing

a long-lived vortex. If the asymmetric discs observed with ALMA are induced by

vortices from giant planets, more detailed thermodynamics may need to be incor-

porated into future simulations to model them properly. Accounting for the disc

cooling timescale or planetary accretion luminosity may lead to stronger vortices

even with slow growth rates (Les and Lin, 2015; Lobo Gomes et al., 2015; ?)

Finally, we note that vortices associated with dead zone boundaries (e.g. Regály

et al., 2012) are also expected to be elongated. As a result, one would not be able

to distinguish the origin of elongated vortices (as induced by a dead zone boundary

or a slowly-grown planet) based on azimuthal extent alone.
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CHAPTER 3

Observational diagnostics of elongated planet-induced vortices with realistic planet

formation timescales

This chapter has been published as Hammer, M., Pinilla, P., Kratter, K. M., Lin,

M.-K., 2019, MNRAS, 482, 3609 (DOI: 10.1093/mnras/sty2946)

3.1 Abstract

Gap-opening planets can generate dust-trapping vortices that may explain some of

the latest discoveries of high-contrast crescent-shaped dust asymmetries in transi-

tion discs. While planet-induced vortices were previously thought to have concen-

trated shapes, recent computational work has shown that these features naturally

become much more elongated in the gas when simulations account for the relatively

long timescale over which planets accrete their mass. In this work, we conduct two-

fluid hydrodynamical simulations of vortices induced by slowly-growing Jupiter-mass

planets in discs with very low viscosity (α = 3 × 10−5). We simulate the dust dy-

namics for four particle sizes spanning 0.3 mm to 1 cm in order to produce synthetic

ALMA images. In our simulations, we find that an elongated vortex still traps dust,

but not directly at its center. With a flatter pressure bump and disruptions from

the planet’s overlapping spiral density waves, the dust instead circulates around the

vortex. This motion (1) typically carries the peak off-center, (2) spreads the dust out

over a wider azimuthal extent ≥ 180◦, (3) skews the azimuthal profile towards the

front of the vortex, and (4) can also create double peaks in newly-formed vortices.

In particular, we expect that the most defining observational signature, a peak offset

of more than 30◦, should be detectable > 30% of the time in observations with a

beam diameter of at most the planet’s separation from its star.
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3.2 Introduction

In the last few years, a combination of individual observations and surveys using the

Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) have imaged a large sample of transition

discs, many of which have large-scale asymmetries in the dust at mm and sub-

mm wavelengths (e.g. van der Marel et al., 2013; Casassus et al., 2013; Pérez et al.,

2014; Ansdell et al., 2016; Pascucci et al., 2016; Barenfeld et al., 2016). One possible

explanation for these features is that they are dust-trapping vortices induced by giant

planets that triggered the Rossby Wave instability (RWI: Lovelace et al., 1999; Li

et al., 2000, 2001) as they opened up gaps in low-viscosity discs (e.g. Li et al., 2005;

de Val-Borro et al., 2007).

The idea that these asymmetries are signatures of planets can be tested in multi-

ple ways. Observational studies have attempted to validate these features as vortices

by showing that the dust in these asymmetries becomes more concentrated at larger

grain sizes (van der Marel et al., 2015). Meanwhile, computational studies have also

tried to support this explanation by showing that synthetic images generated from

simulations of a vortex’s dust distribution closely match the images taken by ALMA

(Bae et al., 2016). Nonetheless, even if an asymmetry is a vortex, it may not have

been created by a planet. The build-up of gas at a dead zone boundary can also

generate a vortex (e.g. Regály et al., 2012; Lyra and Mac Low, 2012; Miranda et al.,

2017). Furthermore, alternate ideas such as the presence of a close-in companion

star adding eccentricity to the disc (Ataiee et al., 2013; Ragusa et al., 2017; Price

et al., 2018) are also possible. These scenarios that do not rely on planets may still

prove to be better explanations for some, if not all of these asymmetries.

To understand if disc asymmetries can be evidence for undetected planets, it is

useful to simulate the dynamics of dust in a disc in order to create synthetic images

at mm wavelengths – the range of emission that traces particle sizes expected to

be trapped by vortices in the outer part of a disk. Yet, previous efforts to simulate

images of these vortices have neglected the time it takes for a planet to grow to

Jupiter-size, a key parameter in determining the properties of a vortex (Hammer
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et al., 2017). Computational models of core accretion — the preferred method for

forming most gas giants — show that a giant planet will obtain most of its mass

during its runaway growth phase, which can last for thousands of orbits or longer

in discs with the low viscosities needed for vortices to form (Pollack et al., 1996;

Lissauer et al., 2009). Taking these timescales into account, Hammer et al. (2017)

found that a giant planet can first trigger the RWI while it is still in its growth phase.

At this point, it will create a weaker, elongated vortex compared to the stronger,

more concentrated vortices induced by planets grown in less than 100 orbits. With

these differences in the shape of the gas vortex, Hammer et al. (2017) expect the

dust component seen in observations to appear differently as well.

In this work, we investigate the impact of a gas vortex having an elongated

structure on dust-trapping. We generate synthetic images of both elongated vortices

and concentrated vortices in order to identify unique observational signatures that

can be used to differentiate these two cases.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 4.3, we describe our two-fluid

(gas and dust) 2-D hydrodynamical simulations and our method for generating

synthetic images. In Section 4.5, we compare the two classes of vortices in two-fluid

simulations and synthetic dust continuum images. We propose several criteria

needed to classify an observed asymmetry as an elongated vortex. In Section 4.9,

we apply our results to existing and future observations. In Section 4.10, we

summarize our results.

3.3 Methods

Following a similar setup to Hammer et al. (2017), we use the two-fluid version of the

hydrodynamical code FARGO (Masset, 2000; Zhu et al., 2012) to simulate vortex

formation induced by rapidly and slowly accreting planets (see Section 3.3.1). We

then produce synthetic images of our simulated asymmetric dust discs that can be

compared to existing and future observations (see Section 3.3.2).
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3.3.1 Two-fluid hydrodynamics

Numerical methods

FARGO uses the finite difference method and adaptive timesteps to solve the Navier-

Stokes equations in 2-D cylindrical polar coordinates (r, φ). The code takes ad-

vantage of the FARGO algorithm to speed up simulations by subtracting out the

average azimuthal velocity when calculating the Courant-Friedrich-Levy condition

that is used to determine the largest allowed timestep.

This variation of FARGO (Zhu et al., 2012) builds upon the original code by

adding a dust component as a secondary pressureless fluid. In addition to the

source terms felt by the gas, the dust also feels radial and azimuthal drag forces due

to its coupling with the gas. These terms are given by

∂vr,d

∂t
= −vr,d − vr,g

ts
, (3.1)

∂vθ,d
∂t

= −vθ,d − vθ,g
ts

, (3.2)

where vr and vθ are the radial and azimuthal velocity components and vd and vg are

the dust and gas components respectively. Since we only simulate small particles,

the stopping time always falls in the Epstein regime (Weidenschilling, 1977) and is

given in the midplane by

ts =
St

Ω
=

(
π

2

ρds

Σg

)
1

Ω
, (3.3)

where ρd is the physical density of each dust grain (which we take to be 1 g / cm3), s

is the size of each grain, Σg is the local surface density of the gas, and Ω is the local

angular velocity. The Stokes number St is the dimensionless form of the stopping

time. Besides being affected by drift, the dust can also diffuse through the disc due

to turbulence. This effect acts as an extra source term (Clarke and Pringle, 1988)

for the evolution of the density and is given by

∂Σd

∂t
= ∇ ·

(
DΣg∇

(
Σd

Σg

))
, (3.4)

where the diffusion coefficient, D, can be approximated as the turbulent viscosity,

ν, for small particles with St� 1 (Youdin and Lithwick, 2007). The evolution of the
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gas is not affected by the dust since we do not include dust feedback.1 We address

the limitations of neglecting feedback in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.5.1. For more details

on the implementation of the dust component, see Section 2.1.2 of Zhu et al. (2012).

Gas component

Each simulation begins with a locally isothermal gas disc having a radial density

profile of Σg(r) = Σg,0(r/rp)−1, where Σ0 is the initial surface density at the orbital

radius of the planet, rp. The value of Σg,0 is set by the total disc mass in the

domain, which we choose to be Md = 0.002 = 2Mp. We set the disc’s aspect ratio

to a constant value h ≡ H/r = 0.06, which empirically maximizes the strength

of the vortex for fixed planet and disc parameters (Fu et al., 2014a). A constant

aspect ratio corresponds to a temperature profile that scales as T (r) ∝ r−1. The

viscosity is set to ν = 10−7 in dimensionless units of r2
pΩp. This value corresponds

to α = 3× 10−5 near the location of the planet for the standard alpha prescription

of ν = αH2Ωp (Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973). Our previous work found that this

viscosity permitted slowly-growing planets to induce long-lived elongated vortices

for the parameters used in this study (Hammer et al., 2017).

We simulate an annulus of a disc across a domain that spans r ∈ [0.2, 5.7]rp in

radius and φ = [0, 2π] in azimuth. The annulus is resolved by Nr×Nφ = 2048×3072

arithmetically-spaced grid cells in the radial and azimuthal directions respectively,

which is comparable to the grid sizes used in recent studies of dust evolution in

vortices (e.g. Miranda et al., 2017; Barge et al., 2017; Surville and Mayer, 2018).

This is high enough to resolve both the disc’s scale height H(r) and the planet’s

Hill radius by at least 22 cells in the vicinity of both the planet and the vortex.

Additionally, the strong dependence of the vortex properties on the viscosity in

(Hammer et al., 2017) verifies that the resolution is sufficient for the prescribed

viscosity to dominate over any numerical viscosity from the code.

1However, the gas simulations are still not identical for each dust size because numerical noise

propagates over time.
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Dust component

Alongside the gas disc, we initialize a dust fluid component that follows the same

power law density profile over the same domain, except with a lower surface density

of Σd,0 = Σg,0/100. We do not prescribe a viscosity to the dust fluid, leaving it to

diffuse only through the gas turbulence as described in Section 3.3.1. In a given

simulation, the dust fluid represents particles of a single fixed size specified as an

input parameter (see Section 3.3.1).

Planet

At a radius of rp, we place a Jupiter-mass planet (Mp = MJ) on a fixed circular

orbit around a solar mass star (M∗ = M�) with an orbital angular velocity of

Ωp =
√
GM�/r3

p, where G is the gravitational constant. This is equivalent to an

orbital period of Tp ≡ 2π/Ωp. For simplicity, we set rp = Ωp = G = M∗ = 1 when

used in the code. The planet’s gravitational potential is given by

φp(r) =
GMp√

(r− rp)2 + r2
s

(3.5)

where rs = 0.6h is the smoothing length.

We prescribe the planet’s mass, mp, as a function of time, t, to be:

mp(t) = Mp ×

sin2 (πt/2Tgrowth) t ≤ Tgrowth,

1 t > Tgrowth,
(3.6)

where Mp = mp(Tgrowth) is the planet’s final mass and Tgrowth is the planet’s growth

timescale. We do not allow gas to accrete onto the planet. To avoid numerical

issues that arise when mass accumulates within the planet’s Hill sphere, we slowly

remove this material following the prescription used by Kley (1999). The total mass

removed over an entire simulation is always less than 5% of the planet’s final mass.

Boundary conditions

At the radial boundaries of the disc, we utilize wave killing zones (e.g. de Val-Borro

et al., 2006) for r ∈ [1, 1.25]rin and r ∈ [0.84, 1]rout to damp the density and
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velocity fields in these regions towards the initial conditions for both the gas and

the dust. We rapidly damp the outer zone on a timescale of 1/500th of the outermost

orbital period so that this region is mostly unperturbed. The inner region is damped

at a slower rate of 1/3rd of the innermost orbital period. We use periodic boundary

conditions in the azimuthal direction.

Simulation suite

We conduct a total of eight simulations in our primary study, encompassing planets

with two different growth timescales (Tgrowth = 10 and 750 Tp) and dust particles

with four different sizes (s = 0.3 mm, 1 mm, 3 mm, 1 cm). The largest grain size

corresponds to an initial Stokes number, St0, of 0.076 at the location of the planet.

For each particle size, we explore the differences in the contrast and azimuthal

profiles of the dust vortices that form in each case, with a focus on the distinctive

characteristics of the corresponding synthetic images at typical ALMA beam sizes.

3.3.2 Synthetic images

We generate synthetic intensity images from our simulations at a cadence of one

output per orbit by calculating a map of the flux contributions from the dust surface

density in each grid cell over a range of grain sizes, a similar method to that used

in other studies (e.g. Bae et al., 2016). Combining dust density fields is non-trivial

since the gas vortices do not perfectly overlap between different simulations. These

deviations result from the different adaptive timesteps used by FARGO for different

grain sizes. To align the density fields for different grains, we rotate them so that

each gas vortex aligns with the one from the simulation of the intermediate 3 mm

grains. We find the proper alignment angle by testing all integer angles between

0 and 360◦ and choosing the one with the lowest absolute difference in mass when

subtracting each density field from the reference gas vortex at the same timestep.

We checked the alignment manually and found this method is typically precise to

within 5 degrees, often less. This level of precision is sufficient, given the relatively
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large beam sizes in the convolution step. With this alignment procedure, we can

then combine the dust density grids corresponding to different grain sizes.

We combine the density maps from the four sizes that we simulated into a single

composite density map with a number density distribution of n = n0(s/s0)−p where

p = 3.0 and n0 normalizes the initial gas-to-dust ratio to 100. Such a high power

law index assumes significant grain growth in the vortex (Birnstiel et al., 2010). The

maximum grain size is assumed to be 1 cm. In accordance with that power law,

the weights applied to the density maps are as follows: 45% to 1 cm, 37% to 3 mm,

12% to 1 mm, and 5.3% to 0.3 mm. A lower power law index of -3.5 would reduce

the magnitude of the peak in the resulting images, as smaller grains exhibit flatter

dust distributions.

The flux F at a frequency ν is computed in each cell as

Fν(r, φ) = Iν(r, φ)
rδrδφ

d2
, (3.7)

where δr and δφ are the cell widths and the intensity Iν is given by

Iν(r, φ) = Bν(T )[1− e−τν ]. (3.8)

The optical depth τν is

τν = Σdust(r, φ; s)κν , (3.9)

where κν is the opacity of a particular-size grain when observed at a particular

frequency. These opacities are computed from the Jena database2 using Mie theory

(Bohren and Huffman, 1983), assuming that the grains are magnesium-iron silicates

(Jaeger et al., 1994; Dorschner et al., 1995).

The images are calculated at λ = 0.87 mm, which corresponds to ALMA Band

7. The distance to the system is set to d = 140 pc. To incorporate the effects of

finite resolution found in observations, we convolve the images with a range of beam

diameters from 0.071′′ to 0.284′′, corresponding to scales of 10 to 40 AU in the disc.

Since most of the transition discs with observed asymmetries have large cavities, we

neglect the inner disc (r < rp) to better mimic existing observations and to prevent

2http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Laboratory/Database/databases.html
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the inner region from contaminating the outer disc when convolving with large beam

sizes.

We scale our simulations by placing the planet at rp = 20 AU. We also use a

temperature profile of T = T0(r/rp)−1 consistent with our hydrodynamic simula-

tions, where T0 is set by the scale height of the disc and assumes a mean molecular

weight of µ = 2.34. The temperature of the star is set to T� = 5770 K. The disc is

viewed face-on with an inclination of i = 0◦.

In our analysis of the synthetic images, we measure the offset of the peak from the

center of the vortex directly from the image assuming no knowledge of the underlying

gas vortex. We identify the edges of the vortex by choosing a fixed threshold relative

to the intensity peak. From there, we assume the geometric center is at the midpoint

of the edges.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Overview

We find that elongated vortices do not trap dust in the same manner as concen-

trated vortices, making them easy to distinguish in synthetic images with sufficient

resolution. It is widely accepted that concentrated vortices trap dust in pressure

maxima at their centers (Barge and Sommeria, 1995; Tanga et al., 1996; Johansen

et al., 2004), provided that they satisfy the condition |δu| ≥ c2
s/2vK, where δu is the

velocity perturbation, vK is the Keplerian velocity, and cs is the sound speed. These

pressure maxima also correspond to vorticity minima. Additionally, this relation

assumes that a vortex maintains geostrophic balance between the pressure gradi-

ent and Coriolis force (see review by Lovelace and Romanova, 2014, and references

therein).

On the contrary, elongated vortices do not have the same type of uniform struc-

ture (see Figure 3.1). While they maintain a sharp pressure gradient towards their

boundaries, their interior pressure profiles are mostly flat. The azimuthal gradient

is negligible except near the edges, while the radial gradient also flattens out near
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Figure 3.1: Rossby number snapshots of the concentrated vortex (Tgrowth = 10
planet orbits; left panel) and the elongated vortex (Tgrowth = 750 planet orbits; right
panel). Gas density contours are overlaid on each plot corresponding to Σg/Σg,0 =
1.0, 1.1, 1.2, ..., 2.3. The concentrated vortex has a vorticity minimum at the
center and a smooth pressure bump, both of which facilitate dust trapping at the
center. The elongated vortex lacks these features, leaving the dust it traps much
more spread out in the azimuthal direction. The Rossby number is defined as Ro ≡
[∇×(v−vK)]z/2Ω, where v is the gas velocity and vK is the Keplerian gas velocity.
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Figure 3.2: Central azimuthal dust density profiles of the concentrated vortex
(Tgrowth = 10 planet orbits; shown in red) and the elongated vortex (Tgrowth = 750
planet orbits; shown in blue) for cm-sized (left panel) and mm-sized dust (right
panel). Analytic models (black dashed lines; see Section 3.4.2) through the center
are shown for comparison. For both grain sizes, the concentrated vortices trap dust
in Gaussian profiles in the vortex center. In contrast, the elongated vortices have
off-center peaks and much wider profiles. Snapshots are the same as in Figure 3.1.
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the center over a wider radial range than in the concentrated case. Without steeper

pressure gradients, no vorticity minimum arises at the center. Moreover, the interior

profiles are ever-changing due to the repeated interactions between the vortex and

the planet’s spiral density waves. These waves act as a larger perturbation δΣ/Σg

through the vortex in the elongated case. They also have a more pronounced effect

of altering the overall structure of the gas in the elongated case compared to the

concentrated case, which we suspect is due to shocks. As a result of its flatter and

time-variable structure in the gas, an elongated vortex traps dust away from its

center, unlike a more idealized concentrated vortex.

As usual, the dynamics of dust particles in an elongated vortex are strongly

dependent on particle size. Instead of concentrating at the center, dust of all sizes

circulates around the vortex on timescales of a few dozen orbits. Larger dust par-

ticles concentrate more and circulate closer to the vortex center. Only the largest

particles (s ≥ 3 mm) exhibit pronounced peaks, while smaller dust particles (s ≤ 1

mm) are spread out across nearly the entire vortex over a width of ≥ 180◦. Even

though larger dust particles are still the most concentrated in elongated vortices,

they are also much more spread out compared to dust of the same size in concen-

trated vortices (see Figure 2). Furthermore, dust preferentially circulates towards

the front of the vortex in the direction of the planet’s orbit, possibly due to the

motion of the spiral density waves. The circulation of the dust as well as the in-

teractions with the spiral waves make the azimuthal profiles of elongated vortices

highly variable over time.

The circulation of the dust across an elongated vortex produces a variety of

signatures that distinguish it from a concentrated vortex. These include

1. wide azimuthal extents

2. off-center peaks, and

3. a skewness (lack of symmetry) about the peak, as well as

4. double peaks in newly-formed vortices.
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Figure 3.3: Extents of the elongated vortex over time for four different grain sizes.
The extents of the concentrated vortex at a single time of t = 200 are denoted with
dashed lines for comparison.

Observations with a beam size equal to or less than the semimajor axis of a putative

planet – that is, a beam size much smaller than the radial location of the vortex

itself – are needed to identify these features. With larger beam sizes, the edge of

the vortex begins to blend with the background. As a result, it is difficult to find

the azimuthal edges of the vortex, which in turn prevents precise measurements of

the azimuthal extent as well as the magnitude of the peak offset, the latter of which

is easily underestimated at lower resolution.

3.4.2 Dust vortices

As the dust circulates around an elongated vortex, the azimuthal extents of different-

sized grains do not stay fixed over time (see Figure 3.3). This behavior is very dif-

ferent from that of concentrated vortices, where the extents hardly change. Further-

more, larger grains in elongated vortices are not necessarily much more concentrated

than smaller grains. The extents of a concentrated vortex are roughly 60◦ for mm

grains, and less than 10◦ for cm grains. There are also clear gaps between any two

successive grain sizes from our simulations. In contrast, the extents of an elongated

vortex vary between 60◦ to 120◦ for cm grains, and are between 90◦ to 210◦ for 3 mm
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Figure 3.4: Density maps of the concentrated vortex (Tgrowth = 10 planet orbits; left
panels) and the elongated vortex (Tgrowth = 750 planet orbits; right panels). The
top frame shows the gas distribution; the bottom frames show the dust distributions
for the three largest grain sizes in our study: 1 cm, 3 mm, and 1 mm. Gas density
contours are overlaid on each dust density map corresponding to Σg/Σg,0 = 0.9, 1.0,
1.1, ..., 2.3. In the elongated vortex, all three dust maps show dust circulating back
towards the center from the front of the vortex. Larger grains are more concentrated
in the peak and have narrower extents.
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grains. While the extent of the 1 mm grains is initially much narrower than that

of the 0.3 mm grains by more than 90◦, they both converge to a little above 240◦.

There are also rare instances where the 3 mm grains are slightly more concentrated

than the 1 cm grains, or slightly less concentrated than the 1 mm grains. These

extents are measured with a threshold of 40% of the peak; other choices do not

change the qualitative results.

The circulation of the dust in an elongated vortex is also marginally size-

dependent (see Figure 3.4). Each period of circulation is roughly a few to several

dozen orbits; however, the dust density peak rarely completes a closed trajectory

around the vortex. These open trajectories are due to the narrowness of the vortex’s

radial extent and the non-uniformity of the gas in the vortex interior, the latter of

which is partially attributed to shocks from the planet’s spiral density waves. These

features make it difficult to quantify the discrepancies between sizes. Nonetheless,

with larger grains collecting closer to the center in both the radial and azimuthal

directions, the peaks of different-sized grains do not perfectly overlap. When the

vortex forms, the peaks are initially aligned. However, as the gas structure evolves,

small differences in the peak locations propagate over time. Nevertheless, the off-

set between peaks at different grain sizes does not continue to increase indefinitely,

which we suspect is due to the spiral waves inhibiting the motion of the dust to-

wards the tail of the vortex. The small azimuthal discrepancies between these peaks

flatten out the intensity peak in the resulting synthetic images.

The telltale signature of dust circulation in an elongated vortex is the movement

of the peak away from the center of the vortex. Only the dust density peaks for

the largest grains (s ≥ 3 mm) stand out. These peaks are shifted towards the front

of the vortex more than half of the time. In particular, once the peak for the cm

grains moves towards the front of the vortex, it can stay circulating at the center or

ahead for several hundred orbits. In contrast, on the rare occasions when the peak

for these grains moves towards the back of the vortex, it will circulate back to the

center or the front within twenty orbits. We interpret this behavior as evidence that

the spiral density waves are helping carry the dust towards the front of the vortex in
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general. Peak offsets more than 30◦ ahead of center are common, while the largest

offsets can exceed 60◦. In comparison to other causes of offsets, the observed shifts

exceeding 30◦ are larger than those that might arise due to self-gravity and the

indirect force for all particles with s < 5 cm (Baruteau and Zhu, 2016), as well as

those caused by dust feedback (Barge et al., 2017). We cannot conclude whether

incorporating dust feedback would enhance or diminish these effects, as that would

depend on whether it induces azimuthal drift towards or away from the center of

the vortex.

Even though the elongated vortex has less pronounced peaks than the concen-

trated vortex, it still has dust-to-gas ratios of order unity. In Figure 3.4, the com-

posite density field of the concentrated vortex achieves Σd/Σg = 5.8, while the

elongated vortex achieves a lower Σd/Σg = 1.6. On longer timescales, both vortices

continue to accumulate dust unimpeded as the dust drifts inwards through the disk,

although the magnitude of the peak in the elongated vortex increases at a much

slower rate than in the concentrated vortex. With these high dust concentrations

(Σd/Σg > 1), dust feedback may reduce the lifetimes of the vortices or further widen

their azimuthal extents (Fu et al., 2014b; Crnkovic-Rubsamen et al., 2015), effects

which we leave to future studies to investigate.

Analytic dust-trapping model

In Hammer et al. (2017), we used the analytic dust trapping models of Lyra and

Lin (2013) to estimate dust profiles in both concentrated and elongated vortices.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, our dust simulations show wild departures from the ana-

lytic models in the elongated case. This is consistent with their messier internal

velocity and density structures, which do not feature the closed pressure contours

and streamlines of Kida vortices (Kida, 1981). To illustrate the discrepancy, we

nevertheless compare our simulations with the analytic models below. Kida vortices

are characterized by a constant aspect ratio, which we estimate as

χ = r∆φ/∆r, (3.10)
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where r∆φ and ∆r are the azimuthal and radial extents of the gas vortex respec-

tively, which we measure from our simulations.

We then use Lyra and Lin’s model for the dust distribution across a vortex given

by

ρdust(a) = ρ0 exp

{
− a2f 2(χ)

2H2
(S + 1)

}
(3.11)

(see their Equation 64) to derive the expected azimuthal profile. Here, a is the

semi-minor axis of an elliptical density contour inside the vortex; ρ0 is the peak

dust density in the vortex at a particular orbit in the simulation; S = St/δ is the

ratio of the particles’ Stokes number to the dimensionless diffusion coefficient in the

vortex; and f(χ) is a scale function of order unity (see their Equation 35). Unlike

in Hammer et al. (2017), we select δ = 3 × 10−5 to be the local value of the α-

viscosity, taken from our simulations. We do not presume any additional turbulence

due to the presence of the vortex since we did not add any extra turbulence in the

simulation.

In Figure 3.2, we compare the azimuthal density distributions at the radial center

of the vortex for dust with s = 1 cm and 1 mm to the analytic models of the

concentrated vortex. (With the dependence on χ in Equation 3.11, the analytic

profiles of the elongated vortex are even narrower than those of the concentrated

vortex shown in Figure 3.2.) We find that the concentrated vortices have Gaussian

profiles that match up rather well with the analytic profiles, aside from being slightly

wider than predicted. Interestingly, the analytic models for the two largest grain

sizes would very closely agree with the simulations if they assumed a factor of five

higher level of diffusion (δ = 1.5 × 10−4) compared to the prescribed value used in

the simulations.

On the other hand, the profiles in the elongated vortices disagree qualitatively

and quantitatively. The profiles for the cm-sized grains have much wider peaks that

lack the symmetry of a Gaussian, while all other smaller simulated grain sizes have

much flatter profiles. As a result, we advocate caution in applying analytic models

to non-ideal vortices.
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3.4.3 Synthetic images

The circulation of dust in an elongated vortex creates several signatures in our

synthetic images, the most notable of which is the off-center peaks that are naturally

accompanied by a skewness in the azimuthal profiles. The extent can also distinguish

an elongated vortex from a concentrated one, provided that it is possible to identify

the vortex edges. Identifying the largest peak offsets as well as measuring the wider

azimuthal extents both typically require a beam size equal to or less than the planet’s

semimajor axis — that is, roughly two-thirds the radial location of the peak in the

asymmetry (see Figure 3.5).

The largest offsets of more than 30◦ are regularly identifiable with this high of a

resolution. Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of peak offsets for four different beam

diameters: 10 AU, 20 AU, 30 AU, and 40 AU – where the planet is located at 20

AU. With a beam diameter of the planet’s separation (1.0 rp; equivalent to 0.14′′),

shifts of more than 30◦ in either direction occur 30% of the time. This number drops

to 10% for a diameter of 30 AU (1.5 rp; equivalent to the separation of the vortex)

and less than 2% for twice the planet’s semimajor axis. Relatively large shifts of

> 20◦ still appear in 60% of snapshots for a beam size of the planet’s separation,

a number that drops to 20% for a beam of the vortex’s separation. However, we

caution that the offsets in this more moderate range could also be attributed to

the indirect force without self-gravity, an effect that yields maximum shifts of 25◦

(Baruteau and Zhu, 2016). Additionally, larger beam sizes can be insufficient for

resolving secondary peaks (see Section 3.4.3). For these reasons, we recommend a

beam size of at most the planet’s separation to measure the peak offset instead of

the vortex’s separation or larger.

High resolution is needed to measure a vortex’s azimuthal extent as well. The

bottom panels of Figure 3.5 shows the azimuthal profile across the radial center of a

vortex for a single snapshot that is observed with a range of beam sizes from 10 to 40

AU, as with Figure 3.6. With higher resolution, the sharpness of the edges makes it

possible to identify their location with a good choice of threshold. Lower resolution
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Figure 3.5: Top: Synthetic images of the concentrated vortex (Tgrowth = 10 planet
orbits; left panels) and the elongated vortex (Tgrowth = 750 planet orbits; right pan-
els). Bottom: Comparison of central azimuthal intensity profiles for four different
beam sizes. The black triangle indicates the location of the planet. With the small-
est beam size, the peak in the elongated vortex is 40◦ off-center. Movies of both
types of plots of the elongated vortex are also included.
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Figure 3.6: Histogram of the peak offsets in elongated vortices over time for four
different beam diameters. Larger offsets are much more frequent with higher reso-
lution.

at or above the separation of the vortex blend the edges with the background too

much to pinpoint their location. This lack of precision makes it difficult to tell

if the vortex has an elongated azimuthal extent, and is also the reason for the

lower resolution underestimating the magnitude of the peak offsets. Moreover, the

concentrated vortex also starts to appear elongated at these resolutions. We also

caution that observations of disks that are not face-on may require even higher

resolution to measure a vortex’s azimuthal extent.

The appearance of the azimuthal profiles is dependent on the choice of grain size

distribution. We can estimate the contributions of the grain sizes by calculating the

peak intensity after separately removing each grain size from the images. Leaving

out the 1 cm grains results in an average of a 29% reduction in the peak of the

elongated vortex, while removing the 3 mm grains leads to a 30% reduction, the 1

mm grains a 17% reduction, and the 0.3 mm grains a 23% reduction. With their

sharper distributions and higher contribution levels, the 1 cm and 3 mm grains are

therefore most responsible for the properties of the peak. The azimuthal profiles of a

vortex with a flatter grain size distribution such as p = 3.5 would be more dominated

by smaller grains near s ≈ 3 mm. Furthermore, we note that the relatively jagged

azimuthal intensity profile shown in the right panel of Figure 3.5 for the smallest
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beam size might appear smoother had we simulated a more continuous distribution

of grain sizes. Additionally, a continuous size distribution might also lead to vortices

frequently having flatter intensity peaks due to the slight differences in the shifts of

different-sized grains.

The circulation of dust in an elongated vortex can lead to quick changes in the

azimuthal profiles of a vortex. Even though the circulation period itself is very slow,

factors such as interactions with the planet’s spiral density waves, the spreading of

the peak, and dust motion near the azimuthal edges can cause significant variability

within a single orbit. As a result of these effects, the location of the peak relative to

the vortex center changes by more than 15◦ in 18% of snapshots taken at successive

planet orbits with a beam diameter of 10 AU (0.5 rp; equivalent to 0.07′′). It may

be possible to observe these changes in vortices induced by planets in the inner disk

on timescales on the order of decades. Nonetheless, a lack of variability is still more

common, with 42% of successive snapshots having the peak unchanged to within

5◦.

Double-peaked structures

When a vortex initially forms, it can have a very different double-peaked structure

as a signature. This structure arises from the lag between the dust vortices merging

relative to the gas vortices. As the higher-number modes merge into a single m = 1

mode, they are still spread out in azimuth (see the left panel of Figure 3.7). This

larger azimuthal extent of the end-product vortex prevents the separate peaks of

the previously co-orbital vortices from naturally merging into a single peak on a

short timescale, like they do in the concentrated case. Instead, the double-peaked

structure persists for over 100 orbits for the 1 cm grains in our fiducial elongated

vortex simulation. The smaller 3 mm grains only maintain this pattern for about

60 orbits.

In some snapshots, the double peaks of different-sized grains are aligned (as

shown in the left panels of Figures 3.7 and 3.8), while in others they can be far

apart. When these peaks are not aligned, the resulting azimuthal intensity profiles
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are relatively flat due to the lack of a distinct peak location. It is also possible for the

double-peaked signature to arise later in the vortex’s lifetime (as shown in the right

panels of Figures 3.7 and 3.8); however, one of the peaks is typically dominant over

the other in this case. The early-on double-peaked structure resembles the signature

found by Baruteau and Zhu (2016) for the largest grains in their study of vortices

with self-gravity. Multi-wavelength observations should be able to distinguish be-

tween these two scenarios, as the shifts in their study have a much steeper monotonic

size dependence compared to those in our study, where the shifts of different-sized

grains can still overlap and have less of a predictable pattern in general.

Other features

Besides the vortex exterior to the planet, the inner edge of the gap also triggers a

vortex interior to the location of the planet. In the case of the elongated vortex,

the slow growth of the planet gives the largest dust particles time to drift towards

the inner edge of the disk while the planet itself prevents much of the dust in the

outer disk from reaching the inner disk. As a result, the interior vortices should

appear weaker than the exterior vortices due to the lower supply of the largest dust

particles that attain the highest levels of concentration in vortices located in the

outer disk.

Aside from the vortices that trap dust, the planet also collects dust at the L5

Lagrange point located 60◦ behind its location in both cases of short and long

growth times. As shown in Figure 3.1, this point also corresponds to a local vorticity

minimum. Since the rest of the gap is empty, this co-orbital dust could be visible

in observations, as shown in the top panels of Figure 3.5 and the top right panel of

Figure 3.8. Detecting such a signature would help confirm that a vortex was indeed

triggered by a planet and also reveal the planet’s location.
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Figure 3.7: Density maps of the elongated vortex (Tgrowth = 750 planet orbits) that
exhibit double peaks in the corresponding synthetic images. The top frame shows
the gas distribution; the bottom frames show the dust distributions for the three
largest grain sizes in our study: 1 cm, 3 mm, and 1 mm. The left panels show an
earlier snapshot (t = 278; mp(t) = 0.30 MJup) within 50 orbits of the initial vortices
merging into an m = 1 mode. The right panels show a later snapshot (t = 574;
mp(t) = 0.87 MJup) where the differences in the circulation patterns of the 1 cm
grains and the other smaller grains have also created a double peaked structure in
the composite map.
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Figure 3.8: Top: Synthetic images of the elongated vortex (Tgrowth = 750 planet
orbits) that exhibit double peaks shortly after the vortex forms (mp(t) = 0.30 MJup;
left panels) and later on (mp(t) = 0.87 MJup; right panels). At the later time, there
is also a distinct signature of the co-orbital dust at L5 inside the vortex. Bottom:
Comparison of central azimuthal intensity profiles for four different beam sizes. The
black triangle indicates the location of the planet. There is a clear double-peak
signature with a beam diameter of < 0.14′′ in the earlier phase and < 0.07′′ in the
later phase.
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3.5 Applications to observations

3.5.1 Confirmation of elongated planet-induced vortices

To complement our criteria for determining the shape of a vortex, we suggest the

following methods for assessing whether an observed asymmetry may be induced by

a planet, rather than the boundary of a dead zone:

1. Detecting trojan dust co-orbital with the planet: As stated in Section 3.4.3,

an elongated planet-induced vortex should also be accompanied by dust at the

L5 Lagrange point – that is, co-orbital with and 60◦ behind the location of the

planet.

Even with small beam sizes (0.07′′), this dust feature should overlap with the

interior side of the vortex in the outer disk if it is located in the azimuthal range

of the vortex (see the top right panel of Figure 3.5). This feature is weaker and

could be missing if the vortex is newly formed, which would suggest the planet

is in the early stages of its runaway gas growth phase.

2. Distinguishing from dead zone boundary vortices: Previous studies of vor-

tices generated by dead zone boundaries have shown that they are also elongated

(e.g. Regály et al., 2012; Lyra and Mac Low, 2012). We suggest two ways to

distinguish them:

First, planet-induced vortices frequently have off-center peaks due to repeated

perturbations from the planet’s spiral arms. On the contrary, Regály et al. (2017)

find that without these interactions, vortices at dead zone boundaries remain

symmetric even when they have wide azimuthal extents.

Second, Regály et al. (2017) find that vortices at dead zone boundaries are

much more radially-extended than those induced by rapidly-grown planets. In

contrast, we have shown that elongated vortices have similar radial extents than

concentrated vortices, providing another distinguishing criterion.
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3. Distinguishing from dead zone boundary vortices with feedback: In an

alternative model with a longer simulation time and dust feedback, Miranda et al.

(2017) find the dust structure of a dead zone is rather concentrated at the center

even though the gas structure is still very elongated.

Furthermore, in their “GasHigh” run that is the most similar to our study,

the primary concentration of dust at the center breaks apart into several smaller

clumps due to feedback and a much higher dust-to-gas ratio of Σd/Σg ≈ 10. These

secondary clumps spread out widely in azimuth, while the primary clump remains

dominant (see their Figure 3c). We expect this pattern to produce multiple peaks

at a given radial distance that would be easy to distinguish from the singular

primary off-center peaks that characterize our synthetic images in all but the

initial stages of vortex formation.

It is possible that feedback may also cause elongated planet-induced vortices

to break up into clumps. Nonetheless, these multi-clump planet-induced vortices

should still be distinguishable from dead zone vortices. In the dead zone vortex

model from Miranda et al. (2017), there is hardly any dust between separate

clumps since the vortex was originally concentrated before it broke apart. This is

distinct from our study, in which the dust is always spread out across the entire

extent of the vortex. Thus, we expect the presence of dust between adjacent

peaks to be unique to elongated planet-induced vortices.

4. Observing time variability in elongated vortices: A planet’s spiral arms

can change the dust structure of elongated vortices over timescales as short as

one-third of an orbit.

For a planet located at 5 AU around a solar mass star, we may be able to

see changes in the azimuthal structure of an observed asymmetry in about 3 to

4 years if it were an elongated vortex – albeit not always. In our simulations, we

only see a dramatic shift in the peak or the azimuthal profiles within a single orbit

occurring about once every five orbits. Presently, no system has an asymmetry

at a small enough separation to look for variability on these short timescales.
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3.5.2 Comparisons to theoretical models

1. Modeling planet and disc parameters of vortices: There is widespread

interest in inferring the masses and orbits of unseen planets from the features they

create in their discs – most notably vortices (e.g. Bae et al., 2016), spiral arms (e.g.

Dong et al., 2015), and gaps (e.g. Dipierro and Laibe, 2017). It is already difficult

to constrain these properties with vortices since the characteristics of a vortex are

degenerate between different combinations of planet masses, disc viscosities, and

temperature profiles, as well as other factors (e.g. Fu et al., 2014a). The shape

of a vortex adds an additional complication.

The resolutions used to observe systems with asymmetries are not always

sufficient to discern whether these features are concentrated or elongated (see

Figure 3.5). As a result, models that assume these vortices are concentrated

may be underestimating the planet’s mass or overestimating the disc viscosity,

among other possibilities. For these systems, higher resolution images are needed

to resolve the shapes of these asymmetries in order to provide better input for

predicting the properties of these undetected planet candidates and their discs.

2. Validating planet formation models: There are few good observational meth-

ods to constrain planet formation timescales for giant planets. Our best con-

straints come from measuring the ages of stars in systems with planet candidates

this size (e.g. Sallum et al., 2015; Donati et al., 2016; Keppler et al., 2018) or

the lifetimes of protoplanetary discs in general (e.g. Bell et al., 2013), both of

which naturally overestimate the ages of the associated planets. The discovery

of an elongated planet-induced vortex could offer some more direct insight into

the process by which giant planets form.

First, it would show that the vortex was triggered while its accompanying

planet was still growing. Additionally, it would help verify that gas giant planets

take a relatively long time to complete the runaway gas accretion phase (at least

a few hundred orbits for a Jupiter-mass planet and at least 1000 orbits for a 5

Jupiter-mass planet), as expected for the runaway growth phase of core accretion
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in a low-viscosity disc (Lissauer et al., 2009; Hammer et al., 2017).

On the contrary, finding a concentrated asymmetry would not necessarily in-

dicate a planet formed rapidly. It might instead suggest that the vortex did not

form until after the planet finished growing, that other factors such as thermo-

dynamic effects shaped the asymmetry (Owen and Kollmeier, 2017), or that a

planet may not be responsible for the feature in the disc.

3.5.3 Vortex candidates

In this subsection, we compare our synthetic images to observed disks with asymme-

tries. We find one good candidate system, HD 135344B, for harboring an elongated

planet-induced vortex. We also discuss two other systems – RY Lupus and T4 –

where an elongated vortex cannot be ruled out as an explanation of their asymmet-

ric features. Throughout this section, we presume that the asymmetries are located

at a separation of 1.4 rp and that a beam size corresponding to 1.0 rp is needed to

resolve each feature.

There are not many good elongated vortex candidates in large part because most

systems with asymmetric features have not been observed with sufficient resolution.

Moreover, the wide separations of the majority of these features place them beyond

the expected locations of giant planets (Bowler and Nielsen, 2018).

• HD 135344B is surrounded by a disk that includes a ring at 0.32′′ (45 AU) and an

asymmetry at 0.54′′ (75 AU), leaving space for a potential planet near 0.38′′ (54

AU) in-between the two features (van der Marel et al., 2016a). It also exhibits

spirals in scattered light (Muto et al., 2012; Garufi et al., 2013; Stolker et al.,

2016). Unlike most other systems, its asymmetry has been observed with a small

enough beam size to resolve that it has both a wide azimuthal extent a little

under 180◦ as well as a peak that is noticeably off-center. Recent observations

have confirmed the presence of a skewness about an off-center peak as well as a

decrease in the azimuthal extent at larger wavelengths (Cazzoletti et al., 2018),

suggesting that the asymmetry could be an elongated planet-induced vortex.
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Without self-gravity in our simulations, we cannot test whether the observed

spirals in the system could be caused by the vortex, as van der Marel et al.

(2016a) propose. We recommend future computational studies incorporate self-

gravity to study this possibility.

• RY Lupus has a disk that is inclined at 69◦ from the line of sight. It features an

asymmetry with an azimuthal extent of roughly 240◦ located at ≈ 0.33′′ (50 AU)

and a contrast of about 1.5 (Ansdell et al., 2016). Its azimuthal intensity profiles

are relatively flat across the asymmetry. The system was observed with a beam

size of 0.38′′× 0.33′′. A beam diameter of at most 0.20′′, if not smaller due to the

system’s high inclination, is needed to better assess the shape of the asymmetry.

• T4 (also known as J10563044 ) has a relatively face-on disk containing an elongated

asymmetry at ≈ 0.40′′ (64 AU) with an off-center peak (Pascucci et al., 2016)

. The feature has an azimuthal extent of about 160◦ and a very low contrast of

∼ 1.2. With the relatively large beam size of 0.71′′ × 0.47′′, it is difficult to tell

if the feature is elongated. A much smaller beam diameter of at most 0.24′′ is

needed to examine this feature in detail.

3.6 Conclusions

We have shown that elongated vortices appear very distinct from concentrated ones

in observations taken with beam diameters no larger than the planet’s semimajor

axis. We suggest that an asymmetry can be classified as an elongated vortex if it is

characterized by the following criteria:

1. a wide azimuthal extent of at least 180◦,

2. an off-center peak, and

3. a skewness (lack of symmetry) about the peak, or

4. double peaks (primarily in newly-formed vortices).
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As with standard Kida vortices, observations at different wavelengths can verify

that the asymmetry is a dust-trapping vortex in general by showing that the feature

is more concentrated at larger wavelengths due to the larger particles concentrating

more narrowly in the azimuthal direction (van der Marel et al., 2015). However,

the gap in azimuthal extents of different-sized grains can vary considerably. In rare

instances, there may not be a noticeable gap between different sized grains. At later

times, smaller-sized grains (s ≤ 1 mm) converge to a similar extent. Furthermore,

other studies have found this signature may fade away if the gas vortex has already

dissipated (Fuente et al., 2017; Surville and Mayer, 2018).

We offer several suggestions for how to interpret observations of asymmetries

that may be elongated vortices. In particular,

1. An elongated vortex induced by a planet may also be accompanied by trojan dust

that is co-orbital with the planet at the L5 Lagrange point.

2. We can distinguish an elongated vortex generated by a planet from one generated

at a dead zone boundary by observing a planet-induced vortex’s off-center peaks

or by resolving the planet-induced vortex’s much thinner radial extent.

3. Another signature of elongated vortices is that the interaction between the planet’s

spiral density waves and its associated vortex could change the azimuthal intensity

profiles of a vortex within a few years for a planet at Jupiter’s separation from

the Sun, even when the waves are not overlapping the vortex.

4. If an asymmetry is wide enough to possibly be elongated, resolutions equal to or

less than the planet’s semimajor axis are needed to model the planet mass that is

necessary to explain the asymmetry with a planet-induced vortex. Without this

high of a resolution, it would be difficult to classify an asymmetry as concentrated

or elongated and in turn make an accurate model of the vortex.

5. Discovering an elongated planet-induced vortex would help show that gas giant

planets generate vortices during their runaway gas accretion phase while they are

still forming. The existence of such a vortex would also show that this growth
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phase takes relatively long to complete (at least several hundred orbits or more,

depending on the planet and disc parameters). In contrast, a concentrated asym-

metry may favor an alternate explanation.

We propose that HD 135344B may harbor an elongated planet-induced vortex,

as it contains an asymmetry with a wide azimuthal extent, more concentrated az-

imuthal extents at longer wavelengths, and an off-center peak. However, follow-up

modeling that incorporates the system’s parameters would be needed to show fur-

ther support for this idea. No other observed system has shown favorable signs

that it contains an elongated vortex, in part due to the resolution used thus far in

ALMA observations. We suggest RY Lupus as another system with an asymmetry

that may be a good elongated planet-induced vortex candidate. Confirming this

hypothesis would require observations taken with a beam diameter of the planet’s

assumed separation at ≈ 0.20′′, if not higher resolution due to the system’s high

inclination.
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CHAPTER 4

Which planets trigger longer-lived vortices: low-mass or high-mass?

This chapter has been published as Hammer, M., Lin, M.-K., Kratter, K. M.,

Pinilla, P., 2021, MNRAS, 504, 3963 (DOI: 10.1093/mnras/stab1079)

4.1 Abstract

Recent ALMA observations have found many protoplanetary discs with rings that

can be explained by gap-opening planets less massive than Jupiter. Meanwhile,

recent studies have suggested that protoplanetary discs should have low levels of

turbulence. Past computational work on low-viscosity discs has hinted that these

two developments might not be self-consistent because even low-mass planets can be

accompanied by vortices instead of conventional double rings. We investigate this

potential discrepancy by conducting hydrodynamic simulations of growing planetary

cores in discs with various aspect ratios (H/r = 0.04, 0.06, 0.08) and viscosities

(1.5 × 10−5 . α . 3 × 10−4), having these cores accrete their gas mass directly

from the disc. With α < 10−4, we find that sub-Saturn-mass planets in discs with

H/r ≤ 0.06 are more likely to be accompanied by dust asymmetries compared

to Jupiter-mass planets because they can trigger several generations of vortices in

succession. We also find that vortices with H/r = 0.08 survive > 6000 planet orbits

regardless of the planet mass or disc mass because they are less affected by the

planet’s spiral waves. We connect our results to observations and find that the

outward migration of vortices with H/r ≥ 0.08 may be able to explain the cavity

in Oph IRS 48 or the two clumps in MWC 758. Lastly, we show that the lack of

observed asymmetries in the disc population in Taurus is unexpected given the long

asymmetry lifetimes in our low viscosity simulations (α ∼ 2× 10−5), a discrepancy

we suggest is due to these discs having higher viscosities.
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4.2 Introduction

It was once thought that protoplanetary discs needed to have high levels of turbu-

lence to explain observed stellar accretion rates (e.g. Alexander et al., 2014; Hart-

mann et al., 2016) because it was assumed that turbulence drives angular momen-

tum transport through the disc. This turbulence was thought to originate from

hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities, most notably the

magneto-rotational instability (MRI: Balbus and Hawley, 1991, 1998). Recent com-

putational studies, however, have demonstrated that non-ideal MHD effects should

suppress the MRI in the bulk of the disc’s midplane (Bai and Stone, 2013; Bai, 2017;

Wang et al., 2019) because of the low levels of ionization in this region (Gammie,

1996; Fromang et al., 2002; Cleeves et al., 2013).

Without the MRI, stellar accretion rates may instead be driven by magneto-

thermal disc winds (Bai et al., 2016), while other instabilities could instead generate

a weaker amount of turbulence (e.g. the vertical shear instability: Nelson et al., 2013;

Lin and Youdin, 2015; Manger et al., 2020; Flores-Rivera et al., 2020). Observational

studies have offered preliminary support for the idea that protoplanetary discs have

low levels of turbulence. By analyzing spectral line broadening, Flaherty et al. (2015,

2018) were able to constrain the level of turbulence in certain discs to be α < 10−3

(where α is the standard turbulent parameter from Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973),

which is weaker than expected in the surface layers of the disc. Meanwhile, Rosotti

et al. (2020) demonstrated that the deviations from Keplerian velocity at the edges

of planetary gaps in a few specific discs indicate the level of turbulence is weak if

grain growth is also limited.

These low levels of turbulence provide favorable conditions for gap-opening plan-

ets to generate vortices through the Rossby Wave instability (RWI: Lovelace et al.,

1999; Li et al., 2000, 2001), a global non-axisymmetric instability that can arise in

regions of a disc with a maximum in their RWI critical function profile, which is pro-

portional to the ratio of the density divided by the vorticity, a quantity also known

as the inverse vortensity. Such maxima naturally occur at or near the edges of a
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gap opened by a planet where there is a maximum in the disc’s density profile (Li

et al., 2005). These maxima can become unstable and create a vortex if the bump

is sufficiently sharp (Ono et al., 2016) and the disc has sufficiently low viscosity of

α < 10−3 (de Val-Borro et al., 2007).

Despite this expectation that discs should have low viscosities, vortices are not

prevalent in observations of protoplanetary discs. Vortex candidates in the form

of large-scale crescent-shaped asymmetries only appear in < 25% of resolved discs

(van der Marel et al., 2021). Furthermore, the fraction of conventional two-sided

gaps with an adjacent crescent-shaped feature is even lower given that many discs

contain multiple gaps, and that many observed asymmetries — e.g. HD 142527

(Boehler et al., 2017) — are associated with cavities rather than gaps.

Why aren’t more gaps associated with crescent-shaped asymmetries? One pos-

sibility is that not all of these gaps are associated with planets. A single planet

can open multiple gaps (Dong et al., 2017). Even without planets, it is possible to

create gaps through other means such as MHD-driven zonal flows (Johansen et al.,

2009; Riols et al., 2020). Although vortices can also form at the edges of these

gaps (e.g. Krapp et al., 2018), their properties have not yet been studied in detail.

Regardless of the source of these gaps, disc self-gravity can inhibit the RWI alto-

gether in more massive discs, even in discs that are not gravitationally unstable (Lin

and Papaloizou, 2011; Lin, 2012b; Lovelace and Hohlfeld, 2013). It has also been

demonstrated that dust feedback can limit vortex lifetimes to a few hundred orbits

in 2-D simulations (Fu et al., 2014b), albeit feedback in 3-D simulations has been

shown to have less of an effect (Lyra et al., 2018). Layered turbulence in 3-D discs

has also been shown to shorten vortex lifetimes (Lin, 2014).

Even without those physical effects, Fu et al. (2014a) found that only planets well

above Jupiter-mass in discs with a narrow range of aspect ratios near H/r = 0.06

trigger long-lived vortices that survive on the order of ten thousand planet orbits.

Hammer et al. (2017) extended that work and showed that these lifetimes dropped

significantly when incorporating the time it takes to grow a gas giant planet during

the runaway gas growth phase of core accretion, a process that can last hundreds
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to thousands of orbits (Lissauer et al., 2009).

Could it just be that the planet candidates associated with gaps in ALMA obser-

vations are not massive enough to generate vortices? Lodato et al. (2019) collected a

sample of 48 of these gap-opening planet candidates and estimated many of them to

have mass ratios between Neptune-mass and Jupiter-mass relative to the Sun. The

prevalence of planets in this mass range accentuates the need to study vortices in-

duced by lower-mass planets. These planets have been neglected in previous studies

even though it has been demonstrated that planets below Saturn-mass can trigger

vortices in viscous discs (Hammer et al., 2017; Hallam and Paardekooper, 2020) and

super-Earths can trigger vortices in inviscid discs (Fung and Chiang, 2017).

In this work, we investigate the dependence of vortex lifetime on planet mass

and disc aspect ratio, with a focus on planets less massive than Jupiter. We also

develop a more realistic model for the planet’s growth compared to our method from

Hammer et al. (2017). Additionally, we incorporate simulations of the dust in these

discs to help measure vortex lifetimes and determine how vortices should appear in

observations.

This work is organized as follows: We provide an overview of the hydrodynamic

simulations and the associated methodology in Section 4.3, and outline the param-

eters we explored in Section 4.4. We present an overview of our main results in

Section 4.5, and a more in-depth analysis of specific cases in Section 4.6. We then

discuss our synthetic observations and their methodology in Section 4.7, caveats in

Section 4.8, and how our results apply to observations in Section 4.9. We conclude

our work in Section 4.10.

4.3 Methods

We use the hydrodynamic code FARGO3D (see Section 4.3.1) to conduct a parame-

ter study of planetary cores accreting gas from the low viscosity discs in which they

are embedded. We explore planets accreting gas at different rates, along with discs

that have different aspect ratios and viscosities. The simulations in our main param-
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eter study only include the gas component of the disc (see Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3).

For each case, we also conduct a two-fluid simulation consisting of both a gas fluid

and a dust fluid that represents a single fixed grain size to probe the end of the dust

asymmetry lifetime and potentially other important phases in the evolution of the

vortex. The majority of these two-fluid simulations start in the middle of the vortex

lifetime (see Section 4.3.4).

4.3.1 Hydrodynamic code

FARGO3D (Beńıtez-Llambay and Masset, 2016; Beńıtez-Llambay et al., 2019) is

a multi-purpose 3-D finite-difference Eulerian (magneto-)hydrodynamic grid code

that is the successor to the original FARGO code (Masset, 2000).

Like its predecessor, FARGO3D can invoke the FARGO (Fast Advection in Ro-

tating Gaseous Objects) algorithm to speed up simulations (Masset, 2000). The

algorithm relies on all of the grid cells in a given annulus having similar values for

the azimuthal velocity, a routine property of any disc that rotates at close to a

Keplerian rate. By subtracting out the average of this similar azimuthal velocity

in each annulus when evaluating the Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) condition, the

code can increase the timestep by about an order of magnitude, making it feasible

to run a suite of simulations with sufficient resolution for several thousand planet

orbits.

4.3.2 Gas dynamics

Hydrodynamic equations

In our study, we use the 2-D hydrodynamic setup of FARGO3D that solves the

Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical polar coordinates (r, φ). These equations

consist of the continuity equation, given by

∂Σ

∂t
+ ~∇ · (Σ~v) = 0, (4.1)
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where Σ is the gas surface density, ~v is the velocity vector, and t is time; as well as

the momentum equations given by

Σ
(∂~v
∂t

+ ~v · ~∇~v
)

= −~∇P − ~∇φ+∇ · T (4.2)

where P is the pressure and φ is the gravitational potential. The stress tensor T is

given by

~T = Σν
[
~v + (~v)T − 2

3
(~∇ · ~v)~I

]
, (4.3)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the disc and ~I is the identity tensor. We use a

locally isothermal equation of state P = Σc2
s , where cs = HΩK is the sound speed,

H is the scale height, and ΩK is local Keplerian orbital frequency. We use a flat,

constant aspect ratio h ≡ H/r in all of our simulations. The scale height at the

location of the planet is defined to be H0. We also apply a constant viscosity of

ν = ν̂r2
pΩp, where rp is the planet’s fixed orbital radius and Ωp is the planet’s orbital

frequency. For simplicity, we typically refer to ν̂ as ν in subsequent mentions. As

all of the discs in our study are locally isothermal, our simulations do not need to

solve the energy equation.

Disc setup

The disc in each simulation begins with a power-law radial surface density profile of

Σ = Σ0(r/rp)−1, where rp is the orbital radius of the planet. We choose the value of

the initial surface density at the location of the planet Σ0 = 5.787× 10−4 MFr
−2
p to

set the total disc mass in the simulation domain to be 20 MJup. Although this disc

mass is relatively high, we neglect self-gravity. We discuss the caveats of leaving out

self-gravity as well as the dependence of our results on the disc mass in Section 4.8.2.

The disc has a temperature profile that follows T (r) ∝ r−1, consistent with its

constant aspect ratio. The simulation domain extends from r ∈ [0.2, 5.7]rp in radius

and φ ∈ [0, 2π] in azimuth. The grid across this domain consists of Nr × Nφ =

1536×2048 arithmetically-spaced cells. This radial spacing resolves the scale height

at the location of the planet and in the outer disc by at least 11 cells for h = 0.04,

at least 16 cells for h = 0.06, and at least 22 cells for h = 0.08.
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We employ evanescent boundary conditions towards the inner edge

(1.00 rin < r < 1.25 rin) and outer edge (0.84 rout < r < 1.00 rout) of

every simulation. These boundary conditions are designed to damp waves by re-

ducing the density and velocity fields towards their initial values (e.g. de Val-Borro

et al., 2006). We keep the outer zone mostly unperturbed by rapidly damping any

changes on a timescale of 1/500th the orbital period at the outermost radius in

the simulation domain. The inner zone is only damped on a timescale of 1/3rd

the orbital period at the innermost radius. We employ standard periodic boundary

conditions in the azimuthal direction.

4.3.3 Planet

Planet setup

We begin each simulation with a 0.05 MJup planet core at r = rp on a fixed circular

orbit around a solar-mass star (MF = 1.0 M�). The planet orbits at an angular fre-

quency of Ωp =
√
GM�/r3

p, where G is the gravitational constant. For convenience,

we set rp = Ωp = G = M∗ = 1 in each simulation. As such, the planet completes one

orbital period in a time of Tp = 2π. We model the planet’s gravitational potential

as

φp(r) =
GMp√

(r− rp)2 + r2
s

(4.4)

where a smoothing length of rs = 0.6H0 is included to avoid a gravitational singu-

larity. The planet’s initial core mass is introduced over Tgrowth = 5 Tp following a

profile of mp(t) = sin2 (πt/2Tgrowth). The planet is allowed to accrete from the start

of the simulation.

Accretion onto the planet

Our main interest in modelling accretion onto the planet is to have the gap edges

evolve self-consistently with the growth of the planet so that the properties of the

resulting vortices are more realistic. We emphasize that we are not attempting to

model the accretion process onto the planet in great detail. The actual accretion
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process is difficult to resolve in 2-D global hydrodynamic simulations and requires

local or mesh-refined 3-D simulations to study (e.g. Ayliffe and Bate, 2009; Szulágyi

and Mordasini, 2017).

We begin each simulation with a 0.05 MJup planetary core that can accrete gas

from the disc within a fraction of its Hill sphere following the scheme used in the

original FARGO code, where the Hill radius is defined as RH ≡ a(q/3)1/3, a is the

planet semimajor axis, and q is the planet-to-star mass ratio. This scheme is based

on Kley (1999) and contains two similar steps that are performed at each timestep.

First, a fraction f1 of the mass contained within all grid cells less than 0.75 RH

from the planet is removed. Then, a larger fraction f2 of the mass in all grid cells

less than 0.45 RH from the planet is also removed. The values of the fractions are

f1 = 1/3×A×Ωpdt and f2 = 2/3×A×Ωpdt, where the timestep dt is included

to scale the fractional removals of mass 1/3× A and 2/3× A to take place over an

amount of time ∆t = 1 instead of instantaneously. Whereas the accretion parameter

A = 1 by default in the original FARGO code, we instead vary A to model planets

growing at different rates (analogous to the methods used by Muley et al., 2019;

Bergez-Casalou et al., 2020).

This accretion scheme is intended to model the growth of the planet from a solid

core to a gas giant during the runaway gas accretion phase of the core accretion

model when the planet rapidly accretes the vast majority of its atmosphere. This

phase begins at about when the atmosphere’s mass surpasses the core mass (e.g.

D’Angelo et al., 2010). We neglect the time it takes for the atmosphere’s mass to

reach the core mass primarily because this earlier phase can last for hundreds of

thousands of years or longer, which would greatly increase the time needed to run

each simulation and also be unlikely to affect the outcome.

We therefore chose a relatively high initial planet mass of 0.05 MJup, equivalent

to ≈ 16 M⊕ (where MJup is the mass of Jupiter and M⊕ is the mass of the Earth) so

that our core could be thought of as already having accreted some of its atmosphere.

As a result, we are starting out with a core mass that is larger than the presumed

masses for gas giant cores, which are typically around ≈ 10 M⊕. This choice also
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speeds up the time it takes for the lowest-mass planets to trigger the RWI.

The rate at which the planet accretes is almost always less than the physical limit

set by the mass flux through the cross-section of the planet where it can accrete gas.

The planet’s cross section itself is set by the minimum of the Hill radius (RH) and

the Bondi radius (RB), the latter of which is defined as RB ≡ 2GMp/c
2
s , where G

is the gravitational constant, Mp is the planet mass, and cs is the sound speed (e.g.

D’Angelo et al., 2010). The physical limit on the accretion rate is then

Ṁp,limit =
ΣΩp√
2πH

(min{RH, RB})2 . (4.5)

For giant planets, the minimum radius is the Hill radius, as the Bondi radius becomes

the larger of the two at the relatively low crossover mass of

Mp,cross = 0.044 MJup

(
h

0.06

)3

, (4.6)

where R is the separation from the star. With the high starting core mass and

the planet accreting from only a fraction of the Hill sphere in our simulations, the

planet naturally accretes at a rate below the physical limit except at the beginning of

simulations with h = 0.08 where the planet has Mp,cross = 0.104 MJup. The planet’s

initially unphysical accretion rate is not a concern in this case since the planet does

not trigger the RWI until after it grows past the crossover mass.

4.3.4 Dust dynamics

Overview

We also use FARGO3D to simulate dust with the gas, where the dust is implemented

as a pressureless fluid (Beńıtez-Llambay et al., 2019). The dust also experiences

radial and azimuthal drag forces as a result of being coupled to the gas that cause it

to behave differently from the gas. These drag forces act as additional source terms

added to the momentum equation given by

∂vr,d

∂t
= −vr,d − vr

ts
, (4.7)
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∂vφ,d
∂t

= −vφ,d − vθ
ts

, (4.8)

where vr and vθ are the radial and azimuthal velocity components and vd and v are

the dust and gas components respectively. We only simulate small particles where

the stopping time falls in the Epstein regime (Weidenschilling, 1977). The stopping

time in the midplane is defined as

ts =
St

Ω
=
(π

2

ρds

Σ

) 1

Ω
, (4.9)

where ρd is the physical density of each dust grain (which we take to be 1 g / cm3)

and s is the size of each grain. The Stokes number St is the dimensionless form of

the stopping time.

In addition to drag forces, the dust experiences turbulence from the gas that can

cause it to diffuse through the disc. The dust diffusion is modeled as another source

term (Clarke and Pringle, 1988) included in the continuity equation as

∂Σd

∂t
= ∇ ·

(
DΣ∇

(
Σd

Σ

))
, (4.10)

where the diffusion coefficient D = D̂r2
pΩp and D̂ ≈ ν̂ since the particles in this

study are small enough to satisfy St � 1 (Youdin and Lithwick, 2007). We

note that due to the low viscosities in our study, incorporating dust diffusion has

hardly any effect on the behavior of the dust in our simulations. Additionally, we

defer incorporating dust feedback to our future work and discuss the implications

of leaving it out in this study in Section 4.8.1.

Dust setup

For each gas simulation in our main parameter study, we run a corresponding sim-

ulation of a single-size dust grain primarily to determine the end of the vortex

lifetime. To conserve computational resources, we initialize these two-fluid gas and

dust simulations in the middle of the gas simulation towards the end of the vortex

lifetime.

Similar to the gas, the dust is initialized to a matching power-law radial surface

density profile of Σd = Σd,0(r/rp)−1 with a constant initial dust-to-gas ratio of
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Σd,0/Σ0 = 1/100. The dust spans the same simulation domain as the gas and uses

the same boundary conditions. We simulate dust grains with a reference initial

Stokes number of St0 = 0.023 at the location of the planet. This Stokes number

corresponds to a grain size of

s = 1.9 mm

(
ρd

1 g/cm3

)−1(
M∗

1 M�

)( rp

20 AU

)−2

, (4.11)

depending on the physical separation between the star and the planet, the mass

of the star, and the physical density of each dust grain. The grain size itself is

fixed throughout the simulation domain, leaving the Stokes number to vary as the

gas surface density changes. We choose a Stokes number of St0 = 0.023 to probe

the vortex lifetimes because we found in our previous study that it lies in-between

smaller grains that spread throughout most of the vortex and larger grains that are

routinely much more concentrated (Hammer et al., 2019).

We initialized the two-fluid simulations at around when the gas vortex spreads

out into a ring with the goal of selecting a start time of a few hundred to one

thousand planet orbits before the dust asymmetry also spreads into a ring. Since

the smooth axisymmetric initial conditions for the dust are not consistent with the

gas component that already contains a vortex by the time we restart the simulation,

we only used start times where the dust evolves into a clear asymmetry at the

outer gap edge, a process that takes about 50 to 100 orbits. If there was no dust

asymmetry by that point (in other words, if the vortex was already dead), we tried

an earlier start time instead. We tested the effect of choosing different start times in

some cases and found that it did not change the dust asymmetry lifetime by more

than 100 orbits.

Determining dust asymmetry lifetimes

We define the total dust asymmetry lifetime as the time from when the m = 1

vortex first appears in the gas until when it disappears in the dust either by fading

into a ring by being replaced a different signature, and provided that the vortex

stays at r < 2.0 rp. With this definition, we are actually measuring the lifetime of
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the dust asymmetry associated with the vortex, not the lifetime of the gas vortex

itself. While it is typically straightforward to tell when the dust asymmetry forms

just by looking for the appearance of the RWI in the gas, it is non-trivial to identify

the end of the dust asymmetry lifetime just by analyzing the gas.

To find the end of the dust asymmetry lifetime, we monitor the standard

deviation in the azimuthal dust profile in the vicinity of the vortex. We first

radially-average the dust surface density across two scale heights around the peak

in the radial surface density profile. Once the normalized standard deviation

σ(Σd(φ))/ < Σd(φ) > drops below a threshold of 10%, we consider the vortex

dead. Because this quantity drops rapidly as the dust becomes more symmetric and

spreads out into a ring, choosing a different threshold would not change the lifetime

by more than 100 orbits. In cases where the RWI starts out as an m = 1 mode, we

also use this method to identify that start of the lifetime.

Even though many cases have gas vortices that re-form, we note that the dust

asymmetry persists in-between successive gas vortices. We did not find any cases

where the dust asymmetry fades into a ring and then reappears later. In cases with

h = 0.08, we mark the end of the vortex lifetime when the vortex migrates out to

r > 2.0 rp. This definition excludes the phase when there are multiple vortices in

the outer disc as well as the next phase when there is just a single vortex at a much

larger separation than usual. We made this choice because the original vortex has

moved much further away from the planet and because each of these vortices that

migrated outwards survives past the end of the simulation.

We stress that the variation in the gas is not so useful for identifying the end

of the dust asymmetry lifetime because the dust asymmetry does not disappear at

the same as the gas asymmetry. Even when a vortex spreads into a ring, the outer

gap edge retains a weak azimuthal pressure bump that can still trap dust even if

the variation in the gas is very low.
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Table 4.1: Parameter study. The final mass Mp, 3000 is recorded at 3000 planet
orbits. Planets in simulations that were extended beyond this point have higher
mass by the end.

h ν / r2
pΩp A Mp, 3000/MJ

0.08 10−7 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.167 0.18, 0.33, 0.59, 1.22
0.06 10−7 0.02, 0.05, 0.167, 0.5 0.21, 0.36, 0.63, 0.92
0.04 10−7 0.05, 0.167, 0.5, 1.0 0.21, 0.36, 0.53, 0.67

0.06 10−6 0.05, 0.167, 0.5 0.37, 0.70, 1.26
0.08 10−6 0.02, 0.05, 0.167 0.52, 0.84, 1.18

4.4 Suite of simulations

4.4.1 Parameter study

We conduct a total of 18 one-fluid gas simulations in our main parameter study

comprising three disc aspect ratios (h = 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08), two different viscosities

(ν = 10−6 and 10−7), and four different accretion parameters. These parameters are

outlined in Table 4.1.

Twelve of the simulations use the lower viscosity ν = 10−7 (equivalent to 1.5 ×
10−5 ≤ α ≤ 6 × 10−5 at r = rp). For the intermediate scale height h = 0.06,

we choose A = 0.02, 0.05, 0.167, and 0.5. With these accretion parameters, the

final planet masses at t = 3000 planet orbits fall in the range of 0.2 MJ to 1.0 MJ

(where MJ ≡ MJup) with the lower viscosity ν = 10−7. For the lowest aspect ratio

h = 0.04, we replace A = 0.02 with A = 1. For the largest aspect ratio h = 0.08,

we replace A = 0.5 with A = 0.01. These replacements were chosen so that the

range of final planet masses is similar for all three aspect ratios. We note that it is

necessary to decrease the largest A with the largest aspect ratio h = 0.08 because

the gap-opening timescales are slower at a given planet mass. The opposite is true

with the smallest aspect ratio h = 0.04. Lastly, the remaining six simulations use

the larger viscosity ν = 10−6 (equivalent to 1.5 × 10−4 ≤ α ≤ 3 × 10−4 at r = rp),

only encompassing the two larger aspect ratios and their three largest respective
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Figure 4.1: Total m = 1 dust asymmetry lifetimes as a function of planet mass
(recorded at t = 3000 planet orbits). With a low viscosity of ν = 10−7, vortices live
longer when triggered by lower-mass planets than higher-mass ones. With h = 0.08
and ν = 10−7, an asymmetry survives past the end of each simulation in all cases
(as indicated by the arrows).

accretion parameters.

4.4.2 Additional simulations

Outside of our main parameter study, we run additional simulations primarily to

test the causes of various phenomena described in our results. These additional

tests include simulations with different disc masses, planet masses, or viscosities

not covered in our main parameter study. All of these supplementary simulations

are described alongside the results and caveats. We also present resolution tests in

Appendix 4.11.1.

4.5 Main results

4.5.1 Overview

In discs with a low viscosity (ν = 10−7), we find that lower-mass planets and planets

in discs with larger aspect ratios in general preferentially induce longer-lived dust

asymmetries than higher-mass planets (see Figure 4.1). Similar trends occur in the

cases with the higher viscosity (ν = 10−6), but are much weaker.
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There are several different reasons that these dust asymmetries have longer life-

times in the low viscosity cases with lower planet masses. With lower disc aspect

ratios (h ≤ 0.06), the total lifetimes in these cases are longer even though the initial

gas vortices are very short-lived. These initial vortices are almost all short-lived

regardless of planet mass because of the combination of two effects: [1] the disc’s

viscosity halting the growth of the RWI after ∼ 103 orbits, and [2] shocks from the

planet’s spiral waves distorting the vortex’s smooth elliptical structure. Nonetheless,

after the initial vortex spreads into a ring, those spiral shocks create a new maximum

in the RWI critical function (defined in Section 4.5.2), making it possible to form

later-generation vortices in every case. In the cases with higher-mass planets, how-

ever, the width of the gap grows too quickly for the location of the pressure bump

to stay near the more inward location of the bump in the RWI critical function,

preventing later-generation vortices from forming after only about ∼ 103 orbits. On

the contrary with lower-mass planets, the pressure bump stays closer to the planet

and the RWI critical function maximum for a much longer period of time. As a

result, a series of later-generation vortices can form that drastically extend the total

lifetime of the dust asymmetry. We find that the cutoff between the low-mass and

high-mass planet regimes is roughly the classical thermal mass Mth = 3h3MF, the

mass at which a planet can open a “full gap” with RH ≥ H0 (Lin and Papaloizou,

1993).1

With larger disc aspect ratios (h ≥ 0.08), the initial gas vortices are all very long-

lived regardless of planet mass or disc mass. In our parameter study, the continued

growth of the planet enables the RWI to grow unimpeded until the vortex becomes

strong enough to shed angular momentum via its own spiral waves. With a lower

disc mass, the deeper gap opened because of the accretion onto the planet halts the

growth of the RWI like in the cases with lower disc aspect ratios. Nonetheless, the

vortices in these cases still survive well over 6000 planet orbits because the planet

generates much weaker spiral shocks in these cases.

1Other studies define Mth with a coefficient of 1 or 2
3 instead of 3 (Goodman and Rafikov,

2001).
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4.5.2 Theoretical interpretation

General background on RWI

Planets can generate vortices through the Rossby wave instability at their inner

and outer gap edges where they create sharp maxima in the disc’s radial inverse

vortensity profile, where the vortensity is defined as the disc’s density divided by

its vorticity. The complete critical function for the RWI in an adiabatic disc is

presented in Lovelace et al. (1999) as

L =
Σ

ω
S2/γ, (4.12)

where ω ≡ (∇×v)z is the vorticity, S ≡ P/Σγ is the entropy, and γ is the adiabatic

index. A similar critical function applies for locally isothermal discs and is given in

Lin (2012a) as

Liso = c2
s

Σ

ω
. (4.13)

Because this function depends on both density and vorticity, the outer radial position

at which the disc initially becomes unstable is located slightly interior to the peak

in the disc’s radial density profile by up to one scale height.

The instability itself can be thought of as the interaction between two separate

Rossby waves that form on either side of the maximum in the critical function

(Umurhan, 2010). One Rossby wave forms on each side of the bump where there

is a sharp vorticity gradient, moving in opposite directions along the azimuth. If

the bump is narrow enough, these waves will interact and merge after growing by

a sufficient amount in the radial direction. This merger makes the waves unstable

and results in the formation of one or more vortices. Once these initial one or

more vortices form, we observe that the growth of the instability in both density

and vorticity causes the vortices to migrate outward slightly into the center of the

pressure bump. At this point, the maximum in the critical function largely settles

at the center of the pressure bump, allowing the vortices to continue to grow, albeit

at a much slower rate.
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We find that the location at which the initial maximum in the critical function

Liso arises depends strongly on the disc aspect ratio and only weakly on the planet

mass. As the planet grows, its spiral waves generate a change in vortensity [ω/Σ]

as they shock the disc given by[ω
Σ

]
= −(M2 − 1)2

ΣM4

∂u⊥
∂S
−
(
M2 − 1

ΣM2u⊥

)
∂c2

s

∂S
, (4.14)

where M = u⊥/cs is the Mach number, u⊥ is the pre-shock relative velocity per-

pendicular to the shock front, S is the direction along the shock front away from

the planet, and the first term involving ∂u⊥/∂S dominates the vortensity change

(Li et al., 2005; Lin and Papaloizou, 2010). Previous work has shown that spiral

shocks impart a positive change in vortensity in the horseshoe region close to the

planet, leading up to a peak positive vortensity change occurring just outside of

that region (see Figure 6 in Lin and Papaloizou, 2010). Just beyond that peak, the

planet imparts a negative change in vortensity in the rest of the outer disc. The peak

negative vortensity change – in other words, where the maximum in Liso develops –

occurs only slightly exterior to the location at which the local Rossby number turns

negative (where the local Rossby number is defined as Ro ≡ [∇× (v − vK)]z/2Ω),

and then decays at larger radii.

Initial vortex formation

Past computational studies of vortices that largely neglect the growth of the planet

have found that the RWI generates compact vortices at the outer gap edge (e.g. Fu

et al., 2014a). These vortices have strong enough vorticity minima (Ro < −0.15) to

be well-described by the compact Gaussian vortex model developed by Surville and

Barge (2015). In these simulations with planets growing to their final mass in < 100

orbits, the RWI starts out with three to five small-scale co-orbital vortices as a result

of one of the m = 3 to 5 modes beginning as the fastest-growing mode (Meheut et al.,

2012b). Like the final m = 1 vortex that eventually emerges, these initial vortices

also start out with strong vorticity minima (Ro < −0.15). As a result, when the

initial mode grows enough for the vortices to interact, they seamlessly merge in both
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Figure 4.2: Planet mass (top panels) and planet mass accretion rate (bottom panels)
as a function of time for cases with the lower viscosity ν = 10−7. A circle denotes
the start of the vortex lifetime; a hexagon denotes the end. The vortex lifetime is
highlighted in bold. The start and end of the vortex lifetime are marked on each side
of the bold line with a circle and a hexagon respectively. We measure the accretion
rates as the increase in planet mass over each orbit divided by one orbit.

Figure 4.3: Gap depths as a function of time for cases with the lower viscosity
ν = 10−7. The vortex lifetime is highlighted in bold. The start and end of the
vortex lifetime are marked on each side of the bold line with a circle and a hexagon
respectively.
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their density and vorticity structures, creating a final m = 1 vortex with a compact

overall structure.

On the other hand, the slower-growing planets in our study all generate vortices

with elongated shapes, albeit through two separate pathways. Like the compact

vortex cases from past studies, the faster-growing planets (Mp, 3000 > Mth) in our

parameter study also start out by generating three small-scale vortices. Unlike

those compact cases, however, these initial vortices do not develop strong vorticity

minima. As a result, when these vortices grow enough to interact, they only merge

smoothly in their density structure while still remaining separated in their vorticity

structure (see Section 4.6.1). During this phase, the vorticity minima at the center

of each initial vortex stay separate and rotate around each other. This behavior

ultimately prevents the final m = 1 vortex from developing a vorticity minima at its

center and leads to the vortex spreading out in azimuth instead of staying compact.

The elongated vortex that develops is better described by the so-called GNG model

from Goodman et al. (1987) rather than the more compact model from Surville and

Barge (2015).

With the slowest-growing planets (Mp,3000 < Mth), the outer gap edge becomes

unstable later on in the simulation (> 500 Tp) and these cases instead begin with

an m = 2 or an m = 1 mode. These mode numbers arise because they have the

fastest growth rates in their respective cases. The dominant mode numbers m being

lower in these cases indicates that the corresponding outer gap edges are closer to

marginal instability (Ono et al., 2016), which is consistent with these cases having

the slowest planet growth times. In the cases that start with an m = 1 mode, the

vortex begins elongated with a weak vorticity minimum (Ro > −0.15) and typically

remains that way for the rest of its lifetime. In the larger disc aspect ratio (h = 0.08)

cases in our parameter study, however, the vortex eventually becomes compact, but

only after a few to tens of thousands of orbits.

Regardless of the pathway, the elongated shape of a vortex does not necessarily

lead to shorter total dust asymmetry lifetimes like in Hammer et al. (2017). Plan-

ets in the sub-thermal mass regime generate vortices that sustain long-lived dust
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asymmetries (> 3000 Tp) even though they start out elongated.

Role of gap-opening process and timescales

The slow gap-opening timescales for low-mass planets in low-viscosity discs deter-

mine if and when each planet initially triggers the RWI, and can also sustain the

growth of the RWI if the gap remains shallow.

We note that the starting planetary core mass in these cases is essentially already

massive enough to eventually open up gaps that can trigger vortices. Figure 4.2

shows the growth tracks — that is, the planet masses and accretion rates over time

— for the planets in our study with ν = 10−7. According to Duffell and MacFadyen

(2013), the gap-opening mass for planets in low-viscosity discs is given empirically

by

Mgap = h3/2
√

29 δgapν, (4.15)

where δgap ≡ Σ0/Σmin is the depth of the gap to be opened. For δgap = 2, the

approximate gap depth at which all of the outer gap edges have already become

unstable to the RWI in our simulations, Mgap = 0.019, 0.035, and 0.054 MJup

for h = 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08 respectively, implying that the starting core mass of

0.05 MJup or just above should eventually trigger a vortex in the low viscosity cases.

Although the starting cores are already massive enough to open gaps that make

the disc unstable, they do not open these gaps immediately. Figure 4.3 shows

the evolution of the gap depths for all of the ν = 10−7 cases. The gap depth

never reaches a steady state over the timescales we explore, and in most cases it

continually increases over time. Several different studies have shown that the gap

depth depends on the planet mass, the disc aspect ratio, and the disc viscosity in

the following way:

δgap − 1 ≡ Σ0

Σmin

− 1 = f0
q2

h3ν
, (4.16)

where q = Mp/MF and f0 = 0.45/3π (Duffell and MacFadyen, 2013; Fung et al.,

2014; Kanagawa et al., 2015). For instance, a Saturn-mass planet (0.3 MJup) should

open a gap with δgap = 84 in a disc with h = 0.08. Yet, the case with A = 0.02
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illustrates that the gap depth is only δgap = 3.70 when the planet reaches 0.3 MJup

at t ≈ 2600 Tp. This behavior is not surprising given that the time for a gap to reach

a steady state can be approximated by the viscous timescale tvisc ∼ h2/ν, which is

inherently large due to the low viscosities associated with planet-induced vortices.

For example with ν = 10−7, this timescale exceeds 104 orbits and is longer than any

of our simulations.

With these slow gap-opening timescales, the planet continues to grow substan-

tially for roughly 500 to 2000 planet orbits in all cases. This growth helps sustain

the growth of the RWI over the same timeframe as well until it is stopped by the

disc viscosity. In the cases with a larger disc aspect ratio (h = 0.08) where the gap-

opening timescales are the slowest, the gap remains shallow enough for the continued

growth of the planet to prevent the viscosity from ever stopping the growth of the

instability. This outcome requires a relatively high disc mass and/or a disc aspect

ratio even larger than h = 0.08. Otherwise with a lower disc mass, the accretion

onto the planet itself depletes the gap enough to prevent the planet and in turn the

vortex from continuing to grow significantly.

Role of later-generation vortices

Planets that trigger short-lived initial gas vortices can still prolong the lifetimes

of their associated dust asymmetry by re-triggering one or more later-generation

vortices. When the initial vortex collapses and spreads into a ring in the h = 0.04

and h = 0.06 cases, it smooths out the the critical function so that it is too flat

to become unstable again if it were left unchanged. Nonetheless, the profile is still

subject to change because of the planet.

While no vortex is present, the planet can induce a drop in the vortensity and

recreate a maximum in the critical function Liso at the location with the peak

negative vortensity change if the profile still has not reached a steady state. As

shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the maximum in the critical function and the pressure

bump move further from the planet compared to when the outer gap edge initially

becomes unstable to the RWI. More importantly, the separation between these two
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Figure 4.4: Example radial profiles of the RWI critical function Liso (solid lines) and
associated pressure bump locations (vertical dashed lines). The initial vortex forms
at t = 60 (black). At t = 1220 (blue), the outer gap edge is a ring and a new bump
arises in Liso. At t = 1440 (light blue), that bump causes a later-generation vortex to
form. At t = 2180 (purple), although another bump in Liso arises, it is too far inside
the pressure bump to form another vortex at the gap edge (rpressure−rcrit > 3.25 H0).

locations also increases. As a result, the new maximum in the critical function does

not necessarily generate a later-generation vortex at the pressure bump.

The separation between these two locations results in three possible outcomes

in the lower (h = 0.04) and intermediate (h = 0.06) aspect ratio cases:

1. Re-triggered vortex:

If the separation between the maximum in the critical function (rcrit) and

the pressure bump (rpressure) remains small (rpressure − rcrit < 3.25 H0), the

disc becomes unstable at the location of the critical function maximum. The

vortices that form at this location alter Liso and shift the maximum much closer

to the pressure bump. As a result, a new later-generation vortex typically

forms at the pressure bump. Because the bump is only marginally unstable,

this later-generation vortex starts out as an m = 1 mode and does not survive

more than 100 orbits.

2. No vortex (with dust):

If the separation between the maximum in the critical function and the pres-

sure bump is too large (rpressure − rcrit > 3.25 H0), we do not find any cases

where a vortex forms at the pressure bump. In lower-mass cases where rcrit
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Figure 4.5: Top and middle panels: Locations of the pressure bump (rpressure) and the
Liso critical function maximum (rcrit) as a function of time for cases with the lower
viscosity ν = 10−7 and lower aspect ratios h = 0.04 and h = 0.06. A circle denotes
the start of the vortex lifetime; a hexagon denotes the end. The lifetime itself is
in bold. Each point for rcrit refers to a time at which a later-generation maximum
arises in Liso. Bottom panel: Different outcomes as a function of the separation
between the two maxima. A new vortex forms if rpressure − rcrit < 3.25 H0. With
larger separations, only interior vortices can form, if any form at all.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of dust surface density in the initial vortex (left) to an in-
terior later-generation vortex (right). Gas density contours (at Σ/Σ0 = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0,
etc.) and gas velocity arrows are overlaid on both panels. Unlike the initial vortex,
the interior re-triggered vortex is characterized by a much lower azimuthal gas den-
sity contrast and traps dust interior to the pressure bump (rpressure) closer to the
critical function maximum (rcrit). Regular re-triggered vortices (not shown) resem-
ble the initial vortex in having a high azimuthal density contrast and dust trapped
at the location of the pressure bump.

and rpressure are closer to the planet, an interior re-triggered vortex that is able

to collect dust can still form (see the last case below). In higher-mass cases,

it is also possible for vortices to form; however, they are so far interior to the

pressure bump that the bump itself collects all of the dust drifting in from the

outer disc and prevents any of it from reaching these vortices.

3. Re-trigger (interior):

In other cases, the later-generation vortex forms slightly interior to the pres-

sure bump by about one scale height. Although this vortex is not at the center

of the pressure bump, it is still close enough to collect the dust that accumu-

lated at the pressure bump and trap it in an asymmetry interior to the bump

(see Figure 4.6). While these interior vortices do not create any substantial

signature in the gas density structure, they can survive for several thousand

orbits, much longer than the re-triggered vortices with a density signature at

the bump itself and possibly longer than the initial vortex.

The radial profiles of the critical function in the first and second cases are pre-

sented in Figure 4.4 in comparison to the profile when the initial vortex formed.
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The times and locations of both maxima are shown in Figure 4.5. We find that

rcrit typically stays at about 4 to 5 H0 away from the planet after the initial gas

vortex dies and that this location is not strongly dependent on planet mass. On the

other hand, rpressure increases monotonically throughout each simulation due to the

increasing planet masses and slow gap-opening timescales.

In the lower-mass cases, the first one or first few maxima in Liso result in regular

re-triggered vortices. These are followed by maxima that produce a mode of interior

re-triggered vortices and then one or more “no vortex” outcomes. In the higher-

mass cases, the first maximum may already produce a “no vortex” outcome because

of their larger gap widths, skipping the re-triggered vortex phase, the interior re-

triggered vortex, or both.

Regardless of whether a later-generation vortex forms, the ring that forms when

the initial gas vortex dies is not initially perfectly axisymmetric. The disc maintains

a remnant of the vortex in the form of an azimuthal pressure bump. Although it

lacks vortical motion, this remnant pressure bump can sustain the existing dust

asymmetry for a few hundred to a little over a thousand planet orbits before the

dust spreads into a ring like the gas. As a result, even though the initial re-triggered

vortices are very short-lived, they can greatly extend the total lifetime of the dust

asymmetry, especially if more than one arise in succession. Additionally, the dust

asymmetry from an early vortex always survives until the formation of the next-

generation vortex. This behavior is the reason we define the dust asymmetry lifetime

from the start of the first m = 1 vortex to the end of the last one.

Role of spiral shocks

Without taking the later-generation vortices into account, we find that the lifetimes

of the initial gas vortices are primarily dependent on the disc aspect ratio and only

weakly dependent on the planet mass (see Figure 4.7). In our parameter study, all

of the initial gas vortices with h = 0.08 live longer than those at h = 0.06, which

in turn live longer than those at h = 0.04. In particular, the vortex in the second-

highest mass case with h = 0.06 outlives the lowest-mass case with h = 0.04 even
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Figure 4.7: Initial gas vortex lifetimes as a function of planet mass (recorded at
t = 3000 planet orbits) for cases with a viscosity of ν = 10−7. Lower disc mass
cases are denoted as “Σ = 0.3 Σ0”. With h = 0.08, an asymmetry survives past the
end of each simulation in all cases (as indicated by the arrows). Generally, the gas
lifetime increases with increasing disc aspect ratio due to the planet’s spiral shocks
becoming weaker.

though both planets grow to roughly their respective values of the thermal mass.

We suspect that trend results from the planet’s spiral waves producing stronger

shocks with lower disc aspect ratios. These shocks are stronger because the pre-shock

Mach number is inversely proportional to the sound speed and in turn, the aspect

ratio. We find that all cases have multiple shocks passing through the vortex, one

from the planet itself and another from the material that collects at the L5 Lagrange

point behind the planet. These spiral shocks play a strong role in disrupting the

vortex and causing it to spread into a ring.

4.6 In-depth analysis (Focus: ν = 10−7)

In this section, we delve deeper into how the main results described in Section 4.5

manifest in specific cases.2 We focus on the low-viscosity cases (ν = 10−7) through-

2With regard to the total dust asymmetry lifetimes discussed in this section that are shown

in Figure 4.1, we note that we are tracking the degree of asymmetry in the dust, as discussed in

Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.4. On the other hand, the lifetimes of individual gas vortices are instead

based on when the gas spreads into a ring or causes the appearance of the dust to change.
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out most of the section, exploring in depth both the intermediate aspect ratio cases

with h = 0.06 in Section 4.6.1 and the larger aspect ratio cases with h = 0.08 in

Section 4.6.2. We then briefly highlight the key results for the lower aspect ratio

cases with h = 0.04 in Section 4.6.3 and all of the high-viscosity cases (ν = 10−6) in

Section 4.6.4.

4.6.1 Intermediate aspect ratio (h = 0.06)

With an intermediate aspect ratio of h = 0.06, we simulate cases both above and

below the thermal mass in our parameter study. The two higher-mass cases (A = 0.5

and 0.167) are near or above the thermal mass of Mth = 0.65 MJup, while the other

two cases (A = 0.05 and 0.02) are well below the thermal mass. We discuss the

general growth tracks of the planet in Appendix 4.11.2.

Super-thermal mass

Both high-mass cases follow a similar evolution, as depicted in Figure 4.8 by the

A = 0.167 case that has Mp, 3000 = 0.63 MJup. Once the outer gap edge becomes

unstable, it takes 40 to 50 orbits for the initial m = 3 mode of the RWI to saturate

and merge into a single m = 1 elongated vortex that lacks smooth elliptical contours

because of the interaction with the planet’s two exterior spiral waves. Even after this

vortex materializes, the instability continues to grow non-linearly at an extremely

slow rate for about 1000 orbits, as illustrated by the evolution of the vortex’s density

contrast in Figure 4.9. Within a few hundred orbits after the growth of the instability

stops, the vortex suddenly collapses into a ring over just a few orbits.

When a new maximum in Liso arises afterwards, it is located too far interior to

the bump to generate any signature in the dust. Nonetheless, the dust asymmetry

associated with the remnant azimuthal pressure bump persists for an additional

1000 orbits after the initial gas vortex collapsed into a ring. As a result, the total

lifetime of the dust asymmetry is ≈ 2400 orbits in both cases (see the aqua lines

with pentagon points in Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.8: Gas density (top panels) and Rossby number evolution (bottom panels)
with a super-thermal mass planet (h = 0.06, ν = 10−7, A = 0.167). Density contours
(at Σ/Σ0 = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, etc.) are overlaid on most panels. Column 1 : The m = 2
vortices centered at (r/rp, φ) = (1.20, 180◦) and (1.25, 300◦) in the Rossby number
map are divided by a diagonal line of positive vorticity that prevents them from
merging into a compact vortex. Column 2 : The m = 1 elongated vortex, in which
the dust resembles the left panel of Figure 4.6. Column 3 : Although the vortex has
spread out into a ring in the gas, the dust signature remains in the remnant of the
pressure bump and still resembles the left panel of Figure 4.6. Column 4 : Although
a new bump in Liso spawns dust-free vortices interior to the pressure bump, the
bump itself is a ring in both the gas and dust.
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Figure 4.9: Top: Azimuthal density contrast (Σmax/Σmin). Middle: Σmax and Σmin

at location of pressure bump. Bottom: Growth rate d ln ∆Σ/dt, where ∆Σ = Σmax−
Σmin. The growth of the RWI does not last 2000 orbits in any case. With A = 0.02
and 0.05, later-generation vortices form and are each identifiable by spikes in the
contrast and the growth rate.
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Figure 4.10: Gas density (top panels) and Rossby number late-stage evolution (bot-
tom panels) with a sub-thermal mass planet (h = 0.06, ν = 10−7, A = 0.02).
Column 1 : Interior later-generation vortex, which is long-lived. Column 2 : The
interior vortex evolves into an m = 3 mode (see Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11: Late-stage evolution of late-generation interior vortex. At t = 7340
(left), the interior vortex is an m = 1 mode. By t = 7970 (right), it changes to an
m = 3 mode. In both snapshots, the vortices are accompanied by a ring of dust at
the location of the pressure bump.
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We also tested whether this behavior is independent of disc mass with an

additional simulation that has 70% lower disc mass and a planet that grows to

Mp, 3000 = 0.46 MJup with A = 1.0. Although we found a similar total lifetime of

2100 orbits, the initial vortex only survives about 500 orbits, likely due to the deeper

gap resulting in the vortex not developing as high of a contrast as in those other cases.

With this shorter lifetime, however, the planet can generate three later-generation

vortices because the pressure bump is still relatively close to the planet early in the

simulation. By the time a fourth maximum arises though, rpressure− rcrit > 3.25 H0,

there is too big of a separation to create another vortex. This test confirms that

higher-mass planets still generate shorter-lived dust asymmetries with lower disc

masses and also demonstrates that the boundary between regimes is not exactly the

thermal mass.

Sub-thermal mass

Both low-mass cases follow a similar evolution to each other. Although the initial

evolution is also similar to the high-mass cases (aside from starting out with an

m = 1 mode in the lowest-mass case), the location of the pressure bump remains

relatively close to the Liso maximum (rpressure − rcrit < 3.25 H0) after the initial gas

vortex collapses in about 1500 orbits. As a result, both cases produce two short-

lived regular later-generation vortices. Afterwards, the third maxima that arise in

Liso each yield a long-lived interior vortex that survives for over 2000 orbits. As a

result, the total lifetimes of both m = 1 dust asymmetries are ≈ 6000 orbits, about

2.5 times longer than the vortices in the super-thermal mass regime.

Aside from the usual m = 1 dust asymmetry, both low-mass cases can also

generate an m ≥ 3 dust asymmetry after the initial m = 1 vortex collapses.

1. In particular in the lowest-mass case (A = 0.02 case that has Mp, 3000 =

0.21 MJup), when the m = 1 interior dust asymmetry disappears at t =

7500 Tp, it does not spread into a ring. Instead, the mode of the RWI changes

from m = 1 to m = 3 (see Figure 4.10), resulting in three dust-trapping vor-
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tices at the same separation as the previous interior one (see Figure 4.11).

Like the m = 1 interior vortices, these m = 3 vortices do not create a no-

ticeable perturbation in the density and are much easier to identify in the

vortical motion of the velocity field or using dust to trace them out. These

m = 3 vortices survive at least another 1500 orbits, at which point we stop

the simulation because they do not show any sign of decaying.

2. Similarly in the second-lowest mass case (A = 0.02 case that has Mp, 3000 =

0.36 MJup), an m = 4 set of vortices arises at t = 3500 Tp while only a remnant

pressure bump was present. Unlike the lowest-mass case, these vortices only

survive about 50 orbits, at which point they alter the Liso function and generate

a regular short-lived later-generation vortex at the pressure bump.

We suspect these interior m ≥ 3 vortices can survive due to the large gradient in

Liso at the interior side of the outer gap edge pressure bump. In general, Rossby

waves arise at sharp gradients in the vortensity or Liso (Umurhan, 2010). With

strong Rossby waves present at the location of these vortices, these sharp gradients

can act to sustain the vortices generated by the instability.

Like the super-thermal test with a lower disc mass, we found that the general sub-

thermal behavior does not depend on disc mass. We ran an additional simulation

with a 70% lower disc mass and a planet that grows to Mp, 3000 = 0.24 MJup as

A = 0.125. Like with our fiducial disc mass, the planet generates a series of later-

generation vortices, the last of which is an interior vortex that forms at t = 3900 Tp

when the separation between the maxima is rpressure − rcrit < 3.25 H0. As a result,

the asymmetry survives for 4700 Tp in total, nearly as long as in both sub-thermal

cases from our parameter study. Overall, the two lower disc mass tests verify that

the planet mass is more important than the disc mass in determining the behavior

of the vortices in the low aspect ratio cases.
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Role of spiral waves (with lower fixed planet mass)

Since none of the initial gas vortices in our parameter study are particularly long-

lived with h = 0.06, we ran an additional simulation with an even lower fixed mass

of Mp = 0.08 MJup. We found that the initial vortex in this case survives at

least 4400 orbits from t = 600 to > 5000 Tp, at which point we stop the simulation

because the vortex does not show any sign that it is close to collapsing into a ring.

As indicated by the azimuthal density contrast, the instability continues to grow up

until t ≈ 2000 Tp when the contrast reaches a peak value of ≈ 1.5 before decaying

at a very slow rate for the rest of the simulation.

Unlike in our parameter study where the vortex is repeatedly disrupted by two

exterior waves for nearly its entire lifetime, the vortex in this case is initially only

disrupted by the one spiral wave directly induced by the planet. The second wave

does not appear until t ≈ 3000 Tp when the planet finally clears out enough of the

material in the gap for the remaining material to collect at the L5 Lagrange point.

Moreover, both waves are associated with weaker density perturbations because the

planet has a lower mass. As a result, the initial vortex never abruptly collapses and

ultimately survives for more than three times as long as the h = 0.06 initial vortices

from our parameter study. We observe similar behavior in the low disc mass cases

with h = 0.08 that also have weaker spiral shocks (see Section 4.6.2).

We further tested the role of the planet’s spiral waves by weakening the shocks

in the A = 0.02 case. To do that, we restarted the simulation at t = 810 Tp when

the planet has a mass of 0.11 MJup and did not allow the planet to accrete any

more mass. As a result, the second wave from the L5 Lagrange point takes longer

to emerge, the waves do not strengthen over time, and the initial vortex survives

an additional 350 orbits compared to in our parameter study. This longer lifetime

verifies that the strength of the spiral shocks primarily determines if and when the

vortices spread into rings in the ν = 10−7 cases.
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Role of viscosity

We demonstrated that the planet’s spiral waves are responsible for causing the initial

vortex to collapse with the fixed lower-mass case. Does the viscosity also play a role

in killing the vortex? We tested this possibility with the A = 0.167 case where

the gas vortex spreads into a ring at t = 1347 Tp when the planet has a mass of

0.57 MJup. More specifically, we restarted the simulation at t = 1000 Tp with the

prescribed viscosity reduced to zero.

We found that the vortex survives until at least the end of the simulation at

t = 3000 Tp, well beyond the end of the lifetime in our parameter study. We find

that with no prescribed viscosity, the vortex and the instability continue to grow

at a rather slow rate as indicated by the evolution of the density contrast. This

behavior demonstrates that the non-zero viscosity damps and eventually halts the

growth of the instability in our parameter study, which in turn leads to the spiral

waves causing the vortex collapse shortly after the instability stops growing.

4.6.2 Larger aspect ratio (h = 0.08)

Just like in discs with lower aspect ratios, we find that slower-grown planets with

lower masses also trigger longer-lived vortices in discs with a large aspect ratio of

h = 0.08, albeit through two separate pathways. Each case in our parameter study

features a planet below the thermal mass (Mth = 1.54 MJup). In all four cases,

the vortex is sustained by the RWI continuing to grow for thousands of orbits, as

emphasized in Figure 4.12. Eventually, the vortex becomes strong enough for its

own waves to drastically shrink the vortex by dissipating a significant amount of

angular momentum (see Figure 4.13). With this dissipation, the evolution of the

RWI in the outer disc is more complicated than any of the other cases, as illustrated

in Figure 4.14. On the other hand in lower-mass discs, the planet opens up a deeper

gap as a result of accreting a much larger fraction of the gas in its vicinity. Although

that depletion halts the growth of the instability, these vortices are still long-lived

because the waves that shock the vortex are weaker with a larger disc aspect ratio.
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Figure 4.12: Top: Azimuthal density contrast (Σmax/Σmin). Middle: Σmax and
Σmin at location of pressure bump. Bottom: Growth rate d ln ∆Σ/dt, where ∆Σ =
Σmax − Σmin. In our parameter study, the RWI grows until the vortex becomes
compact and destroys itself through its spiral waves. With a low disc mass (0.3 Σ0),
although the RWI stops growing early, the vortex survives longer than the higher-
mass cases from our parameter study.
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Figure 4.13: Vortex azimuthal extent (blue), radial extent (orange), and radial
center (green) as a function of time for cases with h = 0.08 and ν = 10−7 (α ≈
1.5×10−5). In all four cases, the vortex becomes more compact (blue) and becomes
wider (orange) over time during its lifetime. The vortices in the two higher-mass
cases (e.g. left panel) migrate outwards, while the vortices in the two lower-mass
cases (e.g. right panel) migrate inwards.

Unlike in discs with lower aspect ratios, the RWI can continue to grow at a high

rate for thousands of orbits because the shallow gap depths allow the planet to keep

growing at an appreciable rate over that period of time (as shown in Figure 4.12).

The instability grows unimpeded until the following critical points in each case:

• [A = 0.17]: t ≈ 2000 Tp (mp ≈ 0.97 MJ), δgap ≈ 42.7

• [A = 0.05]: t ≈ 2750 Tp (mp ≈ 0.57 MJ), δgap ≈ 12.6

• [A = 0.02]: t ≈ 8150 Tp (mp ≈ 0.48 MJ), δgap ≈ 10.8

• [A = 0.01]: t ≈ 11700 Tp (mp ≈ 0.36 MJ), δgap ≈ 8.8.

The three lower-mass gaps maintain shallow gap depths δgap < 20 up until those

times. Although the highest-mass planet creates a deeper gap by about 1000 orbits,

it still continues to grow significantly up until it reaches that critical point. Unlike

the lower aspect ratio cases, viscosity never stops the instability from growing.

Instead, the vortex eventually develops waves that are strong enough to halt the

growth of the instability. As the vortex’s peak density and contrast both gradually
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Figure 4.14: Gas density (top panels) and Rossby number evolution (bottom panels)
in the highest-mass case (A = 0.167) with h = 0.08 and ν = 10−7. Density contours
(at Σ/Σ0 = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, etc.) are overlaid on all panels. Column 1 : The initial
elongated vortex. Column 2 : The vortex has transitioned to compact (Ro < −0.15)
and is still shrinking. Column 3 : The initial vortex has migrated to r > 2.0 rp

and a new elongated vortex has formed in its place at r ∼ 1.4 rp. Column 4 : The
later-generation vortex has become more compact.
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of minimum Rossby number in vortices with h = 0.08 and
ν = 10−7 (α ≈ 1.5 × 10−5). When the minimum Rossby number falls below
Ro = −0.15, it drops significantly and the vortex transitions from elongated to
compact. The Rossby number undergoes a second major drop when the vortex mi-
grates outward in the three higher-mass cases (A ≥ 0.02). With such a low Rossby
number, these vortices survive past the ends of the simulations.

increase over time, the vortex that was initially elongated also slowly develops a

clear vorticity minimum at its center. When this minimum reaches a critical value

of Ro = −0.15 at the critical times listed above, the vortex’s general structure

changes from elongated to compact (see Figure 4.15). As Surville and Barge (2015)

have demonstrated, a vortex with a compact structure and a pronounced vorticity

minimum also launches much more pronounced spiral waves compared to when the

vortex was elongated. Just like with a planet, the vortex launches two waves: one

that leads the vortex out of the front azimuthal side and spirals inwards, and another

that trails the vortex out of the back and spirals outwards.

The lack of symmetry between the inner and outer waves enables the vortex to

transport angular momentum through the disc, which in turn typically causes the

vortex itself to lose angular momentum. As Paardekooper et al. (2010) derived, the

angular momentum excess of a vortex is given by

J '
∫ r0+s

r0−s
drr2(δΣrΩ(r) + Σuφ)∆φ (4.17)

∼ Σ0ωrots
3r0∆φ[−r

2
0Ω(r0)2

c2
s

+ 1], (4.18)

where ∆φ is the azimuthal extent of the vortex, s is the radial half-width of the
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vortex, r0 is the radial center of the vortex, Σ0 is the unperturbed density without

the vortex, δΣ is the perturbation of the density due to the vortex, uφ is the relative

azimuthal velocity in the vortex, and ωrot is the rotation rate of the vortex. It is also

assumed that the vortex is in geostrophic balance, that is, Ω(r0)ωrots
2 ∼ −c2

sδΣ/Σ0.

Although the vortex is anticyclonic (ωrot < 0), the vortex represents a positive excess

of angular momentum (J > 0) due to the large density perturbation associated

with the vortex (i.e. the magnitude of the first term is larger than the second in

Equation 4.17). In order for the vortex to lose angular momentum, it needs to either

migrate inwards (lower r0), reduce its radial extent (lower s), or reduce its azimuthal

extent (lower ∆φ).

We find that the vortex preferentially loses angular momentum by shrinking in

the azimuthal direction. In a smooth disc with a standard negative density gradi-

ent, vortices typically shed angular momentum by migrating inwards (Paardekooper

et al., 2010). On the contrary, the vortices in our simulations are located at pres-

sure bumps that can stop them from migrating inwards. Moreover, these vortices

typically migrate outwards as the planet gradually pushes the pressure bump at

the outer gap edge away. As a result, the vortex changes its shape instead. We

suspect the vortex specifically shrinks in azimuth because vortices with vorticity

minima at their centers are typically associated with lower, more compact aspect

ratios (Surville and Barge, 2015). Additionally, as the vortex shrinks and transports

angular momentum outwards, it funnels gas in its vicinity towards the star, filling

some of the gap and increasing the accretion rate onto the planet.

Excess accretion onto the planet

The planets in the h = 0.08 cases have irregular growth tracks because of the

supplemental accretion due to the vortex’s stronger spiral waves. Early in the vortex

lifetime, the accretion rate from the vortex is negligible and the total accretion rate

follows a predictable declining pattern based on the mass of the planet and the

depth of the gap (see Figure 4.2). At some point though, the accretion rates in all

four cases eventually reach a minimum and then begin to increase, indicating that
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the vortex-induced accretion rate begins to overtake the standard viscous accretion

rate. These minima are reached at

• [A = 0.17]: t ≈ 1600 Tp (mp ≈ 0.90 MJ), δgap ≈ 37.9

• [A = 0.05]: t ≈ 2200 Tp (mp ≈ 0.52 MJ), δgap ≈ 14.7

• [A = 0.02]: t ≈ 5000 Tp (mp ≈ 0.39 MJ), δgap ≈ 14.5

• [A = 0.01]: t ≈ 7800 Tp (mp ≈ 0.30 MJ), δgap ≈ 10.1,

times which also correspond to local maxima in the gap depth due to the increased

accretion rates filling the gap. All of the minima occur before the vortex reaches

the critical point at Ro = −0.15, showing that the waves can transport angular

momentum before the vortex develops a compact structure and starts to rapidly

shrink in azimuth. The minima in the two higher-mass cases precede the critical

times by only a few hundred orbits, while the accretion rates in the other two cases

start to increase thousands of orbits before the critical times. This added accretion

due to the waves is responsible for keeping the gap shallow. It also provides a means

for the planet to continue accreting at a high rate even after it has opened a gap,

something that does not happen otherwise due to the disc’s low viscosity.

Late-stage evolution of initial vortex

Once the critical time is reached, the rate at which the vortex becomes more com-

pact accelerates. In the two higher-mass cases, the RWI still continues to grow

for a few hundred orbits until the density starts to decline rapidly. In the other

two cases, that density decline begins almost immediately. Meanwhile, the Rossby

number minimum also drops (see Figure 4.15). It reaches a higher amplitude value

that the vortex maintains until it depletes enough of the density in its vicinity to

remove the initial pressure bump (see Figure 4.16). The flow of that density into

the gap leaves the vortex in a region of the disc with a positive density gradient. As

Paardekooper et al. (2010) found, that positive density gradient causes the vortex

to migrate outwards until it reaches the new pressure bump located at r ≥ 2.0 rp.
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Figure 4.16: Radial gas density (azimuthally-averaged) profiles over time for the
highest-mass case with h = 0.08 and ν = 10−7 (α ≈ 1.5× 10−5). The initial vortex
forms at t = 325, reaches peak contrast and starts to become compact at t = 2000.
It migrates outwards at t = 3900 due to the positive density gradient, and a second
vortex forms in its place. This later-generation vortex reaches peak contrast and
starts to become compact at t = 5500 before disappearing completely at t = 7000.
The decay of both vortices keeps the gap shallow, allowing the planet to accrete a
substantial amount of mass up until that point.

While the vortex is migrating, its vorticity minimum continues to drop. This higher

magnitude vorticity allows the vortices to maintain their strong spiral waves and

migrate outward even though their density signatures almost completely vanish.

After the vortex reaches the new outer pressure bump, it continues to survive

for at least several thousand more orbits. Not long after the vortex has migrated,

however, a new later-generation vortex forms at the location of the initial pressure

bump, thereby leaving the disc with a different signature than the original m = 1

dust asymmetry. In the highest-mass case, the original vortex merges with a low-

amplitude elongated m = 1 vortex at the outer pressure bump. Over time, this

vortex slowly migrates inwards with the outer pressure bump and the amplitude of

its vorticity gradually drops towards zero. Due to the much more negative minimum

Rossby number at its center, the vortex does not decay very quickly. Ultimately,

all of the initial vortices survive until at least 10000 orbits, and each of the initial

vortices in the three highest-mass cases are still present at the end of their respective

simulations.
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Figure 4.17: Radial profiles of the RWI critical function Liso (solid lines) and asso-
ciated pressure bump locations (vertical dashed lines) for h = 0.08 and A = 0.167.
The initial vortex forms at t = 60 (black). By t = 3900 (blue), the initial vortex has
migrated outward, allowing a new later-generation vortex to form at the new bump
in Liso near r = 1.4 rp.

The lone exception to the pattern of outward migration is the lowest-mass case,

in which the vortex instead continues to migrate inwards. The vortex in this case

had already been migrating inwards before it started to become more compact.

Eventually, the inner edge of the vortex becomes co-orbital with the planet, at

which point the vortex quickly decays completely even though the amplitude of the

minimum Rossby number at its center had increased to a much higher value. We

suspect the vortex dissipates due to its interactions with the planet.

Later-generation vortices

The outward migration of the initial vortices clears out space for a later-generation

vortex to form in its place. With the initial vortex no longer competing against

the planet to fill the gap, the planet resumes opening the gap and creates a new

maximum in the critical function Liso at the location of the peak negative vortensity

change, as shown in Figure 4.17. These two factors are essentially the same as the

two factors responsible for the generation of the initial vortex. The new maxima

arise at 1.20 to 1.25 rp, closer in than the maxima responsible for the initial vortices.

These new maxima become unstable and generate m = 1 elongated vortices during

the phase when the initial vortices are rapidly migrating outwards.
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Like the initial vortices, these later-generation vortices are also relatively long-

lived and follow a similar evolutionary pathway. These vortices start out elongated

and then continue to grow long after they formed. As the vortex grows, it migrates

outwards slightly. Eventually the vortex grows enough to establish a new pressure

bump located at r ≈ 1.6 rp, roughly the same location as the initial pressure bump.

Once this pressure bump forms, the vortex stops migrating. At its new location,

the vortex also grows enough to transition from elongated to compact, at which

point it starts to become more compact due to the emission of its own spiral waves.

Unlike the initial vortices, they cannot migrate outward to the exterior pressure

bump during this phase because that is where the initial vortex is still located.

Instead, they continue to shrink until they fade completely. We suspect this vortex

completely disappears as a result of interacting with the stronger initial vortex. The

later-generation vortex in the highest-mass case survives for 3100 orbits (until t =

7000 Tp), while the corresponding vortex in the second highest-mass case survives

for at least 2700 orbits (past the end of the simulation).

In the lowest-mass case, a later-generation vortex also forms because of the same

two factors. With no other vortex present in the outer disc, however, we expect this

vortex to be longer-lived than the other later-generation vortices, albeit we did not

track its evolution beyond a few hundred orbits.

Role of spiral waves (with lower disc mass)

We tested the dependence on disc mass by running an additional simulation with a

70% lower disc mass and A = 0.25 that yields a planet mass of Mp, 3000 = 0.50 MJup,

a value that lies in-between the second and third highest planet masses from our

parameter study. We found that this case yields a low-contrast vortex (see Fig-

ure 4.18) that closely resembles the case with h = 0.06 and a low fixed-mass planet

that was not part of our main parameter study, largely because they are both less

affected by the planet’s spiral waves.

Like the fixed-mass case, the initial vortex that forms is low-contrast and long-

lived, surviving until at least t = 7500 Tp at which point we stop the simulation.
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Figure 4.18: Gas density (top panels) and Rossby number evolution (bottom panels)
in the highest-mass case (A = 0.167) with h = 0.08 and ν = 10−7. Density contours
(at Σ/Σ0 = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, etc.) are overlaid on all panels. The initial vortex has a
low contrast throughout and is largely unchanged for thousands of orbits due to the
weaker shocks from the planet’s spiral waves.
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The initial vortex forms at t = 700 Tp and the RWI only grows until t = 1500 Tp

when the vortex reaches a peak azimuthal density contrast of ≈ 2.2. After this peak,

the contrast gradually decays to 1.3 by the end of the simulation (see Figure 4.12,

labelled as 0.3 Σ0), suggesting the vortex can persist much longer. The m = 1 dust

asymmetry lifetime of over 6800 orbits is already nearly twice as long as the lifetimes

in either of the two higher-mass h = 0.08 cases from our parameter study, the latter

of which has the most similar final planet mass.

Furthermore, we showed this long-lived outcome occurs independent of planet

mass in the sub-thermal mass regime by running two additional simulations, a

higher-mass case with A = 1.0 and Mp, 3000 = 0.73 MJup, and a lower-mass case

with A = 0.1 and Mp, 3000 = 0.36 MJup. The vortex in the higher-mass case also

survives until at least t = 7500 Tp. Although the vortex in the lower-mass case

spreads into a ring slightly earlier at t = 6600 Tp likely due to the vortex being

more elongated, a later-generation vortex forms within ten orbits because of the

low separation between the maxima (rpressure − rcrit < 3.25 H0). The first two later-

generation vortices extend the total lifetime beyond t = 7500 Tp, demonstrating

that later-generation vortices can extend asymmetry lifetimes in low-mass planet

cases with h = 0.08 as well.

4.6.3 Lower aspect ratio (h = 0.04)

We find that the vortices in thinner discs with an aspect ratio of h = 0.04 are the

shortest-lived among the lower-viscosity cases in our parameter study. Whereas all

of the initial h = 0.06 gas vortices survive at least 1000 orbits, only the highest-

mass h = 0.04 case generates an initial vortex that survives nearly that long even

though it is more compact than any of the h = 0.06 initial vortices. We suspect these

lifetimes are the shortest due to the planet’s spiral waves having the strongest shocks.

Despite these short lifetimes, these cases are prone to forming many successive later-

generation vortices because the pressure bump stays relatively close to the planet

at the early times in the simulations.

All four h = 0.04 cases in our parameter study have final planet masses above
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the relatively low thermal mass of Mth = 0.19 MJup. As a result, every planet

opens up a relatively deep gap rather quickly. Overall, the lowest-mass case has the

longest total dust asymmetry lifetime of 2700 Tp. The lifetimes decline until the

second-highest mass case, which has a vortex that survives less than half as long.

In the highest-mass case, the lifetime begins to increase again due to the initial gas

vortex being stronger from the start.

4.6.4 Simulations with high viscosity (ν = 10−6)

We find that vortices in discs with a much higher viscosity of ν = 10−6 are much

shorter-lived. While all of the lower-viscosity cases in the h = 0.06 cases have

lifetimes above 2000 orbits, none of the higher-viscosity cases have lifetimes more

than 1100 orbits. Meanwhile, the longest lifetime among the h = 0.08 cases is about

1500 orbits. Moreover, the lowest-mass case (A = 0.02: Mp, 3000 = 0.37 MJup) never

produces a vortex. These lifetimes are a stark contrast from the lower-viscosity h =

0.08 cases where a vortex is still present at the end of every simulation (t > 7500 Tp)

regardless of planet mass or disc mass.

Like with a lower viscosity, later-generation vortices can still form due to the

planet’s spiral waves generating a vortensity drop interior to the location of the

pressure bump. For both h = 0.06 and h = 0.08, they follow the same pattern and

initially form regular later-generation vortices followed by interior vortices. Unlike

the lower-viscosity cases, however, the interior vortices are typically rather short-

lived due to the higher viscosity smoothing out the vortensity gradients at the inte-

rior and exterior sides of the outer gap edge. We suspect the lowest-mass h = 0.08

planet will never trigger a vortex on its growth track because the final gap depth of

δgap = 4.7 is much larger than the gap depths of δgap < 3 needed to trigger vortices

in the other cases.
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Figure 4.19: Synthetic images with h = 0.06 with the dust in the outer disc largely
depleted and a beam diameter of 0.284′′ (1.0 rp, or 20 AU). The dust cycles through
appearing concentrated (left) or elongated (center), and can also have two peaks
(right) over a short span of 20 orbits as it circulates around the vortex. The sec-
ondary peak in the two-peak case can also be less pronounced than the primary,
similar to what has been observed in HD 142527 (Boehler et al., 2021).

Figure 4.20: Synthetic images with h = 0.08 with a beam diameter of 0.057′′ (0.2 rp,
or 4 AU). An elongated vortex (left), a compact vortex (center), and two vortices
after the initial vortex has migrated outwards (right). The left panel resembles the
crescent in HD 135344B. The right panel resembles MWC 758, while the subsequent
stage after the inner vortex disappears resembles Oph IRS 48.
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4.7 Synthetic images

4.7.1 Method

We generate synthetic intensity images by computing the flux from individual grid

cells that corresponds to the dust surface density in those cells, focusing on the

vicinity of the outer gap edge. We then convolve the overall image with an artificial

circular beam to illustrate the effects of having finite resolution in observations. The

F at a wavelength λ in a given cell is

Fλ(r, φ) = Iλ(r, φ)
rδrδφ

d2
, (4.19)

where δr and δφ are the radial and azimuthal dimensions of the cell and the intensity

Iλ is calculated as

Iλ(r, φ) = Bλ(T )[1− e−τλ ]. (4.20)

In that expression, Bλ(T ) is the spectral radiance following Planck’s law, and the

optical depth τ is

τλ = Σdust(r, φ; s)κν , (4.21)

where κλ is the opacity of a dust grain of a given size when observed at a given

wavelength. These values for the opacity are derived from the Jena database3,

assuming Mie theory applies (2πs ≈ λ, see Bohren and Huffman, 1983) and dust

grains that are magnesium-iron silicates (Jaeger et al., 1994; Dorschner et al., 1995).

We calculate the images at λ = 0.87 mm, which lies within ALMA Band 7. In

order to add a physical scale the hydrodynamics simulations, we set the separation

between the star and the planet to rp = 20 AU. We incorporate a temperature

profile of T = T0(r/rp)−1 that is consistent with the scale height and flaring index

from our hydrodynamic simulations assuming a mean molecular weight of µ = 2.34.

We fix the star’s temperature to that of the Sun, T� = 5770 K, and view the disc

face-on with an inclination of i = 0◦.

We convolve the flux image with different beam diameters, either 0.057′′ or

0.284′′, which correspond to scales of 4 AU and 20 AU in the disc. In order to

3http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Laboratory/Database/databases.html
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focus on the vortex at the outer edge of the gap, we filter out any contributions

from the dust co-orbital with the planet and further interior (r < 1.08 rp) to avoid

contaminating the outer disc with the larger artificial beam diameters.

4.7.2 Results

Unlike in Hammer et al. (2019) where we found that elongated gas vortices always

appear elongated in the dust, we find that the elongated gas vortices in this study

can appear as either compact or elongated as the dust circulates around the vortex.

Like in Hammer et al. (2019), we also find that the dust typically collects in off-center

peaks as a result of that circulation.

Figure 4.19 shows three distinct example synthetic images of vortices with h =

0.06 while the gas vortex is alive. To calculate these images, we initialized the dust

at t = 500 Tp and incorporated an exponential cutoff of e−(r/rcut)5 to the initial

dust surface density profile. With rcut = 1.6 rp, the dust in the outer disc depletes

by > 80% by 900 Tp and fully depletes by 1000 Tp. This dust distribution better

resembles discs such as HD 135344B and RY Lupus where no dust is observed at

any distance beyond the asymmetry, either because the dust supply is depleted or

because the dust growth is limited at those distances.

With a limited dust supply, we find that the dust largely collects in a radially

narrow clump. Near the azimuthal edges of the vortex, this clump is also azimuthally

compact, creating a compact signature. In the middle of the vortex, however, it

commonly spreads out in azimuth, creating an elongated signature that on occasion

can have two peaks.4 We ran a comparison without the exponential cutoff and found

that the two-peak signature only appears with the cutoff. As with the cutoff, the

vortex can also appear compact or elongated without the cutoff. It may be more

difficult to measure the azimuthal extent without the cutoff, however, due to the

4Although we had also found two-peak signatures in the m = 1 phase in Hammer et al. (2019),

those signatures were influenced by our use of the terminal velocity approximation, which breaks

down near spiral shocks (Lovascio and Paardekooper, 2019). Nonetheless, we find that same

signature in this study without the use of that approximation.
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dust piling up just exterior to the vortex and creating a ring-like feature that blends

with the vortex with too low of a resolution.

In general, we find that elongated vortices in discs with different aspect ratios and

associated with different-mass planets have similar appearances due to their similar

azimuthal extents. In the cases with h = 0.08, however, the appearance of the vortex

can vary significantly after it becomes more compact. Figure 4.20 compares three

different stages of the highest-mass h = 0.08 case, highlighting when the vortex is

elongated, when the vortex is compact, and when two vortices are present. Even

with the original vortex located at the outer pressure bump, we find that the inner

later-generation vortex can still collect dust.

4.7.3 Origin of vortex signatures

Despite the same two signatures – an elongated azimuthal extent and an off-center

peak – being present as in our previous work, the explanation for these signatures

is slightly different.

In Hammer et al. (2019), we had simulated a Jupiter-mass planet grown over

750 orbits on a prescribed sine-squared profile and found that the resulting vortex

lacked a series of smooth elliptical surface density contours across a wide region in its

center. Instead, the vortex had a highly disrupted pattern of contours in large part

due to the planet’s spiral density waves repeatedly passing through and shocking

the vortex. These waves also kept the dust preferentially towards the front side of

the vortex even as it circulated around.

On the contrary with the more realistic planet growth in this work, we find that

the vortices in our study largely maintain their series of elliptical contours in their

centers. In the simulations with higher-mass planets, we attribute this behavior

to the planet generating a stronger vortex from the start. The vortex is stronger

because the planet is initially growing at a faster rate compared to the planet in

our previous study. In the simulations with lower-mass planets, we attribute these

differences to the planet’s weaker spiral waves not affecting the vortex as much.

Nonetheless, even without the planet’s spiral waves having a strong influence on
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the dust dynamics, the dust peak still circulates around the vortex. Unlike with

the stronger waves, the dust circulates around the entire vortex, instead of staying

towards the front. This circulation can create compact or elongated signatures.

4.8 Caveats

4.8.1 Effects of dust feedback

As vortices can quickly accumulate high amounts of dust due to the fast drift speeds

of large grains, the feedback effects of the dust on the evolution of the gas quickly

become relevant. Although the earliest 2-D studies of vortices that incorporated

these effects showed that feedback can reduce vortex lifetimes (Fu et al., 2014b),

more recent 3-D work has demonstrated that feedback has much less of an effect

on the overall structure of vortices away from the midplane and thereby should not

affect vortex lifetimes (Lyra et al., 2018).

As such, the primary effect feedback should have on vortices is to alter their

appearance in the dust. Previous studies have shown that with sufficiently high

dust-to-gas ratios, feedback concentrates dust into more compact clumps or pro-

duces multiple clumps in the same vortex (Fu et al., 2014b; Crnkovic-Rubsamen

et al., 2015; Miranda et al., 2017). In our preliminary studies of elongated vortices

with dust feedback, we found the same type of clumped dust signatures, which do

not match the appearance of elongated crescent-shaped dust asymmetries in obser-

vations such as HD 135344B (van der Marel et al., 2016a; Cazzoletti et al., 2018).

It is possible that feedback might not affect observed vortices because they do not

have dust-to-gas ratios of order unity, either due to the vortex having a low supply

of large dust grains from the outer disc where grain growth times are slow, or from

the formation of planetesimals depleting the vortex’s supply of dust. We will present

the effects of dust feedback on elongated vortices in more detail in a forthcoming

publication.
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4.8.2 Effects of self-gravity

Unlike simpler hydrodynamic simulations of discs that are scale free, the results of

our study are dependent on the disc mass because of the role it plays in governing

the growth of the planet. Moreover, self-gravity should affect our results at higher

disc masses, in particular with the disc masses in our parameter study. On the other

hand, the simulations we conducted with lower disc masses should not be affected

by self-gravity.

We tested whether self-gravity can prevent the unimpeded RWI growth and

outward vortex migration scenario from the h = 0.08 cases in our parameter study

by replicating the highest-mass case (A = 0.67) while adding self-gravity using the

FARGO-ADSG code (Baruteau and Masset, 2008). Although these h = 0.08 cases

initially have a relatively high Q = 22.5 (with Σ = 1.0 Σ0 and r = 1.4 rp), where

Q is the Toomre Q parameter (Toomre, 1964), the increase in density in the vortex

causes a drop to Q = 7.6 (with Σ = 2.0 Σ0 and r = 1.7 rp). Lovelace and Hohlfeld

(2013) have shown that self-gravity can prevent the disc from becoming unstable

to the RWI in idealized circumstances when Q < (π/2)(H/r)−1, where this critical

value is Q = 19.6 in our h = 0.08 cases. As such, we find that self-gravity eventually

stops the growth of the RWI, preventing it from shrinking or eventually migrating

outwards, consistent with expectations from previous work (Lin and Papaloizou,

2011; Lin, 2012b; Zhu and Baruteau, 2016). Instead, the vortex behavior matches

that of the h = 0.08 cases with a lower disc mass, surviving for several thousands of

orbits due to the weaker shock from the planet’s spiral waves. Therefore, vortices

in low-viscosity discs with h = 0.08 can still be long-lived at high disc masses even

with the effects of self-gravity.

Because self-gravity can prevent the unimpeded growth scenario from occurring

in sufficiently massive discs, we tested whether lower-mass discs can also produce

that growth and outward vortex migration with an additional simulation that has a

40% lower disc mass and a larger aspect ratio of h = 0.1. The planet accretes with

A = 0.1 and grows to Mp, 3000 = 0.85 MJup. We found that this case reproduces
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the three main features from our parameter study, namely unimpeded RWI growth,

outward migration of the vortex, and the formation of a later-generation vortex.

Unlike the h = 0.08 cases from our parameter study, this case also maintains a

value of Q × (H/r) > π/2 throughout the simulation, indicating that this scenario

can still occur in discs not massive enough for self-gravity to affect the outcome.

4.8.3 Effects of planet migration

One simplified feature of our simulations is that the planets remain on fixed orbits

even though an actual planet would naturally migrate due to the uneven torques

exerted on the planet by the disc material in its vicinity (see review by Nelson,

2018). This migration of the planet should affect how quickly it opens up a gap and

the shape of the gap, factors that affect both how much the planet can grow and

the properties of any resulting vortices that form at the gap edges.

We tested whether the planet migrating could inhibit the formation of later-

generation vortices by running two additional simulations with h = 0.06 and

ν = 10−7, one with A = 0.04 and our fiducial disc mass that yields a planet with

Mp, 3000 = 0.57 MJup, and another with A = 0.1 and a 70% lower disc mass that

yields a planet with Mp, 3000 = 0.34 MJup. In both simulations, the planet initially

migrates inward (Type I) before speeding up as a partial gap is opened (Type III).

After the gap empties by a sufficient amount, however, the planet stops migrating

inwards and begins to migrate outwards at a very slow, near-negligible rate due

to the asymmetry in the gap structure, matching the pattern found by Lega et al.

(2020). Because the planet largely stops migrating in the third stage, it can still

generate later-generation vortices, albeit potentially with a different type of signa-

ture. We will present the consequences of planet migration on elongated vortices in

depth in a future study.
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4.9 Applications to observations

4.9.1 Why don’t more discs contain dust asymmetries?

With the long vortex lifetimes we have found in this study, why aren’t more planetary

gap candidates associated with dust asymmetries? Assuming each gap was opened

by a planet, we can estimate the likelihood of observing an asymmetry at specific

gaps by assuming a vortex of a given lifetime was induced by a planet in each gap

and then comparing the vortex lifetime to the age of the system. We apply this

method to the sample of gaps in Taurus from (Long et al., 2018), where the cluster

age is 1-2 Myr and discs with substructures have a slightly higher median age of 3.2

Myr (Long et al., 2019). We only include planet candidates where the planet-to-

star mass ratio exceeds Saturn-to-solar mass, according to a simple model by Lodato

et al. (2019).5 None of these six gaps are associated with an asymmetry.

In Table 4.2, we compare vortex lifetimes of 1000, 2000, and 4000 Tp to both the

cluster age of 2 Myr and the stellar ages, the former of which is more reliable due

to the high uncertainties associated with each individual stellar age. We find that

with assumed lifetimes of 1000 Tp — which is characteristic in a disc with a higher

viscosity near α ∼ 2× 10−4 — we would expect to find one to two vortices between

all six systems based on the fraction of the system lifetime when a vortex would

be present. That number should be an underestimate given both that planets are

not likely to form when the system is very young and also that self-gravity could

prevent vortices from arising if a planet formed in a disc young enough to still be

very massive.

We would expect to see at least two vortices with longer lifetimes of 2000 Tp and

at least three with lifetimes of 4000 Tp. With lifetimes of 2000 Tp and the cluster

age in particular, all six gaps have at least a one-fifth probability (fc,2000 > 0.2) of

being accompanied by a vortex, which suggests there should be a higher amount

5Although we have shown that planets with even lower masses can trigger long-lived vortices,

the fitted planet masses from Lodato et al. (2019) would likely be overestimates by a factor of ∼ 3

(e.g. Zhang et al., 2018) if these discs indeed have very low viscosities.
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of asymmetries than the zero that are observed. As these longer lifetimes are more

characteristic of vortices in discs with lower viscosities of α ∼ 2×10−5, we assert that

this sample of discs in Taurus should have higher viscosities in order to explain the

lack of asymmetries in these systems. It could also be the case that the associated

planets formed too early in the disc lifetime for vortices to arise, or that these gaps

are not associated with planets.

4.9.2 Preference for vortices at large separations

One peculiarity of known crescent-shaped asymmetries is that they are preferentially

located in the outer disc, even though existing observations (e.g. the DSHARP

survey: Andrews et al., 2018) are capable of resolving such features at 20 AU or less.

Nearly all of these features are located at ≥ 50 AU – e.g. in IRS 48 (van der Marel

et al., 2013), MWC 758 (Marino et al., 2015), HD 135344B (van der Marel et al.,

2016a), RY Lupus (Ansdell et al., 2016), and T4 (Pascucci et al., 2016). The inner

asymmetry in HD 163296 at 4 AU is the only known exception thus far (Isella et al.,

2018).

It is natural to expect vortices to be longer-lived in the outer disc where the

Keplerian orbital timescales are much longer. Due to flaring though, the outer

region of a disc should also have a larger aspect ratio (Chiang and Goldreich, 1997).

Fu et al. (2014a) had previously found, however, that an aspect ratio of H/r = 0.06

maximized vortex lifetimes with 5 MJup planets and that larger aspect ratios lead to

much shorter lifetimes. They argue that dependence was due to the initial bump at

the outer gap edge being much wider relative to the amplitude due to the larger scale

height, thereby creating a weaker vortex (Ono et al., 2016). Although we also find

that the vortex initially has a much lower peak density compared to lower aspect

ratio cases, we do not find that this lower density shortens the lifetime of the vortex.

Our findings that (1) low-mass planets induce long-lived vortices with H/r =

0.06, and that (2) every case with H/r ≥ 0.08 has a vortex alive at the end of

the simulations lends support to ALMA preferentially finding nearly all vortex can-

didates in the outer disc at ≥ 50 AU, where these discs should have large aspect
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ratios.

4.9.3 Location of dust trap in Oph IRS 48

The disc around Oph IRS 48 contains an asymmetric dust trap at 61 AU (van der

Marel et al., 2015) even though CO observations found that the gas cavity in the

inner part of the disc only extends out to about 20 AU, three times closer in than the

dust asymmetry itself (van der Marel et al., 2013; Bruderer et al., 2014). Previous

work has attempted to model this system with a planet triggering a vortex that

in turn triggers another vortex at a larger separation that survives longer than the

first (Lobo Gomes et al., 2015). More recent work has modeled this system with an

undetected companion star driving an eccentricity and an associated instability at

the inner edge of the cavity (Ragusa et al., 2017; Calcino et al., 2019). Alternatively,

we suggest that the initial vortex migrating outwards – as it does in the large aspect

ratio (h ≥ 0.08) cases with high disc masses – could potentially explain that wide

separation.

In those cases, the initial vortex migrates outwards as a result of residing in

the middle of a positive pressure gradient after the vortex itself causes the initial

pressure bump to deplete by becoming more compact. After a second-generation

vortex forms and dissipates, the original vortex is left as the only major dust feature

in the outer disc at a location of r > 2.0 rp. Even though the vortex ends up far

from the planet, the outer edge of the gap (or cavity) in the gas is still much closer

to the planet (see Figure 4.16). The separation in Oph IRS 48 may be even larger

than in our simulations because it has a larger aspect ratio. Bruderer et al. (2014)

fit the aspect ratio to h = 0.14 at the location of the asymmetry. This large aspect

ratio falls safely in the h ≥ 0.08 range in which the vortex can migrate outwards in

our parameter study, and also makes it less likely for disc self-gravity to affect this

scenario.
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4.9.4 Multiple asymmetries in MWC 758

The disc around MWC 758 contains two asymmetries at about 55 AU and 80 AU

(Boehler et al., 2018). Previous work has attempted to model these features with

two gas giant planets (Baruteau et al., 2019), one interior to the inner asymmetry

and the other exterior to the outer asymmetry that is also responsible for the spirals

in the system (Ren et al., 2020). Recently, it has also been suggested that the inner

planet could produce the spirals if it has an eccentric orbit (Calcino et al., 2020).

Like with Oph IRS 48, the scenario of an initial vortex migrating outwards from our

parameter study could also potentially explain the multiple asymmetries.

Whereas Oph IRS 48 resembles the time after the later-generation vortex has dis-

sipated, the MWC 758 system could instead resemble the third panel of Figure 4.20

with both the initial vortex (the outer asymmetry) and the later-generation vortex

(the inner asymmetry) present. As this disc has been modelled to have h = 0.088

(Boehler et al., 2018; Baruteau et al., 2019), the properties of this system may be

consistent with the parameters needed for this scenario to occur. Given that Ren

et al. (2020) modeled the outer planet to be rather far from the outer asymmetry

at 172 AU, we suggest that an inner planet could instead potentially be responsible

for both asymmetries. Meanwhile, an outer planet could still be responsible for the

spiral features.

4.10 Conclusions

4.10.1 Summary

In this study, we investigated the lifetimes of dust asymmetries associated with

vortices over a range of planet masses, disc aspect ratios, and disc viscosities. Our

key innovation in the methodology of the study was to have the planet accrete its gas

from the disc instead of prescribing this growth. Just like with prescribed growth,

we find that our accreting planets generally trigger vortices that are elongated.

Although these vortices are generally weaker compared to compact vortices in terms

of their density contrasts, we find that they can still be long-lived and exhibit a
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variety of different dust signatures.

Which planets trigger longer-lived vortices: low-mass or high-mass? Like plan-

ets at Jupiter-mass and above, we find that lower-mass planets can also generate

long-lived dust asymmetries at the outer gap edge that frequently have even longer

lifetimes than the asymmetries associated with higher-mass planets in discs with

the same parameters. Regardless of planet mass, these asymmetries require very

low viscosity of ν = 10−7 (equivalent to α < 10−4) to survive more than 1500 planet

orbits. With an aspect ratio of H/r = 0.06, we find that dust asymmetry lifetimes

exceed 4500 orbits for low-mass planets (Mp < 0.4 MJup) below the classical gap-

opening mass. Meanwhile with H/r = 0.08, there are still asymmetries present at

the end of all of our simulations — all of which are run out to at least 7500 orbits

(corresponding to vortex lifetimes above 6000 orbits) — regardless of planet mass

or disc mass.

Why are the vortices elongated, and do they appear elongated in the dust? We

characterize the vortices in our study as elongated because of their wide azimuthal

extents and their less negative minimum Rossby numbers of Ro > −0.15, charac-

teristics that are captured by the GNG model from Goodman et al., 1987. These

m = 1 vortices end up elongated because the initial m ≥ 1 set of vortices that

form also have Ro > −0.15 and also lack a clear vorticity minimum at the center

of the vortex. We find that vortices that are elongated in the gas can appear either

elongated or compact as the dust circulates around the vortex, and commonly have

off-center peaks due to the dust not settling at the center of the vortex.

Why do planet-induced vortices dissipate? We demonstrate that a combination

of the planet’s spiral waves and the disc’s viscosity are responsible for elongated

vortices spreading into rings. The shocks from the planet’s spiral waves can disrupt

the vortex’s elliptical density structure and vortical motion. The viscosity halts

the growth of the Rossby Wave instability after about 103 orbits in most cases,

preventing the vortex from continuing to develop a stronger density maximum or

vorticity minimum. Once this growth ends, the initial vortex becomes susceptible to

being disrupted by shocks and does not survive more than a few hundred orbits in the
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cases where the shocks are strong. As such, the initial gas vortices with H/r = 0.04

are the shortest-lived because they experience the strongest shocks. On the contrary,

the initial vortices in the H/r = 0.08 cases can survive for thousands of orbits after

the RWI stops growing — more than twice as long as the initial H/r = 0.06 vortices

from our parameter study — because they experience the weakest shocks.

How and when can vortices re-form? Despite the spiral waves and viscosity de-

stroying the initial gas vortices in the H/r = 0.06 cases rather quickly, the cases

with lower-mass planets still sustain long-lived asymmetries in the dust because they

can spawn later-generation vortices to replace the original. Whether another vortex

can form depends on the locations of the peaks in two related radial profiles: the

pressure bump and the RWI critical function. By the time the initial gas vortex

spreads into a ring, the locations of these two maxima have both migrated outwards

compared to where they were when the initial vortex formed. More importantly, the

separation between the two maxima has increased as well. We find that these max-

ima need to stay relatively close (rpressure−rcrit < 3.25 H0) to form a later-generation

vortex. Given that the location of the pressure bump moves farther from the planet

with an increasing planet mass while the location of the RWI critical function max-

imum appears to be largely independent of planet mass, later-generation vortices

preferentially arise with lower-mass planets.

What other signatures can planet-induced vortices have? The only cases where

a non-zero viscosity does not halt the growth of the RWI are the ones with large

disc aspect ratios (H/r ≥ 0.08) and the high disc mass in our parameter study.

The RWI continues to grow in these cases because the gap remains shallow and the

planet keeps growing at a substantial rate. Eventually, the vortex grows enough to

transition from elongated (where Ro > −0.15) to compact (where Ro < −0.15 and

the vortex is well-described by the Gaussian model from Surville and Barge, 2015).

At this point, the vortex sheds angular momentum through its own spiral waves

and ultimately migrates away from the planet to r > 2.0 rp. During this phase, a

relatively long-lived later-generation vortex can arise at the location of the original

before ultimately dissipating and leaving the initial vortex alone in the outer disc
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at a much farther separation from the planet.

4.10.2 Implications

With dust asymmetries being longer-lived in regions of discs with larger aspect

ratios, it is even more natural to expect to find asymmetries at large separations

from their stars, where orbital timescales are longer and aspect ratios are larger.

This result differs from the optimal intermediate aspect ratio that Fu et al. (2014a)

found in their study of planets with a higher fixed mass.

With the long dust asymmetry lifetimes at low disc viscosities (α ∼ 2 × 10−5)

and the large orbital separations of the gap population from ALMA observations,

it would be natural to expect the fraction of discs containing asymmetries to be

larger than the 20 to 25% that is observed. Planets at semimajor axes of ∼ 30

to 60 AU would only need to induce vortices that survive for about 2000 planet

orbits to last 0.5 to 1 Myr, already a significant fraction of the disc lifetime in

young to medium-aged discs. We have demonstrated those lifetimes are typical

when H/r ≥ 0.06, and that they can underestimate the lifetime by a factor of two

or more with planets of Saturn-mass and below or in regions of discs with larger

aspect ratios. In particular, we showed in the Taurus sample of discs from Long

et al. (2018) that there are enough high-enough mass planet candidates at distant-

enough separations from their stars to expect to find multiple asymmetries, even

though none were observed. We propose this discrepancy is a consequence of these

discs having higher viscosities (α ≥ 10−4).

These discs having high values of α would support MHD simulations that found

discs to have effective values of α higher than the lower set of values of α in our

parameter study, even with non-ideal effects and no prescribed viscosity (e.g. Zhu

and Stone, 2014). Another possible outcome with high viscosities is that lower-mass

planets might not trigger vortices at all, which is also a more natural outcome with

slow prescribed planet growth times (Hallam and Paardekooper, 2020). As such,

we might observe so few asymmetries because planets in discs with these higher

viscosities never triggered vortices.
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The scenario we found where the vortex migrates outwards is particularly inter-

esting because it creates two qualitatively different outcomes from a usual planet-

induced vortex in the outer disc. First, it makes it possible for there to be two

asymmetries in the outer region of a disc with only one planet. Second, the outward

migration could then leave the initial vortex at a much larger separation from the

planet compared to normal. The first outcome could potentially explain the two

clumps observed in MWC 758, while the second outcome could potentially explain

the large separation between the planet candidate and the asymmetric dust trap in

Oph IRS 48. This scenario can be inhibited by disc masses that are too low or too

high. Disc masses that are too low prevent the vortex from migrating outwards as

a result of the planet gap depth being too large. Disc masses that are too high are

susceptible to self-gravity preventing the vortex from growing enough to migrate.

As such, this scenario may require both a high aspect ratio (H/r ≥ 0.08) and an

intermediate disc mass.
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4.11 Appendix

4.11.1 Resolution tests

Intermediate Aspect Ratio (h = 0.06)

We performed a resolution test with the lowest-mass case (A = 0.02) from our

parameter study with h = 0.06 and ν = 10−7 by re-running that case up to t =

3500 Tp at a higher resolution of Nr × Nφ = 2048 × 3072. Like with the fiducial

resolution, the planet triggers the initial vortex at t ≈ 750 Tp followed by a series

of three later-generation vortices. These vortices also coincide with maxima arising

in the critical function. Like the corresponding fiducial case, the first two of these

vortices are short-lived re-triggers while the last one is a longer-lived interior re-

trigger at 3230 Tp. This simulation supports that sub-thermal mass planets generate

long-lived dust asymmetries and that the vorticity drop in the gap is the mechanism

for triggering later-generation vortices.
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Larger aspect Ratio (h = 0.08)

We also performed a resolution test with the highest-mass case (A = 0.167) from

our parameter study with h = 0.08 and ν = 10−7 by re-running that case up to

t = 3500 Tp at the same higher resolution as above of Nr ×Nφ = 2048× 3072. Just

as with the fiducial resolution, viscosity never stops the growth of the RWI, allowing

the vortex to eventually transition from elongated to compact and begin to rapidly

shrink. This simulation supports the existence of this pathway for creating different

types of vortex structures in a disc.

Lastly, we tested that the h = 0.08 vortices are still long-lived at lower disc mass

by re-running the intermediate planet-mass case (A = 0.25) with a lower initial

surface density of 0.3 Σ0 at a lower resolution of Nr×Nφ = 768× 1024. As with the

fiducial resolution, the initial vortex survives past 8000 orbits, at which point we

stop the simulation. This simulation supports that shocks from the planet’s spiral

waves do not have a significant effect on the vortex with h = 0.08.

4.11.2 Planet growth

The growth tracks of the planet masses themselves in the h = 0.06 low-viscosity

fiducial set of cases all follow a similar “inverse parabola” pattern. Initially, the

accretion rate onto the planet increases as the planet becomes more massive and

its Hill sphere becomes larger, as demonstrated in the second bottom panel of Fig-

ure 4.2. Once the outer gap edge becomes unstable to the RWI, the accretion rate

begins to decrease in spite of the planet continuing to grow in mass and the gap

having yet to become significantly depleted. The accretion rate then continues to

steadily decrease as the vortex becomes stronger. We interpret this behavior as a

sign that some of the gas ends up trapped in the vortex instead of flowing towards

the star at the usual viscous rate.

Eventually, the gap becomes depleted enough to also limit the accretion onto the

planet. At this point, the mass of the planet begins to asymptote towards a final

value. This slowing of the accretion rate occurs at:
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• [A = 0.50]: t ≈ 600 Tp (mp ≈ 0.75 MJ), δgap ≈ 22.5

• [A = 0.17]: t ≈ 750 Tp (mp ≈ 0.49 MJ), δgap ≈ 9.2

• [A = 0.05]: t ≈ 1250 Tp (mp ≈ 0.28 MJ), δgap ≈ 6.1

• [A = 0.02]: t ≈ 2000 Tp (mp ≈ 0.18 MJ), δgap ≈ 5.0,

where the planet masses at which the depletion of the gap limits accretion are

different due to the planet clearing out the gap slowly instead of instantaneously.

In general, we note that the accretion rates only scale with the accretion co-

efficient A at t = 0. Afterwards, the accretion rates are much more sensitive to

the planet’s mass and later on the gap’s depletion rate and the presence of vortices

themselves. Coincidentally, the competition between the planet’s growth amplifying

the accretion rates and the gap depth limiting the accretion rates leaves all of the

planets in the h = 0.06 with similar accretion rates as a function of time once the

outer gap edges become unstable to the RWI.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and outlook

5.1 Summary

In the past decade, ALMA has observed several crescent-shaped features in various

protoplanetary discs. For a few of these, including HD 135344 B in particular,

we have observations of the same crescent at different wavelengths. The larger

wavelength observations that are more sensitive to larger grains show that these

grains are more concentrated, while the smaller wavelength shows that the smaller

grains are much more spread out. Because of the larger Stokes numbers and faster

drift speeds of the larger grains, that pattern is the type of behavior expected to be

found in a vortex. One way to form such a crescent-shaped feature is with a gap-

opening planet. After a planet opens up a gap, it creates a sharp peak in the disc’s

radial surface density profile. If that peak is to steep, it makes the disc unstable

and triggers the Rossby Wave instability, which eventually creates a vortex.

Past studies attempted to simulate the generation of planet-induced vortices by

placing a Jupiter-mass planet in a disc with a smooth radial surface density profile.

One characteristic study focused on discs with H/R = 0.06 and took on the order of

ten orbits to let the planet grow to its full mass. Soon after it grows to full size, these

simulations show that the disc becomes unstable, forming several smaller vortices.

These vortices then merge into one large-scale vortex in under 100 orbits. After

this single vortex forms, it has an azimuthal width of about 120◦ and its maximum

surface density is more than twice the initial surface density at the location of the

planet. Ultimately, the vortex survives about 7500 orbits, which is more than half a

million years at 20 AU. Although the resulting vortex resembles ALMA observations

of a crescent-shaped feature like the one in HD 135344 B in the gas, it is much too

concentrated in the dust to match these ALMA observations that probe only the
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dust and not the gas.

In order to match ALMA’s dust observations, it is essential to take into account

the growth of the planet into computational models. With slower and more realistic

planet growth, we find that the planet first triggers a vortex in the midst of its

growth process when it is not even one-third of a Jupiter mass. As result, the

vortex ends up a lot weaker, corresponding to only a fractional density perturbation

relative to the background while developing an azimuthal extent of about 240◦ that

is twice as large as the comparison case. Furthermore, the vortex only lasts about

1500 orbits, which is five times less than when the planet is placed almost instantly

in the disk.

In general, there are two types of vortices. The previous studies that neglected

planet growth generally formed compact vortices, while studies with planet growth

highly preferentially formed elongated vortices. The compact vortices are well-

described by the GNG model from Goodman et al. (1987), while the elongated

vortices are well-described by the Gaussian model by Surville and Barge (2015).

Although these models differ in azimuthal extents and the strength of the associated

spiral waves, the controlling factor in determining which model is best-suited for a

particular vortex is the Rossby number of the vortex. If the minimum Rossby

number of a vortex is < −0.15, it is compact; otherwise it is elongated.

Similarly, the determining factor in whether a planet generates a vortex that is

compact or elongated depends on the Rossby number of the initial set of vortices.

If the initial vortices are compact, the vorticity minima at their centers will merge

once the initial vortices merge and the resulting vorticity minimum will also have

a compact minimum Rossby number. On the other hand, if the initial vortices are

elongated, the vorticity minima at their centers do not merge and instead rotate

around each other. As a result, the resulting vortex develops a wide azimuthal

extent and does not have a clear vorticity minimum at its center, while the minimum

Rossby number in the vortex is the elongated range. Although it is possible for the

planet to continue to strength the vortex to make it compact, such an outcome

requires the planet to be significantly perturbing the RWI critical profile. In typical
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circumstances, we generally do not see such behavior occur with planet-induced

vortices.

With an elongated structure, vortices do not trap dust in the same manner

as compact vortices. Elongated vortices are just as prone to trapping dust as com-

pact vortices because they both correspond to an azimuthally-concentrated pressure

bump along their perimeter and a rotating velocity field. Aside from those simi-

larities, however, the internal structure of these types of vortices are very different.

Whereas a compact vortex has a series of elliptical contours and a very smooth

pressure bump, an elongated vortex does not. As a result, once the vortex collects

dust, that dust has no reason to spiral inwards to the center like in a normal vortex.

Instead, the dust circulates around the vortex, motion that leaves the vortex nearly

as elongated in the dust as in the gas while also moving the azimuthal peak in the

dust density off-center most of the time, two features that create a big distinction

between compact and elongated vortices. With these differences, we find that a

beam diameter of at most the planet’s semimajor axis, roughly two-thirds the vor-

tex’s semimajor axis, should be sufficient for characterizing a near face-on vortex

candidate as elongated through its wider azimuthal extent or off-center peak. As

an example, the small beam diameter used in the longer wavelength observations of

HD 153544 B is more than sufficient for showing that it is elongated.

Since Jupiter-mass planets should trigger vortices rather early in their growth

track at less than one-third of their final mass, it is no surprise that planets do not

need to be as massive as Jupiter to trigger vortices. More interesting than that,

though, is the notion that lower-mass planets can trigger much longer-lived dust

vortices than higher-mass planets. With a more realistic growth method in which

the planet accretes it gas from the surrounding disc instead of having a prescribed

growth trajectory, we find that lower-mass planets in discs with H/R ≤ 0.06 are

more prone to re-trigger vortices after the initial one spreads into a ring, thereby

drastically extending the total lifetime of the dust asymmetry. With higher-mass

planets, the outer gap edge moves away from the planet quickly enough so that

spikes in the RWI critical function that arise after the decay of the initial vortex
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can easily be too far interior to the outer gap edge to re-trigger a vortex at the

pressure bump itself. On the other hand, with lower-mass planets, the outer gap

edge stays closer the planet for a much longer period of time, greatly extending

the timeframe over which spikes in the RWI critical function can generate another

vortex at the pressure bump. A major reason these spikes can still be close enough

to the outer gap edge in these case is that their location is largely independent of

planet mass, and instead mainly dependent on the disc aspect ratio. Even though

some of these spikes in the lower planet mass cases do not re-trigger vortices at the

pressure bump, they can still re-trigger what we call interior vortices on the interior

side of the outer gap edge. Although these interior vortices do not correspond to

any noticeable density perturbation, we find that they can still trap dust because

of their vortical motion. In general, these spikes are generated through shocks from

the planet’s spiral waves and therefore do not require the planet to keep growing to

potentially arise again after the decay of any initial vortices. Instead, another spike

can arise as long as the RWI critical function profile is not in a steady state.

With larger disc aspect ratios, the vortex behavior can be more complex. In

these cases with a high disc mass, the gap opened by the planet is still relatively

shallow at the time a vortex first forms. As a result, the continued growth of the

planet can still strengthen the vortex enough for its minimum Rossby number to

gradually drop over time. Eventually, these vortices can attain a Rossby number

< −0.15 and thus transition from elongated to compact. At the point, the vortex

also develops stronger spiral waves that allow it to dissipate angular momentum.

When the vortex loses angular momentum, it shrinks in the azimuthal direction

until it appears to nearly fade completely. Because such a high fraction of the mass

in the annulus containing the vortex is in the vortex itself, the vortex shrinking

depletes the initial pressure bump at the outer gap edge. As a result, what remains

of the vortex migrates outwards to the location of the new pressure bump and a

later-generation vortex forms in its place, creating a similar signature to the two

crescent-shaped features observed in MWC 758. Whereas the secondary vortex

eventually dissipates, the initial vortex never does.
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With a lower-mass disc in these cases though, the deeper depletion of the gap

due to accretion on the planet helps the outer gap edge approach a steady-state

faster, thereby preventing the vortex from strengthening enough to transition from

elongated to compact. Nevertheless, we still never observe the initial vortex to decay,

which we attribute to the planet’s spiral waves being weaker. Whereas shocks from

the planet’s spiral waves were strong enough to cause the vortex to spread into a

ring in discs with lower aspect ratios and higher Mach numbers, they are too weak

to kill the vortex in the regions of discs with higher aspect ratios.

Shocks from the planet’s spiral waves are responsible for vortices decaying discs

with very low viscosity (α ∼ 10−5). In discs with only moderately low viscosity

(α ∼ 10−4), the viscosity is strong enough to cause the vortex to decay, as can be

inferred from vortex lifetimes being relatively similar at this viscosity regardless of

the disc aspect ratio. Interestingly, the lack of observed vortices in ALMA observa-

tions is more consistent with the vortex lifetimes expected with a moderately low

viscosity as opposed to a very low viscosity. This trend indicates that either the

observed population of discs has a higher viscosity on average or there is another

secondary effect not included in our simulations that is shortening characteristic

vortex lifetimes in these real discs.

To come up with better models of how vortices may appear in observations,

we attempted to mimic large-scale crescent-shaped asymmetries typically being the

outermost feature by cutting off the dust supply to the vortex in our simulations.

With only a limited supply of dust, an elongated vortex can appear either compact

or elongated in observations due to the dust circulating around the vortex. We also

found cases where the vortex had two dust peaks as the dust circulates through the

middle of the vortex, which could potentially be similar to the two similar intensity

peaks observed in the outer feature of V1247 Orionis or the primary and secondary

pair of peaks observed in HD 142527.
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5.2 Future directions

Now that we have laid the foundations for understanding the effects of planet growth

on planet-induced vortices in 2-D hydrodynamic simulations and the corresponding

synthetic images, one of the natural next steps is to explore these effects in tandem

with more rigorous simulations. It would be interesting to explore the effects of

planet migration on the lifetimes and appearances of vortices for a variety of rea-

sons. From our initial test simulations, we already know the allowing the planet

to migrate is another to create multiple vortices in the outer disc. There is also a

much larger parameter space to explore given how the disc mass can affect a planet’s

migration track both through the accretion onto the planet and the strength of the

torques on the planet directly. Another physical effects worth adding would be to

solve the conservation of energy equation instead of assuming a locally isothermal

disc. Gap simulations have already shown that even discs that are nearly isothermal

still have significant differences from locally isothermal discs (Miranda and Rafikov,

2019). Non-isothermal equations of states would likely also affect the formation

and evolution of elongated planet-induced vortices given the presence of the entropy

in the RWI critical function. A less fundamental physical effect to explore is to

characterize the evolution of planet-induced vortices in the presence of disc winds.

Since simulating planetary gaps with disc winds is still beyond the capabilities of

the latest MHD simulations, the starting point to this characterization would be

to prescribe the torque and mass loss associated with disc winds without directly

simulating magnetic fields (Kimmig et al., 2020; McNally et al., 2020). All of these

effects could potentially be explored in 3-D. That would be useful for identifying

velocity signatures of elongated vortices or to test whether 2-D simulations accu-

rately capture certain effects such as the planet’s migration track or accretion onto

the planet in a wind-driven disc.

Beyond testing out physical effects in simulations to see how they compare to

observations, a complementary approach that should be utilized more often is to

use observations as a guide for using computational work to better understand vor-
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tices. As of yet, there have been no papers that use planet-induced vortices to infer

any properties of the discs in which they reside, not going further than developing

simple models that demonstrate the RWI can produce structures resembling those

in observations. At best, a non-computational work by van der Marel et al. (2021)

has shown that crescent-shaped asymmetries preferentially exist in regions of discs

with low surface density that correspond to relatively high Stokes numbers at the

wavelengths observed. In general, observed crescent-shaped asymmetries are rather

unusual compared to the simplest models. Only HD 135344 B and V1247 Orionis

(and potentially RY Lupus) clearly have a conventional two-side gap with an asym-

metry on one or both sides. Oph IRS 48 is unusual in that the edge of the gas cavity

appears to be far interior to its prominent asymmetry. Both Oph IRS 48 and MWC

758 have large dust cavities. MWC 758 and ISO-Oph 2 both have two asymmetries

that do not appear where they would be expected with just one planet. In general,

many discs including all of the aforementioned ones as well as RY Lupus have a

crescent-shaped asymmetry as their outermost feature. These irregularities could

potentially be indicators of planet migration tracks, planet formation timescales,

the disc mass, or dust grain sizes. Future studies should explore whether such in-

formation can be inferred from observations, possibly with the help of observations

at other wavelengths in the systems that have already been observed.

Overall, there still haven’t been any observations of vortex candidates that have

been used to constrain planet masses. The best constraints we have from observa-

tions of asymmetries are that the level of turbulence in the regions of these discs

with asymmetries must be low. Nonetheless, this constraint is not very precise nu-

merically and still relies on the assumption that these features are planet-induced

vortices, which is only close to certain in a few cases. Future work should strive to

more definitively show whether observed asymmetries are planet-induced vortices,

even in HD 135344 B and V1247 Orionis where that assumption is more likely to

be true due to the gaps in these discs. Although vortices have not provided strong

constraints on planet masses, gap modelling has not provided such constraints ei-

ther, instead only being able to constrain planet masses with the assumption of
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certain disc conditions such as the viscosity (e.g. Zhang et al., 2018). In discs with

asymmetries, it should ideally be possible to develop stronger constraints on planet

masses by analyzing the gaps and asymmetries in tandem, a direction that has not

yet been explored. Such work would contribute to the general goal of being able

to compare the population of newly-formed planets in protoplanetary discs to the

population of much older planets found in older systems in which their discs have

long since dissipated.
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